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Preføce

The idea for an international handbook on environmental education

gained expression in the resolutions of the first International working

Meeting on Environmental Education in the school cu:riculum held at

Foresta Institute for ocean and Mountain studies in the summer of

19?0. The idea gained furbher impetus when Jan Cerovsky' then

Education Executive officer of the I.U.C.N. (International Union for

the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resou¡ces)' came to the

southeastern Regional conference on the social sciences and Environ-

mental at The U"iu"i.ity of Georgia in April 19?l' An outline for the

project was drafted the following week+nd on Sapelo Island' In

October 1g7L, U.N.ES'C.O. g¡*t"a a contract to I'U'C'N' for the

preparation of this handbook. Throughout its early development' the

project enjoyed the active sup.rort and encorragement of P' C'

Bandyopadhyay, then of the Settion of Curriculum and Reasearch'

u.N.E.S.C.O.
Members of the writing team and others involved in the project met

at the International Youitr Conference on the Human Environment at

McMasters University, Hamilton, Ontario, in August 1-971' Further

meetings were helJ äi tn" European working conference on Environ-

mental Conservation Education at Rirschlikon' Switzerland' in

December 19?1 and at the Intemational Workshop on Environmental

Studies in Higher nã,r."tio" and Teacher Tlaining at the University of

lryestern Ontario ii- SeptemU er, !912. The firstdraft edition of the

handbook was publisheã in mimeographed form and mailed to readers

a¡ound the world in March, 1973.
The members of the original writing team with their chapter

responsibilities were as follows:

1-2. Roberb N. Saveland, editor
3. Matthew gr"'oÀ, Brentree Environmental center, Milford,

Pennsylvania, U.S.A., followed by Robert N' Saveland'

4. John Y. Jacksán, then Deiartment of Education' State of South

Carolina, U.S.A.
S.DavidWithrington,IntemationalYouthFederationforEnviron-

mental Studies and Conservation, London, U'K'
6. Michel Maldague, Université Laval, Quebec' Canada

7. Richard C' tvtitter, Foresta Institute for Ocean and Mountain

Studies, Ca¡son City, Ñelrada, U'S'A' followed by James Cleary'

S'.:nland, Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A.



The editor was greatly helped throughout the project by ùequent

communications from Ian Hore-Lacy, Environmental scientist, c.R.A.,

Commission on Education of the I.U.C'N. received a copy

A partial idea of the number of contributors of this handbook can be

gaineã by reading the listings in Appendix B. Special notice should be

tuL".t of certain members of the first international meeting on environ-

(Japan/U.S.A.), and Harry Wals (The Netherlands)'' 
ùembers of the I.U.C.N. Commission on Education who fully

responded to requests included James L. Aldrich (U'S'A')' W' Erz

1fåderal Republið of Germany), Ricardo Luti (Argentina), and Vice-

òhrir-"r, 1'. nitctrard (U.K.). The Chairman of the Commission is

u.N.E.S.C.O.
Finally appreciation is due . 

College of
Fducatiõn, *¿ fn" University the essential

environment and the research ti wo¡k of this

nature.

The University of Georgia
u.s.A.

ROBERT N. S¡VNT,¡NO
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hrrpose and hocedu¡es
An a¡t lesson in perspective is the task of drawing a pair of railway

tracksextendingacrossaplainawayfromtheviewer.Thetracksappeal
to converge in the distanåe. Perspective is our way of looking at things'

Inadditiontogeometri"p".,p""tiue,thereisatimeperspectiveanda
,p""" p"r.p"ctive, and anäntiie book (Manners and Mikesell, 1974) has

ueenwrittenonthesubjectasitpertainstoenvironment.Various
áisciplines have their ownperspectives, as witnessed by the sometimes

¿i.r"ù"rrt views of economists and ecologists' This isnot t9.*" that all

economists think alike, but there is a general similarity in thei¡

approach to the world."Orr" form of perspective recently refened to in environmental

education writings is that of 'tunnel vision'. A person afflicted with this

sympton sees onlY the light
perceives nothing of what is

this handbook will seek to m
will also give attention to that whi

One of the PurPoses of this han

readerrerporrdtothequestion,'Whetearewenowinenvironmental
educationi,. Although an urgent need for such an education has been

;ã;it recognized, it" itt"lu.ion in the cu¡riculum is still fragmentary

*ã irr"o*piete. iet examples of workable practices abound. It is the

taskofthi.shandbooktoselectsomeofthese,organizetheminto
rneaningful relationships, and present them in a manner that will permit

the international readér'ø make his own applications and synthesis for

his part of the world.
fh" """" 

study wiu be the main device used to provide the data

mentionedabove.Forpurposesofthishandbook'thetermcasestudy
*iu u" interpreted *ttr"t broadly to include a variety of documentary

materials. The problems of the case study approach a¡e those en-

countered whenever a selection process is involved. In a field which has

had such a rapid expansion and surge of
education, it is difficult to keep up with
Thus, some practices which would make
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turheratded. As explained in the Acknowledgements, the system of
sending it to readers a¡ound the

s can be logicallY and objectivelY

determined. However, the decision for inclusion of a case study
inevitably includes some degree of subjective judgement, and this is also

recognized a.s a problem. For this handbook, the major criteria rvere:

1. Is it innovative? Is it creative?
2. Does it have high transfer value? Is it replicable in other

situations?
3. Does it fit a geographical distribution pattern? (An attempt was

made to get as wide a distribution as possible, but in this we did not
succeed.)

4. Does it have the time quality of either reflecting the ct¡rrent
situation or being of continuing value in the future?

5. Is it truly representative of environmental education, as currently
defined?

This last item is a 'sticky wicket' because it brings up the whole
problem of environmental definitions.

Definitions
New words are continually being added to the vocabulary of the general

populace. Note the rise in the use of the term ecology in the late 1960s.

tttã tt"qrency in use of certain words can serve as a barometer
measuring the climate of opinion, the intellectual interests and the

values of a group of PeoPle.
There is often a fuzzy quality to new terms, or old terms used in nev/

ways, for it takes time for them to acquire generally accepted meanings

that can be codified in a dictionary. Take, for instance, the words
perspectiue and, percepfion which are appearing frequently in environ-
mental literature (Yi-Fu Tuan, 797 4). While both $'ords look alike and

are related, they have some important distinctions to which the ca¡eful
reader and writer will be attuned.

A standard definition equates perception with awareness of the
elements of the physical environment through the senses.

Many kinds d: the senses of touch,
smell, hearing, , the visual sensations of
color, shape, r biological techniques of
orientation to the environment. (Rillo, 1971, p. 40)

Psychologists point to the role of emotions in
developing an individual's menta.l d. Of special

signifiòance is the fact that what we p mind through
a ctiltural scteen. This has particu intemational
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handbook on environmental education. There a¡e many examples of
materials which were considered a natural resource in one culture but
of litile value in another. (An exception seems to be the almost

tmiversal respect which has been accorded to gold.) On the cunent
scene, one can see the people of developing countries adopting quite a

different view of the resources within their boundaries from that of the

industrialized nations which exploit these resources.

Perception, then, deals with what we look at, or choose to notice.

'We see, but we do not observe', is an old axiom. What we see is

conditioned by how sensitized our receptors are.

Perspective, a.s mentioned earlier, is how we look at things. It is what
happens after impressions a¡e intemalized. Perspective places things in
the context of time and space and is concerned with interelationships.
Thus it can be said that perception precedes perspective.

Not only do somewhat involved and technical terms [ike perception
arrd. perspectiue offet a problem in definition, but comparitively simple

and general terms like enuironment and education have their problems

too. From the standpoint of intemational communications, there is a
real need for common agreement on the meaning of terms. It was with
this problem that the delegates struggled during the opening sessions of

Pltotographs by Elizdbeth Kellogg

Children get a head start in the 'Annex' run by Frances Hawkins of the Mountain
View Center, Boulder, Colorado

a
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the first International l4/orking Meeting on Environmental Education in
the School Curriculum at Foresta Institute in the summel of 1970. The
definition of environmental education which they agreed upon $¡as

based on an existing statement by B. Ray Horn who undoubtedly drew
upon previous writings of Brennan, Brandywine and others- As

adopted, it reads:

Environmental education is the process of recognizing values

and clarifying concepts in order to develop skills and attitudes
necessary to understand and appreciate the inter'¡elatedness
among man, his culture, and his biophysical sunoundings.
Environmental education also entails practice in decision making
and self-formulation of a code of behavior about issues concerning
environmental quality. (Cerovsky L97 La, p. 1 7)

This statement has been widely publicized and accepted, but it is not
simple. It requires thoughtful reading.

Environmental education has been defined by the Congress of the
United States through The Environmental Education Act (Public Law
91-516). In order to accomodate two schools of thought, two working
definitions were stated, one emphasizing process and the other stressing

content. Tanner (7974, pp. 29-33) has a further discussion of these

issues. Excerpts from the law a¡e included in this chapter as Case Study
No. 1-1. In subsequent chapters, some of the projects funded under
this act will be described.

Official actions of govemmental organizations give status to move-

ments and causes. Presumably a problem has to be of a sufficient
magnitude before it is perceived by lawmakers. The educational side of
environmental problems w¿ts so recognized at the United Nations
Conference on the Human Envi¡onmentin7972, othenvise known as

the Stockholm meeting. Resolution 96, outlining a task fo¡ inter-
national agencies, is set forbh in this chapter as Case Study 1-2. This
case study serves to give additional perspective on the concems to
which this handbook seeks to respond.

A complete set of definitions for envi¡onmental terms is a project
unto itself. Fortunately others have made the attempt. A convenient
2}-page booklet of Common Enuironmental Terms was compiled by
Gloria J. Studdard and published by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in 19?3. A part of this glossary is reproduced as Case Study
1-3. The Appendix of this handbook gives the contact addresses for
additional information on any of the case studies.

The compulsion to define environmental education has, at times,

taken on the appealance of an attempt to establish the boundaries of a

discipline. King and Brownwell (1966) identified the isomorphic
features of disciplines as follows:
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A disciptine is a community of penons.
A discipline is an expression of hr¡nan imagination.
A discipline is a domain.
A discipline is a tradition.
A discipline is a syntactical structure - a mode of inquiry.
A discipline is a conceptual structu¡e - a substance.
A discipline is a specialized language or other system of symbols.
A discipline is a heritage of literatu¡e and artifacts and a network of
communications.
A discipline is a valuative and effective stance.
A discipline is an instructive community. (p. 95)

tis
s, it
is is
rin

our lives?

s

ective are involved in the process of concept
been written about concepts (Pritchard, 1971)'

and still the term is elusive. Like moonbeams' you cannot hold them in
your hand. To some, concepts refer to the meanings attached to
ltr¿iuiA,t¿ words. Thus, concepts of special interest to environmental
education would be linked with words, such as B.O.D. (biochemical

oxygen demand), euthrophication, es, etc' Others

pteto to express concepts as a ization' Some

ãonsider both modes equally valid, pts with ideas'

There has been considerable interest in identifying concepts in
environmental education. Not only do they need to be identified, but
also arranged in some order, or structure. This step is prerequisite to
determining a gfade placement in a developmental learning sequence.

one of the more definitive works in establishing a concepts list was

that of Robert E. Roth in his Ph.D. dissertation at The university of
wisconsin under the direction of Milton o. Pella and clay A.

Schoenfeld. Drawing from college conservation texts, reference books,

conservation curriculum guides and previous studies (notably those of

of 699 members representing tïr¡o universities in each or. L2 major

a
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vegetation zones of the u.s. and 27 universities selected on the basis of
being large universities with extensive graduate programmes and holding
summer sessions.

The National Panel was askeil to rate ether
they considered it essential (+5), highly (+g),
satisfactory (+2), or unacceptable (-5). cores
were computed on the basis of the values indicated. The maximum
attainable score was 5.0. usable responses were received from 850 of
the National Panel and these represented 24 unive¡sities and 40
disciplines. Each concept had to receive a g\vo or greater level of

The method of procedure used by Roth is rather standard and relies

western cultu¡al biases. strangely enough, Roth found that any indic-
ation of a respondent's bias associated with his descipline was tenous at
best.

57 and 58, deal with
as a major strand in
misconception that
at once. Those who

have been working in the field long enough have seen evolution of
thought f¡om the conservation concept at the tum of the century
which largely referred to preservation of natural a¡eas and wildlife in â

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT
Readers will wish to add to this list other names and occunences significant fortheir countries and cultures.
181 3
1864
1872
1873

Imperial Forest Institute established in St. petersburg
George Perkins Marsh, Man onC Nature
Establishment of Yellowstone National park
Louis Agassiz founded Nature Study School near Woods Hole
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1875
1908
191 3

Jean Baptiste Lamarck and Eduard Suess used termbiosphere
Theodore Roosevelt formed National Conservation Commission
International Conference for the Protection of Nature, Basle (interrupted
by World War I)
North American Migratory Birds Treaty
International Committee for Bird Preservation established in London
Vladimir Vernadsky, B iosphere
Term noosphere put forth by Edouard LeRoy
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
Commission for International Protection of Nature legally established at
Brussels
Paul B. Sears, Deserús on the March
Signing of Convention on Nature Protection and Wildlife Preservation in
the Western Hemisphere
Founding of International Union for the Protection of Nature (Name
changed to International Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources in 1956)
First World Conference on Natural Resources, Lake Success New York
(had commission on pesticides)
International Geophysical Year
Antarctic Treaty
Formation of World Wildlife Fund
Rachel Carson, Silent SPring
Torrey Canyon wreck calls world attention to oil spill
U.N.E.S.C.O. Biosphere Conference in Paris
European Conservation Year
U.N. Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm

191 6
1922
1926
t927
1933
1934

1935
L942

1946

1949

1957-8
1959
1961
1966
1967
1968
1970
7972

Even though Alvin Toffler in Future Shoch (1970) rightly pointed out
that schools mainly focus on the pa-st and ban the future from the
classroom, it must be observed that the old dictum still maintains, 'The
past is prologue'.

Another recent lvrit€r, Robert Ardrey (1966), popularized a major
concept which has great implications for environmental education, that
of territoriality. As Cervosky (1971b) has written:

I believe that every environmentally conscious citizen must have
his'home envilonment' in which he feels root€d, which he loves,
explores, understands, and improves, and which he is ready to
defend against every danger and deterioration. A sound global
aìilareness can only groï' out of such a backgEound. People lacking
a 'home environment' or deprived of it cannot acquire a proper
aw¿rreness of environmental issues. (p. 8)

A sense of community is thus linked with the concept of territ-
oriality. Individual mobility in industrial societies has weakened the
sense of community in many instances. This has frequently been
accompanied by deterioration of the environment. A community is the
kind of social involvement as well as a place. Communities exist on
various scales from the crew of a ship to 100,000 people in a

metropolis. A key factor in the community concept is the perception
that some kind of 'glue'holds the community together.

a
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As Strong (7974) has stated:

the family, the tribe, or the city. (p. 55) ,
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on these problems is in the domain of the social sciences, especially

geoglaphy (Iand-use planning) and political science'- T; gr¡4" the writing and selection of material for this book, a
taxonomy of principles wa.s d¡awn up. This list of principles is set forth,

herewith, to indicate to the reader the basic premises upon which this

work is ba.sed. These principles a¡e neither sacrosanct, nor all inclusive.

This efforb should slimulate dialogue leading to further efforbs at

delineating and refining the principles of environmental education.

Hopefully, this handbook will stimulate interaction and discourse by

serving as a fo¡um topic at environmental education confe¡ences to
come.

The print the mid

1g?0s. As s ts doing

longitudinal contrib-

ute to their PersPective.

PRINCIPLES FOR E. E. HANDBOOK
1. Man is a

1' 1 dings

1.2
1.3 harmonY with natural

2. Environmental improvement requires cooperative effort-- lt planning i. . -"u^ of fo.e."éittg the effects of our actions. (The

2.1.1 cessary to assure optimum environmental decisions'

2.7.2 use reflect the values of a society

2.L.3 me has placed a premium on development at the

expense of the environment
2.2 The attainment of environments of quality depends on the communic-

ation of ideas - an aim of education
2.2.1 Environmental education is inter-disciplinary, multi-disciplinary, and

trans-disciPlinarY
2.2.2 Environmental Lducation operates at the grass-roots level and is con-

cerned with individual behaviour
2.2,g Environmental education involves students in activities
2.2.4 Environmeniãi "ã"""ti"n 

necessitates field studies, rural or urban' and

exPeriences beyond the classroom
2.2.6 EnvironmenãÏ ãa"""ti"" develops an ethic contributing to the quality

of life
2.2.5.1 It respects individual life styles
2.2.5.2 It is based on constructive attitudes

t
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3. The sharing of resources is a global concern
3.1 Mãterials of the ea¡th become resources through human perception of

Potential uses

3.2 Èarth resources a¡e unevenly distributed and unequally consunied
3.3 The consumption of resources may convert them into irrêtrievable

forms or into substances dangerously harmful to living organisms
3.4 Recycling of industrial production and ecologically balanced .S.i-

cultural production ale means of maintaining sustained yields from
resources

3.5 The people of the world a¡e all astronauts on Spaceship Earth
3.5.1 The earth is our only home; it contains our life-support systems
9.5,2 Tbe limits of the human population-carrying-capacity of the earth a¡e

currently unknown, but observations indicate the desirability of some
forms of population limitation and redistribution
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Case Studl t'r

Financial Assistance for Environmental Education Projects'

ï:i.ildñent of Heafuh, Education, and Welfare/office
of Education

Subpart A - DescriPtion of Program

c Law 91-516; 20 U'S'C'
and contracts to suPPort

designed to educat¿ the
qualitY and ecological

the develoPment of educational

pïocesses dealing with man's re

made surroundings, and include
ïesource allocation and depletion
nology, and urban and

These processes would
and understand the
principles and problems and to be able to identify and evaluate

alternative solutions to environmental problems' E-mphasis shall be

placed on the develãpment of skills. and insights needed to understand

the structur", ,"q,rir"*ents' and impact within and among various

environmental entities, subsystems and systems'

Part 2- Environmental Education
sec 2.1 Bachgroui¿. Environmental education is a relatively new

activity still undergoing important developments in its practical applic-

ation and theoretical fãundations. The inLraction of the practical and

working definitions of environ-

reflect the consensus established

ronmentalists, and other citizens

ronmental education'

Sec. 2.2 Worhing definition:

alternative approaches and solutions'
That is, the Process of environment

perceive and mental

ãnables him t uate th
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benefits and risks' It involves the

eeded to understand the structure'

ctions within and among various

d sYstems'

(20 u.s.c. 1531 (b))
2.3 Worhing definition: con

of the ideas a¡rd materials of the

but would do so in sYnthesis with

ateas, such as the social sciences'

sciences, the arts, and other area's

Ãã ,r""á"¿ for the particular topic of inquiry'

a
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Case Studl r'z

Recommendation 96. Report of the Unitcd Nations Conference

on the Human Environment

l.ltjsrecornmendedlhattheSecretary.General,theorganizationsof
theUnitedNationstytt"-,especlallytheUnitedNationsEducational'
Scientific and C"fi"tJ ôrg'anization and the other intemational

agencies concemed' should, after
,rã."tttty stePs to establish an in

izen living in rural and urban areas'

' i îi'iÍ"Ïî äi' "'l;""åî'r';
and financial cooPeration and

assistance will this program, taking into account

theprioritiesgtotheresorücesavailable.This
program shoul things:

(a) The preparation of an inventory of existing systems of education
' ' whicù inìlude environmental education;

(b) The exchange of information on such systems and' in particular'

dissemination of the results of I periments in teaching;

(c) professional workers in various

(d) ff;
economic, sociological, touri to

facilitate trre e*ctringe åf experience between countries which have

simila¡ environmentj conditions and comparable levels of develop-

ment;
(e)Thedevelopmentofnewmaterialsandmethodsforalltypesand

levels of envitonmental education'
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Case Sndl r'1

Common Environmental Terms - A Glossary' Compiled by

Gloria J' Studdard

In sum, we have endeavored in a single listing to compile and. define the

mostcommo'*orAr-*dtermsessentialtothestudy'understanding
and solution of 

"nãtonmental 
problems' Where so many words and

terms are concem"a,-ii i, someti'mes difficutt to settle upon definitions

acceptable to users who represent a great variety ?f pursuits and

interests. This is particularly true of tñe newer words generated by

science and technology. It may be recalled that Dr' Samuel Johnson

once described a "ffiit", 
of âictionaries as a 'harmless drudge' and

observed:.Dictionariesarelikewatches;theworstisbetterthannone'
and the best cannot be expected to go quite true''

We do not e*pect it i, itor*ty tó ¡é used extensively by technicians

and professionals in envirõnmental at

;;ó;; Rather, it is our hoPe t ,:
stuáent's understanding of man's e IÞ

of the forces and elements that co

air pollution: The Pres
that Prevent the nor
directlY or indirectl
the full use and enjo

biochemical oxygen demand (B

oxygen consumed in the bio

organic matter in water' Large

amountsofdissolvedoxygen,thusthegreaterthedegreeofpol-
lution, the greater the BOD'

channelization: The .ïoigt t""i"g and deepening of streams to permit

water to move faster, tä reduõe flooding or to drain marshy acleage

for fa¡ming. H;;;;;r, channelizatlon reduces the organic waste

assimilationcapacityofthestreamandmaydisturbfishbreedingand
destroy the stream's natural beuaty'

DDT: The first .;-ã; ;.dern chiorinated hydrocarbon insecticides

whosechemica]'*"ls1,1,1.tricholoro-2,2.bis(p-chlori.
phenyl)-eth""". 11 has a half-life of 15 years' and its residues can

become "orr""rrtot"ã 
in the fatty tissues of certain organisms '

especialty ti.tt. gã""t'e of its persistence in the envi¡onment and iLs

ability to t""t-,rf"t" a"¿ magnify in the food-chain' EPA has

banned tne regisiJion and inteistak sale of DDT for nearly all uses

in ttre United St"t". effective December 3\'7972'

a
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The air thus behaves like gla.ss in a greenhouse, allowing the pa.ssage

of light but not of heat. Thus many scientist's theorize that an

increase in the atmospheric concentration of co2 can eventually



L1

facturing, handling or use of chemicals intended for killing plant and

animal pests. (7) residential - waste that normally originates in a

residential environment. Sometimes called domestic solid waste'
tertiary treatment: \üaste water treatment beyond the secondar¡¡' or

biological stage that includes removal of nutrients such as phos-

phorus and nitrogen, and a high percentage of suspended solids.

Tertiary treatment, also known as advanced waste treatment,
produces a high quality effluent.

urban runoff: Storm water from city streets and gutters that usually
contains agreat deal of litter and organic and bacterial wastes.

variance: Sanction granted by a goveming body for delay or exception
in the application of a given law, ordinance or regulation.

water quality standard: A plan for water quality management con-
taining four major elements: the use (recreation, drinking water, fish
and wildlife propagation, industrial or agËcultural) to be made of the
water; criteria to protect those uses; implementation plans (for
needed industrial-municipal waste treatment improvements) and

enforcement plans, and an antidegradation statement to protect
existing high quality waters.

zoo plankton: Planktonic animals that supply food for fish.

a
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Case Stndl r.4

Taxonomic List of concepts 
"(ï:ïit"f).ental 

Management Education

1. Living things are interdependent with one

another and their environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
2. Man has been a factor affecting plant and animal

succession and environmental processes.

3. The management of natu¡al resoulces to meet

the needs of successive generations demands

long-range planning.
4. Environmental management involves the applic-

ation of knowledge from many different discip-

lines.
5. Modern man affects the structure of his

environment.
6. Esthetic resources and recreational facilities of

economic and noneconomic value a¡e becoming

increasingly important in leisu¡e-time activities'

?. Man has ability to manipulate and change the

environment.
8. A knowledge of the social, physical, and bio-

logical sciences and humanities a¡e important for
environmental understanding.

9. Social and technotogical changes alter the inter-
relationships, importance, and uses for natural
resoulces.

10. Thete a¡e certain risks taken, and limitations
experienced, when manipulating the natural en-

vironment.
11. Resource depletion can be slowed by the

development and adoption of alternatives'

12. Environmental management has effects on

individuals and social institutions.
13. Man's need for food, fiber, Ðd minerals in-

creases as populatioris expand and levels of
consumPtion rise.

Weighted ltem
Mean Scores

4.85

4.58

4.42

4.27

4.08

4.08

4.01

3.98

3.93

3.92

3.84

3.14

3.67



14. Conflicts emerge between private land use rights
and the maintenance of envi¡onmental quality
for the general Public.

15. A cultural and time lag exists between the
development of knowledge in science and tech-
nology and application of the knowledge to
resource and envi¡onmental problems.

16. Management is the result of technical and

scientific knowledge being applied in a rational
direction to achieve a particular objective.

1?. The management of natu¡al resoulces is culture
bound.

MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
18. Increased population mobility is changing the

nattrre of the demands upon some resources.

19. Options available to future generations must not
be foreclosed.

20. A variety of institutional structules ale involved
in planning and managing the environment.

21. Hunting regulations ¿Ìre useful in maintaining
and restoring populations as well as in distrib-
uting the game hawest.

22. Multiple use is a practice in which a given land
area functions in two or more compatible ways.

23. Management of habitat is considered to be an

effective technique of wildlife management
when the desire is to increase numbers of
particular populations.

24. Architectu¡e can be one of the positively
persuasive influences in developing a congenial
environment.

26. Zoning is a practice in which land uses are

prescribed based upon value judgements regard-

ing the needs of societY.

ECONOMICS
26. Ready transportation, glowing interest, money

surpluses and increased leisure time combine to
create heavy' pressures on existing recreation
facilities and demands for new ones'

19

Weighted Item
Meun Scores

3.65

3.44

2.62

2.52

3.61

3.51

3.49

3.43

3.41

3.35

3.27

3.20

3.96

a
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2?. Outdoor recreation is an increasingly important
part of our culture and our economy'

Zg. ihe economy of a region depends on the utiliz-

ation of its natural, human, and cultural re-

sources and technologies over time'
29. Economic efficiency does not always result in

conservation of a natural resoulce'

30. The distribution or location of resources in

relation to population' technological, and eco-

nomic factors a¡e critical to problems of re-

source conservation and use'

31. The political and economic strength of a

country is, in part, dependent upon its access to
domesiic and foreign resources and international
relationshiPs.

32. Conservation policy is determined by the inte¡-

action of science and technology; social and

political factors; and aesthetic, ethical, and eco-

nomic considerations.
33. Conventional benefit-cost analyses do not al-

ways result in sound consewation decisions'

34. A sound natural resource policy is dependent
- - 

upon a flexible political system, pragmatically

appraising and reappraising policies and pro-

gru*-".1tt terms of their effect upon the public

i'nterest and in light of scientific knowledge

about the natural resources'
35. Consumption practices are constantly being ex'

panded by our ability to produce and create

wants and ma¡ket, which affects the rate of

resource use.

36. Individuals tend to select short term economlc

gains, often at the expense of greater long term

environmental benefits'
3?. Increasing population and per capita use of

resources have brought changed land'to-man or

resource-to-PoPulation ratios'
38. Goods and services are produced by the inter-

action of labor, capital, natural resources and

technologY'
39. Long range planning for the use and allocation

Weighted ltem
Mean Scores

3.93

3.79

3.79

ó.¡t)

3.61

3.61

3.54

3.53

3.46

3.21

3.27

3.18



of natu¡al and human resources is continually
evolving.

40. Choices between needs (essentials) and wants or
desires (nonessentials) are often in conflict.

41. Raw materials and energy supplies are generally
obtained from those resoutces and places where
they are available at least cost, usually in short
economic terms.

42. Supply and demand, in relation to values held
by society, determines what is a resource and its
economic values.

43. The more efficient use of some resources is the
result of technical and ma¡keting improvements.

ENVIRONMENTTAL PROBLEMS
44. Safe waste disposal, including the reduction of

harmful and cumulative effects of va¡ious solids,
liquids, gases, radio-active wastes and heat, is
important if the well being of man and the
environment is to be preserved.

45. Pollutants and contaminants a¡e produced by
nattual and man-made processes.

46. Increasing human populations, rising levels of
living, and the resultant demands for greater
industrial and agricultural productivity promo tes
increasing environmental contamination.

ENVIRONMENTAL ECOLOGY
47. Natural resources are interdependent and the use

or misuse of one will effect others.
48. In any environment, one component like: space,

water, air, ot food may become a limiting factor.
49. Most resources are vulnerable to depletion in

quantity, quality, or both.
50. The interaction of environmental and biological

factors determines the size and range of species
and populations.

51. Natural resources, watei and minerals in pariic-
ulal, are unequally distributed with respect to
land a¡eas and political boundaries.

2L

Weighted ltem
Mean Scores

3.L7

3.15

2.96

2.86

2.76

4.65

4.09

4.01

4.35

4.22

4.77

3.84

3.75
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52. The renewable resource base can be extended by
reproduction, growth, and management.

53. Natu¡al resoulces affect and a.re affected by the
material welfa¡e of a culture and directly or
indirectly by philosophy, religion, govemment,
and the arts.

54. The natural environment is ireplaceable.

ADAPTATION AND EVOLUTION
55. An organism is the product of its heredity and

environment.
56. Man is influenced by many of the same hered-

itary and environmental factors that affect other
organisms and their populations.

57. The rate of change in an environment may
exceed the rate of organism adaptation.

58. Organisms and environments a¡e in constant
change.

59. Atl living things, including man, are continually
evolving.

60. The form of life present depends upon the
coincidence of the life needs and their availabil-
ity in an environment.

61. Biological systems ate described as dynamic
because the materials and ene¡ry involved a¡e
parts of continuous cycles; inorganic materials
and energy become part of organic materials and
are subsequently broken down into simple sub-
stances and energy a.s a result of the operation of
organic systems.

62. Animal populations are renewable resources.
63. Succession is the gradual and continuous re-

placement of one kind of plant or animal com-
plex by another and is characterized by g¡adual
changes in species composition.

NATURAL RESOURCES
(Water)

64. Water supplies, both in quantity and quality are

important to all levels of living.
65. The earth and life on it are greatly affected by

the atmosphere.

Weighted ltem
Mean Scores

3.76

3.58
2.96

4.74

3.80

3.76

3.56

3.49

3.26

3.09
3.08

3.03

4.39

4.29

¿



66. Water is a reusable and tra¡rsient resource, but
the available quantity may be reduced or quality
impaired.

67. As populations increase competition for the use
of water increases resulting in a need for estab-
lishing water use priorities.

68. The amount of precipitation that becomes
available for use by man varies with topography,
land use, and applied management practices.

(Minerals)
69. Mineral conservation involves the utilization of

all known minerals of the earth's crust that will
cause them to serve more people for a longer
time.

70. The nonrenerÃ¡able resource base is considered
finite.

71. Soil is classified as a rene\ryable resource, but,
because it may take a few years to thousands of
years to be 'renewed,' it is more practically
termed a depletable tesource.

72. Minerals are nonrenewable resources.

(Soil)
73. Maintaining, improving, and in some cases

restoring soil productivity is important to the
welfa¡e of people.

74. Geological processes like erosion and deposition
modify the landscape.

75. Soil productivity can be maintained by utilizing
known agronomic, mechanical, Ðd chemical
processes.

(Plants)
76. Green plants a¡e the ultimate sources of food,

clothing, shelter, and energy in most societies.
77. Pla¡rts are reneì¡/able resources.
78. Energy is supplied to an ecosystem by the

activities of green plants.

(Animals)
79. Wildlife refuges, undisturbed natural areas, and

23

Weighted ltem
Mean Scores

4.L7

4.13

3.52

3.27

3.27

2.94
2.87

4.25

3.61

3.51

3.56
3.44

3.36
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preserves may be of value in protecting en-
dangered species and perpetuating the gene pool.

80. Iüildlife populations are important economic-
ally, aesthetically, and biologically.

81. Wildlife is considered to be a public resource.

TÏIE SOCIO.CULTURAL ENVIRONMEI{T
82. Man has responsibility to develop an appr€c-

iation of a¡rd respect for the rights of others.
83. Individual citizens should be stimulated to

become well informed about resource issues,
problems, management procedures, and eco-
logical principles.

84. Conservation responsibilities should be sha¡ed
by individuals, businesses and indusüries, special
interest gtoups, and all levels of govemment and
education.

85. Ma¡r has moral reponsibility for his environ-
mental decisions.

86. Knowledge of the social structures, institutions,
and culture of a society must be brought to bear
on environmental considerations.

87. The relationships between man and the natu¡al
environment a¡e mediated by his cultu¡e.

88. Man is developing the technical and sociological
knowledge needed to control population
growth, modify environments, and alter resou¡ce
use patterns.

89. Social values and mores influence personal con-
servation behavior.

90. Public opinion constitutes a control over the use
of conservation practices.

91. In a democracy, a basic theory is that increasing
restrictions on resource allocation and use are
imposed by the consent or insistence of the
people.

CULTURE
92. The culture of a group is its learned behavior in

the form of customs, habits, attitudes, institu-
tions, and lifeways that are transmitted to itß
progeny.

frreighted Item
Mean Scores

3.99

3.69
3.26

4.38

4.29

4.16

3.94

3.76

3.65

3.58

3.34

3.11

2.92

3.49



93. Ma¡r has psychobiological and biosocial needs'

94. Human resources include the physical and

mental abilities with which man is endowed and

the knowledge he has generated.

95. Historically, cultures with high technological
development have used more natural lesources

than those with lower levels of technological
development.

POLITICS
96. Individual citizens should be stimulated to

become active in the political plocess.

9?. We have 'Iegal' ownership of some resources like
real estate and control over others during our
Iifetime, but ethically we a¡e 'stewa¡ds' rather
than owners of the resource base.

98. Policies, including nattual resource policies,
came about a^s a result of the interacting social
processes: science and technology, government

óperations, private interests, and public
attitudes.

99. Conservation policies a¡e often the result of
group action.

100. As populations increase and/or as resource sup-

plies decrease, the freedom of the individual to
use the resources a-s he wishes decreases irres-

pective of the form of government.
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Weighted ltem
Mean Scores

3.27 ,

3.26

2.98

3.85

3.76

3.51

3.51

3.44

THE FAMILY
101. Family familY size

are imp be avoided

anda¡ ârisuredfor
successive generations.

THE INDIVIDUAL
102. An individual must develop his ability to per-

ceive if he is to increase awa¡eness and develop
environmental PersPective'

103. Individuals perceive different self-roles depend-
ing upon their position in the social and environ-
mental context.

3.88

3.6-?

2.99

,
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104. li4an has the capability of improving society
through sociology, psychology, and science.

105. Man is a high animal form because of his ability
to rea.son.

106. Man is continually developing an ethical base for
making value judgements.

107. Man performs some tasks at a high physiological
cost.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
108. Opportunities to experience and enjoy nature

are psychologically rewarding to many and are
important to mental health.

109. The need of man to tum inward for self renewal
can be stimulated by his extemal esthetic exper-
iences.

110. Resources have a psychological impact on
people.

111. Emotional reactions can be elicited by exposure
to physical objects and geometric forms.

Weighted Item
Mean Scores

2.96

2.83

2.66

2.62

3.60

2.79

2.78

2.54 I
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Carricalam Design

ROBERT SAVELAND

Search for a Rationale
This chapter is addressed to those persons who have been given, or who
have assumed, some responsibility in formulating a curriculum in
envilonmental education. It recognizes that students can make thei¡
own curriculum, since curriculum is here used to denote pattems of
learning ex¡reriences (Berman, 1968). However, by and large, prescribed

curricula exist, and any long-range development in environmental
education involves finding a place within the mandated framework.

The starting place for curiculum building is usually the identifrc-
ation of the ba.sic principles upon which the curriculum is constructed.
The current stage of identifying principles for environmental education
was indicated in the last chapter. The search for a rationale is apparent
in several of the case studies in this handbook and in other curriculum
writings. When seeking a rationale on an intemational level, the task is
complicated by varying levels of educational development and con-
trasting, even conflicting, value systems and ideologies. Nevertheless, it
may be safely a.sserted that at least three major goals are common to
the educative process wherever encountered. These are:

1. The cu¡riculum should promote entry into the world at work - a

vocational goal.
2. Ttre curriculum should provide for the continuing functioning of

society - a citizenship goal.
3. The curriculum should help individuals to enjoy many'sided and

meaningful lives - a personal goal. (Adapted from Flanagan, 1973.)

It may be noted that these goals apply to learning from elde¡s in
aboriginal societies as well as to factory-style instruction in highly
integrated state schools of industrial societies.

Data, skills and concepts from envi¡onmental education contribute
to each of these goals in a major way. Goal 1 involves everyone as

consumers and producers in the unending process of resource con-
version. Goal 2 relates to the intelligence which can be brought to bear

on environmental problems through laws and human behaviour where-
by people will act as stewa¡ds in partnership with nature rather than as

a
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its adversaries. For goal 3, the role of natu¡e as an uplifter of the human
spirit may be difficult to document, but it is attested to by hundreds of
thousands of persons.

Curriculum builders, in addition to adhering to a set of environ-
mental principles, should follow a set of educational principles. Again
the problems of common agreement and wide applicability must be
faced. Also, theories of leaming a¡e an educational frontier, and the
role of memory is largely an unexplored territory. However, four major
educational principles will be boldly set forth here, because they are
inherent in developing a curriculum design. They include:

1. The cu:rrict¡lum should provide for individual differences.
2. T}:re curriculum should have meaning (relevance) for the student.
3. The cu:riculum should be developmental (in phase with matur-

ation rates).
4. The curriculum should be balanced.

Principle number t has long been given lip service but is frequently
violated in large modern school systems. The types of activities often
associated with environmental education usually promote individual
expression and creativity. It is clea¡ how environmental problems
contribute to principle number 2. Principle number 3 gives difficulty
because maturation levels and growth stages are still being identified.
The latter part of this chapter and Case Study 2€ will attempt to
extend this principle into the field of environmental educatibn.
Principle number 4 is an ecological principle that can also be applied to
personal lives. A balanced cu:riculum provides a variety that contrib-
utes to motivation as well as to the development of well-rourded
personalities mentioned prevþusly.

The achievement of balance is also related to a seldom-mentioned
component of unusual importance, that of pacing (Glaser, 1973).
Pacing refers to the rate of leaming and thus is also linked with
púnciples 1 and 3. The achievement of a balanced, well-paced curric-
ulum is partly an art, partly the result of concentrated, serious study,
and partly acquired through the trial-andcrror method. Although
teachers alter the pace of prescribed curricula, inevitably students pace
themselves.

Organization A lternatives
Once a rationale has been set forth, there remain numerous organiz-
ational decisions to be made by the curriculum designer. Factors to be
taken into consideration include:

1. Pa.st experiences - what are the weak points and strong points of
the current cu¡riculum, the 4ttitudes and skills of the teachers, the
availability of materials?
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2. Economy of time - do the behavioural outcomes have a positive

correlation with the energy expended to achieve them?

3. Tlansferability - the 'calry over' value to futu¡e knowledge and

technology is difñcutt to ascertain in advance. Advocates of the process

approach claim this advantage.
^ ¿. trtexibiliw - rigor mortis tends to set in once a cu¡riculum is

established. Perhaps it is for this reason that much environmental

education has been done in an ad hoc, informal way'

While not denigrating ttre value of informal environmental education,

it is still necessary to obtain sanction from the managers of the system

if change is to be affected in the schools' Case Study 2-1 is a

demonstration of official recognition and action in support of environ-

mental education on the parb of the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Etuope. As such, it should be not¿d that this is a political
document. The Appendix statement, 'It Y¡ould be presumptuous to
make fundamental changes in the educational structures and school

curricula in the neaÌ future', reflects the cautious attitude required in
such proclamations. It will be noted that a multidisciplinary approach

is suggested rather than a trans-disciplinary one. (see pages 8-9.) This

topic is further developed in the next case study.
case study 2-2 from India sets forth three approaches to incorpor-

ating envitonmental education into the curriculum. The first two
approaches, dispersion through the curriculum and utilizing specially

designed units, are put forth as preliminary steps in moving to option
three which makes a case for the separate, but equal, course in
environmental education. A fou¡th possibility briefly mentioned in this
case study, that of total cuniculum revision, will receive attention later
in this chapter.

Foltowing Ca.se Study 2-2, four case studies are presented in
succession. Case Study 2-3 from Yugoslavia details tasks at succeeding

grade levels and adheres to developmental principles. ca.se study 24
giv"s atr Australian example of cu:riculum development' especially in
ihe middle school (in this case 9th and 10th grade). Ca.se Study 2-5

indic environmental studies in the

high es for obtaining inforrration
and Parts of the country' Ca'se

Study 2-6 is a syllabus from the United Kingdom for an environmental
studies cor¡rse in the sixth form (16-18 years old). This is followed by
case study 2-1, a california guide for the development of an inter-

I
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education prog¡ammes. (See Stranz, L97 4, for a further discussion of the
\{iltshire as well as the Hertfordshire syllabi.) The El¿isúics model from
California attempts a cognitive-affective schema in its conceptual
framework. ,

The few ca.se studies presented here sca¡cely scratch the surface of
curriculum developments in environmental education on a world-wide
basis. They have mainly served to inhoduce some organization altema-
tives. Case studies in Chapter 3, Method, and in other parts of this book
give further ideas for cu¡riculum design.

Content Focus
In the preceding chapter the Roth study identified some major
concepts perbinent to environmental education. This chapter has indic-
ated some goals and principles for environmental curriculum design.
Examples of organization alternatives have been put forüh. An import-
ant part of the process of curriculum revision is the formulation of
objectives. Normally this takes place early in the planning process, but
it may also be a part of evaluating a nerv curriculum either in the pilot
stage or a.s a part of a continuing assessment.

A concise display of major areas of objectives is given in Case Study
2-8. The discussion focuses on behavioural objectives. A bias towards
science education and biology is admitted, but the author calls for a

balanced curriculum with varied activities and experiences providing the
breadth and depth for developing individual sensitivity, enjoyment,
appreciations, attitudes and values.

Perhaps the most essential part of curiculum design is the making of
decisions relative to the content focus. This raises the question of how
structu¡ed the curriculum should be (Bloom, 1971) but even educators
who advocate a non-structured curriculum allow that the students need
something to inquire about. Common structural forms are based on
spatial, temporal and topical frameworks (Saveland,7972\. The spatial
framework reflects expanding envi¡onments from the home to the state
to the nation to the world. The temporal framework has a time base
and tsually sta¡ts with the distant past and works towa¡ds the present.
The topical framework takes a variety of forms. It may be discipline-
oriented and proceed from addition to subtraction to multiplication
and division. It may be problem-oriented and range from inquiry into
what is civilization (a humanistic study) to what is the chemical
composition of a substance (a scientific study).

The content focus for environmental education drew the attention of
the delegates to the first Intemational Working Meeting on Environ-
mental Education in the School Curriculum. The report of Working
Group IV f¡om this conference constitutes Case Study 2-9. What is
advocated here is a sort of Magna Carta, a broad general framework
setting forth the metes and bounds of an environmental curriculum at
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three stages. It is broad enough to permit a wide range of applications.
By using factors of the physical and social envi¡onment, this plan

integfates content from many disciplines into a comprehensive core.

The th¡ee stages, or levels, correspond to primary, middle and upper

schools and thus take cognizance of the emerging middle-school
movement. The primary stage, generally ages 5-10, concentrates upon
observing, identifying and classifying into sets various factors of the

envi¡onment. For instance, one of the first units of study could be that
of ants. Reading resea¡ch has indicated that in English a vowel and two
consonants constitute the easiest words to read. Ant is such a word.
Fu¡thermore, ants are ubiquitous, they can be found in rural and ulban
environments. child¡en can count ant's legs and the parts of their
bodies. They can discover different varieties, and the fact that ants have

a means of communication. They can observe their food-gathering
habits and their division of labour. They can use allite¡ative words like
pants and plants to make up poems and stories. They may find that
-some 

ants, like fi¡e an|s, ate an environmental problem, but, over all,

ants are a significant part of the web of life. From ants, the study could
proceed to other insects to meet the performance objectives under

Plants and Animals, Stage I, on the chart.
The middle stage (ages 11-14) calls for perceiving pattems of

environmental intenelationships at national and world-wide scales. The

division of the world into continents, culture a¡eas and biomes can be

comprehended in the middle grades. For instance, Latin America can be

identified on a map as a part of the world possessing certain character-

istics. It can be noted that a rainforest occurs here and elsewhere in
equatorial regions, but the rainforest is subject to incursion by popul-
ation growth and development as roads are cut into the forest. The
study of the Amazon rainforest would combine elements from the
natural sciences, i.e. meteorology and biology, with elements from the
social sciences, i.e. history, geography and economics. Observe how this
study would fit the performance objectives under stage II, especially

the people category, in the chart.
At the upper stage (ages L4-t7), students are better able to

comprehend movements and issues, and thus this stage has an ethical
focus. The Renaissance may, at first, appear to be a phenomena of the
\üestern World having little to do with envi¡onmental education.
However, most parts of the world felt some effect from the Renaissance

movement in Europe and all have experienced a cultural reawakening at
one time or another. The art and literature of such a movement tell
how the environment was perceived and valued.

The performance objectives on the chart are those to be attained at
the conclusion of a given stage. The att¿inment of these objectives

seems to imply that the schools have a function in directing social

change. It should be indicated here, however, that the curiculum in

¡
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general (and this plan is no exception) reflects rather ttran moulds the
social milieu.

The problems of the individuals who do not attain these perform-
ances are the same as those with any cu:riculum, except that for an
environmental cu:riculum such individuals ass¡ume special importance.
Hopefully, the environmental learning plocess, with its emphasis on
involvement and field activity, would minimize the problem of
rejection. As schools move towa¡d the quarter system and other
methods of greater flexibility in cu:riculum scheduling, competency-
based instruction can come to the fore. The assumption here is that
mastery leaming is not only possible, but highly desirable (Block,
t912).

Prospects
We have previously noted that much envi¡onmental education has been
introduced into the curriculum in an informal, unstructured way. Case
studies in this chapter and elsewhere in the book are indicative of
efforts to incorporate environmental education into authorized cu:ric-
ula. The inscrutable question, 'Where a¡e we going?' remains always
with us, but a few impactors can be recognized.

At the outset we must note that environmental problems are a public
issue. As such, they receive considerable attention from the press, radio
and television. In a sense, the media ale doing part of the curicglum
for us: more on this in Chapter 4. Therefore, a school function is to

Cartoon by Gene Basset. Winner of Editorial Catcgory Awa¡d in the 1974
Population Cartoon Contest. Reproduced from The New Era, Vol. 56, No. 1,

Jan./Feb., 1975. By permission of Scripps-Howard Newspapen
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develop habits of evaluating the media to separate fact from fiction, and

to recognize Persuasion tactics.
No amount of exhortation will produce curiculæ change without

concomitant development of maþrials. In fact, the availability of
materials is somewhat a barometer of the extent to which a subject has

been introduced into the curiculum, although there is a certain
time-lag factor. Materials are also fu¡ther discussed in Chapter 4.

Environmental education changes ¡esult from the communication of
ideas. Conferences, r,vorkshops, coulses and teachers' meetings are

a¡nong the ways of communicating new ideas in education ci¡cles.

Fortunately there a¡e some conferences which inform the participants,
get them involved, and thus generate further transmission of ideas.

Suffice to say, teacher education is an imporbant part of curricula¡
change - more of this in ChaPter 7.

During the autumn of 1968, the Swedish National Board of
Education appointed a special committee on envi¡onment¿l education
in the schools, called SMIL. This committee was given the task of
revising the cu¡ricula and they adopted the following model (Forselius,

1971 ):

A model for curriculum development in environmental education

Planning
J

Pilot study
J

Feedback analysis
.l,

Construction
J

Extensive field trials - evaluation
J

Production of teaching aids
.t

In-service education of teachers
.1.

Established routine

Pilot studies and extensive field trials are unfortunately too freq-
uently omitted in cwricular revision. In practice pioneering schools ky
new methods which, if successful, a¡e imitated by others who may leam
of them by one means or another. Inevitably change depends on how
receptive individual teachers are to innovation. Once attempted, an

innovation will be repeated if the experience ha.s. been rewarding or
satisfying.

t
{

i
Ì
t
i
t

:
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Case Strdl z.r

Council of Europe - Committee of Ministers

Resolution (71) 14
(Adopted by the Ministers'Deputies on 30 June 19?1)

On the Introduction of the Principles of Nature Conservation into Education

The Commitbee of Ministers,
Noting that man's influence on his natural envilonment is daily

increasing;
Convinced that ecolory is the scientific basis of a new attitude

toward nature and of a rational management of natural resources;
Conscious of the fundamental importance of education which must

provide the citizens of each country with the necessari¡ elements to
enable them to shoulder their responsibilities, including those relating
to the presenration of their environment, with full knowledge of all the
facts;

Having regard to Recommendation No. 65 adopted at the 31st
Session of the Intemational Conference on Public Education (Geneva,

1968) a¡rd the recommendations of the International Conference on the
Scientifrc Basis for the Rational Use and Consen¡ation of the Resources
of the Biosphere (UNESCO, 1968);

Having due regard to the Declaration on the Management of the
Natu¡al Envi¡onment of Europe adopted by the European Conservation
Conference (Strasbourg, 1970),

Decides to recommend that the governments of the member States;

f. introduce the principles of nature conservation and ecology into
thei¡ educational programmes at all levels and in all appropriate
disciplines;

2. take due account, when drawing up or revising their curricula, of
the principles in appendix to this resolution relating to the need, in
selecting the items for such curricula, to adapt them to the disclipline
and educational level.

Appendix
Principles relating to the need, when selecting items for educational
programmes, to adapt them to the discipline and educational leuel
concerned

Education must provide each individual with those elements which
he needs if he is to accept, with full knowledge of the facts, the

a
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responsibilities laid upon him, including those concerning the envi¡on-
ment.

This part of his responsibility grows daily, in direct proporbion to the
ever growing influence of man upon the environment.

Ecology is the scientific ba.sis of a new attitude towa¡ds nature and
of a rational management of its resou¡ces. It is for this reason that
ecology, together with its practical applications, grouped under the title
'Nature conservation', must appear in teaching programmes at all levels.

It would be presumptuous to wish to make fundamental changes in
the educational structures and the school cu¡ricula in the near future,
but a.s from now it is essential to study the means by which notions of
nature conservation and of ecology may be inserted into the various
traditional disciplines concerned.

These disciplines may be grouped as follows;
(i) the social sciences;
(ii) the natural sciences;
(iii) the applied sciences.

As the child grows, so he must realize that man implants himself in
nature (of which in fact he is part), that he transforms and exploits it.
The problems which such actions bring forth can only be dealt with in a
multidisciplinary context.

It is therefore desirable to tackle these problems by themes, which
will be illuminated by the various disciplines under discussion, and
adapted to the level of education concerned.

1. Nursery schools (kindergarten)
Respect for all forms of life.
Care for animals (food, drink, shelter, nesting-boxes etc.) and for

plants.
2. Primary schools
A. Study of the enuironment
(i) awaken interest in natwe in general;
(ii) study of surroundings; introduction;
(ø) to the interdependence of living creatures by the study of natural

communities (forest pond, copse, mountain, beach etc.) and also of
artificial communities (park, field, town etc.);

(b) to the influence of man on nature and vice versa;
(c) to the essential natural resources: water - air - soil - plants and

animals.
B. Ciuics (ethical and religious instruction)
(i) respect for life and all living things;
(ii) the duties of young people, and particularly their behaviou¡

towa¡ds nature.
Much time should be devoted to field studies, observation of the

natural environment and practical conservation work.
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3. Secondary schools
A. Biology
(i) basic principles of ecology:

- interdependence of living creatures and the physical environment;

- notions of the biosphere;

- trophic chains;

- energy flows;

- C, Oz, Nu , Hz O cycles (see geography (ii));

- ecological pyramids, population surges, natural selection, over-
population,

- nattrral balances and thei¡ d5mamics, disturbance of the natural
balance, e.g. by the introduction of species;

- sequences, climates, ecosystems;
(ii) man's effect on the distribution of species;
(iü) the importance of protecting genetic a.ssets;

(iv) the significance and importance of nature reserves and other
protected üeas;

(v) the effects of pesticides and other pollutants on the natural
bala¡rce.

B. GeograPhY
(i) notions of the biosphere (see biology);
(ii) the water cycle (see also physics);
(iii) land formation and evolution;
(iv) man's effect on the countryside: possibilities, limits, dangers,

balance-sheet:

- study of some interesting development techniques (irrigation,
drainage, afforestation, dry farming, game cropping, sea farming etc.),

- study of phenomena such as the various kinds of erosion, eu-

trophication, formation of deserts, over-gtazing, salination etc.;
(v) distribution of natural resoulces throughout the world (see also

economy):
- requirements and assets;

- renewable and non-renewable resources; their rational manage-

ment;
(vi) regional planning, the need for it, examples.
C. Chemistry
(i) synthesis and decomposition, C, Oz,Hz cycles (see also biology)

but drawing attention to the chemical process of chlorophyl synthesis-

The role of CO2, --CO¡, -HCO3 etc.;
(ii) study of pollution and the damage it does:

- air pollution: splays, smokes, CO, -SO2 , -HzS, -0., -NO,
-NOr, etc.;

- fresh water: phenols, detergents;

- seawater: oil;

- soil pollution.

a
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D. Physics
(i) the water cycle (see biology, geogaphy and chemistry);
(ii) air pollution: sprays (see chemistry);
(iü) fresh water pollution: phenols and detergents (see chemistry);
(iv) sea pollution; oil (see chemistry);
(v) effect of radiation; radio-activity and radio-active wastes.

E. HistorY
(i) the main steps of man's history and his increasing mastery of

natu¡e - from the prehistoric tool to modem technical methods;
(ii) disorders and wa¡s following disturbances to the balance bet-

ween man and his envi¡onment, mass human mig¡ations;
(iii) the decline of civilizations caused by wrongful use of natu¡al

resources, examples.
F. Economy (if this subject is not taught, the following items might

be included in the geography curriculum)
(i) wise and wrongful management of natu¡al resoulces;
(ii) world famine: origin, evolution of the situation, remedies, new

sources of proteins etc.;
(iii) economic effects of disturbances to the natural balance, e.g. by

the introduction of unsuitable species.
G. Man in society: politics, civics, ethics, morals, religion
(i) respect for life;
(ii) respect for the property of one's fellow-man, the fruit of his

labours; .l

(iü) civic duties and responsibilities towards the environment;
(iv) obligations of each man to his fellows and to future generations,

international co-operation ;
(v) demography and the consequences of a population explosion,

individual responsibility ;

(vi) behaviou¡ in the countryside.
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Can Strdl z.z

Three Approaches to School Environmental Education as Consecutive Stages of Its
Implementation (V. M. Galushin' S. Doraiswami)

At present no one doubts the necessity of introducing environmental
education into the schools. Its basic principles and ideas are fairly well
developed in essence. The urgent question is how to do it practically.
For this purpose

(a) a comprehensive school cu¡riculum for environmental education
has to be developed;

(b) this cu¡riculum should be suitable and, at the same time, acceptable
in terms of space and duration within the over-all school time
budget.

Various approaches to the solution of these problems have been
proclaimed. They can be roughly grouped into three kinds of suggest-

ions:

(1) Environmental topics may be dispersed through the entire curric-
ulum by certain insertions in the syllabi of various disciplines.

(2\ A specially designed nature conservancy unit may be a unit r¡¡ithin

the framework of one of the existing school subjects.
(3) An integrated couñ¡e of envi¡onmental education(by a number of

titles) may be offered as a separate discipline equal with other
school subjects.

Each of the above approaches has ik advantages and disadvantages;
the general conclusion being that the more valuable and attractive
proposal is the introduction of the entire environmental concept.
However, this seems to be difficult for practical implementation within
the school curricula. That is understandable enough in view of the
already overstrained school time budget. We shall treat these three
approaches a^s successive stages, rather than as altematives, in the
practical introduction of environmental education into the school
curricula.

The first stage, which is the easiest to implement, should be the
'topics' approach. At present, one can hardly find school curricula
without any environmental topics in biology, geography, and other
syllabi. Therefore, we keep this somewhat out-moded recomrnendation
mostly for the pu4)ose of maintaining the s€quence of stages.

In oul view, this is the time to concentrate efforts on inhoducing the
second stage, namely the unit approach in biology and geography

a
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cutricula. Firstly, it is much easier under the existing ci¡cumstances to
achieve a partial revision of those syllabi than to carry out an all'round
¡eform of school curricula as a whole. Secondly, there a¡e practically no
biologists or geographers, including curiculum makers, who object to
incorporation of environmental conservation into their subjects.
Thirdly, this stage when preceded by the dispersion of environmental
topics, provides a good opportunity to sum up this scattered knowledge
into a coherent whole.

The most complete 'integrated' approach should be considered the
third and final stage of implementing environmental education. We do
not think that favourable ci¡cumstances for its immediate introduction
into the school cu¡riculum exist in many countries for the reasons
mentioned above. This does not mean that ttre working out of an
integrated ct¡rriculum for environmental education should be given up.
On the contrarS/, such a syllabus should be ready for implementation as

soon as circumstances allow.
Ou¡ favouring the unit approach reflects our o\ryn experience. In the

course of developing a new science curriculum for Indian schools it was
this approach which was chosen to inhoduce envi¡onmental education
concepts. It is a natu¡al follow up and is combined with the environ-
mental topics in the couÌses of general science (primary school),
biology, geography, chemistry, etc. In other words, the latter a¡e

crowned by a special chapter, 'Conservation of Nature', within the first
part of tnJ Uiology syllabus for the high secondary school (Class 9, âges

14-15). This chapter covets 16 periods or some 90 per cent of the
class 9 biology cu-niculum. It contains the following main themes: 'vital
importance of conservation of nature for the existence of life',
'management of natural resources in a rational way', 'conservation of
air, water resources, and soil', 'the global role of the gteen cover',
'protection of wildlife', and 'national and intemational efforts for
effective envi¡onmental conservation'.
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Case Sndl 2.1

Work on and Problems in Education for a Sound Attitude toward Environment in
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

(Dusan B. Colic - Vladimir Djordjevic . Ratko Kevo - Slobodan Stajic)

Elementary School. The tasks relevant to nature conservancy were for
the first time pointed out in the federal programme for elementary
education made by the Yugoslav Education Council in 1969. Among
the tasks here a¡e those intended 'to help the pupil to understand how
man came to know nature and how he developed his knowledge up to
the contemporary science and technology'. As part of the other subject
matter, particularly the natural sciences, the task is 'to develop pupil's
love for natu¡e interest in the study of nature, and the formation of
habits for natu¡e conservation'. This task has been implemented in the
syllabi and curicula of all constituent republics.

Each republic has worked out the details of the syllabi according to
its specific conditions. Thus the syllabus of Serbia already deals to some
extent with nature conserrr'ancy education, as part of the subject
teaching the fundamentals of natu¡e and society (grades 1-B). For
grade 1 the programme covers: ca¡e of the greenery, flowers, grassland,
trees, and protection of birds and their nests. In grade 2 t}re pupils
become familia¡ with wildlife in the local area, while in grade 3 the
proglamme concentrates on the need for afforestation, forest and park
management, protection, care, and feeding of animals in free nature.

The programme is fairly practical and well suited to psychophysical
abilities of pupils 7--9 years old which can be regarded as sufficient for
knowing the fundamentals of nature conservation education.

In grade 4 the subject 'air and water' allows teachers to speak about
pollution and indispensable control. In the same grade, when teaching
the subject 'man changes nature', the teacher can deal with the
alteration of natural envi¡onment induced by man, in local or wider
area¡¡, a¡rd the consequences.

The subject for grade 5, 'man uses natural resources', contains a great
many elements of nature conservation education. It is to be regretted,
however, that the details of this proglamme a¡e not worked out as yet,
so that it is left to the teacher's skill how successful instruction in this
field will be.

The greatest possibilities for natu¡e conservation education in
elementary schools a¡e offered by the proglamme for grade 6 which
deals with the living world as a whole. In gnde 6 the pupils already
know the fundamentals of nature, so that they are able to understand
the more complex relationships in nature. The part of the progÌamme

a
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v/hich pertains to nature consen¡ation in gfade 6 specifies the following
points:- living environment as changed by man, control over the changes

in nature, piotection of the rate and endangered species of plants and

animals, and protection of living habitaüs and ecosystems'

All biology teaching proglams in Yugoslavia a¡e intended to develop

pupil's inteiest in natu¡e consen¡ation. Instructions for the implement-

ãtion of these prograrnmes in some republics (i.e., Serbia, Montenegto)

suggest that the pupil's responsibility should be developed concetning

thã-ca¡e for plant cóver in the local area, particularly the protection of
gleenery, grassland, park trees, rare plants, and rare animals'- In Bosnia-Herzegovina, for example, which does not have nature

conservation education as a separate subject, textbook authors on their
own initiative dedicated special chapters on natu¡e consen¡ation in thei¡
books on the fundamentals of nature. This was highly appreciated by
teachers and pupils alike.

secondary schools: Gymnasium. As early as 1960 ecology was

introduced a.s a teaching subject in the syllabus for Gymnasiums. It
includes a particular chapter on the consewation of nature. In most

constituent republics grade 3 of both streams of this school (one

teaching the social sciences and langUages and the other natural sciences

and mathematics) has on its proglamme a separate and complete course

entitled, 'natu¡e conservancy'. It covers these points: man's position in

the biosphere, ecological changes in living natu¡e' protection of rare Or

imperiled plant or *i-¿ species, protection of the imperiled sites and

living communities, man's ecological control of the changes in nature.

tne ãttici¡ explanations of the cunicula further suggest the following
be taken noticé of in teaching nature conservancy: the properties of the

biosphere, changes induced by man in nature with special reference to
the situation in each country, the interpretation of the idea of
protecting individuat territorial wholes, and the cha¡acteristics of the

country's national parks and major natu¡al preserves'

Sunreys made by the institutions for the conservation of nature and

for the training of teachers have shown that students a¡e keenly

interested in the subject of nature consen¡ancy and even urge biology

teachers to undertake common specific drives to protect nature in the

local territory of their schools.
secondary schools: vocationaL on the basis of the Resolution on

Education in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and to the

end of raising the level of general education, biolog¡y teaching as a

partictrlar subject was introduced in all types of secondary vocational

schools as of the school year 1969-19?0. The objectives of teaching

this subject include 'acquainting the students with the problems of
nature conservancyt.
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Case Stdl 2.4

A'Bacþard' Curriculum Dwelopment

(Reproduced by permission of science Teachers Association of victoria from
Lab. TaIh, October, 1973)

ven to schoo recent Years to
wn cu¡ricula uced its croP of
materials so ale now more

general science 'couÌses' than one can comfortably fit on a large library

shelf.
The Geelong college tried two of these (N.S.\ry. 'High school

science,, and ,In sea¡ch of science'), looked at others, and the settled

down to do its own thing. This decision was made at the same time as

academic divisions.

two years being treated as one broad stage.

CORE SUBJECTS

Physical Science (4-5 hn.)
Social Science (4 hn.)
Mathematics (4-5 hrs.)
Fine Arb (3-4 hn.)
Physical Fducation (1 hr.)
Guided Reading (1hr.)

18-19 hrs. per week Plus
8 hrs. homework

ELECTIVES

Indonesian
French
Latin
Business Fducation
Art
\{oodwork
Instumental Drawing
Motor Mechanics

6 hrs. per week plus
2 hrs- homework

I
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Notes
1. All boys, from both technical and academic streams, do the core

subjects plus two of the electives. Boys who choose two foreign
languages also take a multi-craft course at 9th Grade.

ã. Ènysicat Science includes units of Physics, Chemistry, Ecology,
Meteorology, Plant and Human Physiology, Geology, Physical Geog-

raphy, Agricultural Science, Genetics and Motor Engineering.
3. Sociat Science includes Expression, History, Economics,

Sociology, Geography, Social Studies and Theology. The major
emphasis is on assignment work.

4. Fine Arts include Art, Music and Literature.
5. Guided Reading: A list of suggestions is devised by the student

a¡rd his tutor, in collaboration with the libra¡ian. Generally, about
twenty books are required to be read in a year, with one hour in class

and 2Vz hours homework being allocated for this each week.
6. Boys' choice of elective subjects is guided both by previous

¡rerformance and differential aptitude test (D.A.T.) conducted at the
.t*t of the 9th Grade, or earliei.

In this system each of the two main core areas (Physical Science and

Social Science) has a team of staff who prepare materials according to
their specialized abilities, and many of whom teach these gtades in the
cla.ssroom. Where possible the author of a unit teaches it for at least one
year. For Physical Science each gtade is divided into four classes of
about 25, at random (e.g. alphabetically), and one master takes the
class for the whole year, using the prepared materials. In Social Science
and Mathematics the g¡ade is divided into tutorial groups of 18 boys,
and each student is obliged to complete a set of assignments on various
subjects, comprising core and elective materials. There is also provision
for slower students temporarily to spend time with a remedial tutor
instead of attending normal cla.sses. In Fine Arts the grade is again

divided into gtoups of 18, and each boy spends one term on each

section of the curriculum. The emphasis is on practical creative work,
and appreciation.

Teaching practice involved in such curriculum development is mostly
centered on the enquiry method, where students a¡e fed some inform-
ation, and a¡e stimulated to resea¡ch questions further in laboratory,
library and field. This can mean that students work at their own pace

and gain a good deal more in the long run, after coping with their own
inertia, frustrations, and often inadequate resources - all of which is

more of a real-life situation than being served with pre-arranged

conclusions.

Materials and Resources
For staff preparing the actual teaching materia-ls for this sort of
cla^ssroom practice there are very real problems, notably that of
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providing enough for the very able student whilst not causing the slow
student to be left behind. A system of core material and electives in
e¿ch unit has proved to be the best solution here. In addition, teachers'
notes a¡e often prepared for Physical Science units,, outlining objectives
and other useful information. A further development is a materials and
resources guide for technical staff.

A unit thus consists of core assignments plus electives, each incorpor-
ating references or as much textual material as is necessary. Some
Physical Science units are largely self-contained, others use a single
paperback 'text' pertinent to that unit, others relate to class sets of
texts (especially Mathematics), and others simply depend on library
references. The school has had to inst¿ll a multilith printing machine to
cope with the great volume of material put into students' hands, and
whilst the cost of this is not insignificant there are large savings on
textbooks. Usually a unit will be run in one year, evaluated by the staff
teaching it, and then re-written. Electives, if not also the core of a unit,
often need updating each year.

In Physical Science a considerable strain has been put on laboratory
facilities by the scheme in that for 8 classes in 9th and 10th Grade, 36
hours lab. time per week is required. The main factor determining large

class sizes in physical sciences is simply the difficulty of further
increasing this to 54 hours if they were split up as in the Social Science
and Mathematics, though with the demands made upon the teacher/
tutor this is increasingly proving to be necessary.

Assessment and Evaluation
An attempt is made to evaluate every aspect of the educational process,
though different departments use different means. For assessment of
cognitive skills Socid Science has comprehensive report sheets which
are filled in progressively through the two years by a student's tutors.
Maths have a series of three objective tests and tutors'evaluation of an
individual's perforrrance in a simila¡ fashion to Social Science. Physical
Science uses objective (often multi-choice) tests for which marks are
given, plus the checking of notes and assignment work.

In addition some quantitative mea¡iurement of attitudes to Physical
Science has been undertaken through questionnaires filled in by 9th
Grade students in 1971 and 7972. One thing to emerge from this was
that there is no correlation between a teacher's subject specialty and his
students favouring units in that discipline. This ties in with data from
objective (cognitive) tests which show no conelation between a

teacher's subject specialty and his students' performance in that a¡ea.
Predictably 75-807" of students prefened the new type of course to
the more conventional ones they had been accustomed to, and they
found it'completely different'.

a
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Regarding approaches to new situations 6V7OVo preferred a demon-
stration of new apparatus followed by their own use of it to 'Reading
notes and then using it' or 'Experimenting yourself and trying to get it
to work alone'. This was supported by answers to 'If you were being
taught about the function of the lungs would you prefer to: "read
about them and have the teacher explain (6-BVo demonstration and
explanation, then dissect (76Vo\, or simply dissect on own (3-4Vo)"'.
This would seem to support a va¡ied and balanced teaching method,
rather than all didactic or all'discovery'metJrod.

Regarding g¡ading or not within a yeat Soup, the 1971 group were
evenly divided on this question, whereas n L972 about 70Vo ptefened
the ungtaded divisions. When the 1971 goup were asked the same

question at the end of their 10th Grade year (1972) 62Vo favoured the
ungraded system. From some named returns it was evident that most of
those preferring a graded anangement were the faster students.

Staff were becoming sensitive about the quantity of course notes
handed out, but about 70V" felt that they had 'sufficient', about 157o

in 19?1 and 9Vo in L972 felt there were 'fal too many'' Certainly the
new system does make considerable demands on a student's reading
ability.

Evaluation of materials is also a concem of the new project. In
Physical Science a staff member completing a unit is expected to fill in
a detailed evaluation form which then provides important ideas tow4ds
a re-wri'te. In addition a materials evaluation matrix has been prepared

so that units being taught are assessed in relation to their objectives on
a day to day basis.

Conclusion
It can be seen that the whole project is proceeding both to implement
tried new ideas and to adjust and redesign these as it goes. The process

is less perfect than any of its protagonists would like, but there a¡e

many signs that the general direction is correct and staff who a¡e

concerned with the educational theory and production of materials as

well as classroom practice are necessarily limited in what they can

achieve in a few years. However, whatever the frustrations all the
faculties are agteed that the new project is showing its worth and has

not, in fact, been over-ambitious even for a small school.
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Case Studl, z.¡

Declaration of the Seminar on 'The Conservation of Renewable Resources in the
High School curricula'Vaquerias, Valle Hermoso, Cordoba, Oct., 1974

Contents
On the basis of the established objectives the following general thernes
are recommended for a prograrnme:

1. The ecosystem: structure, operation and regulation. Man trans-
forms the ecosystem by means of work.

2. Matter and energy in the ecosystem. Speed of exchange and
transfe¡ence of energy. Power usage and biogeochemical cycles. Usage
of power and elements (water, air, soil, flora and fauna) in agriculture,
forestry, animal production (cattle, fish, etc.) and industry.

3. Evolution a¡rd dynamics of renewable natural resources in the
Argentine (Latin America) as related to the unilateral usage of some
ecosystems and to the conditioned maintenance of others in different
types of production.

3.1 Industrial revolution. Intemal and extemal dependency
relations. The Argentine (Latin America), as producer of raw rnaterial
and importer of manufactured goods. Present situation and the danger
of contaminating industries, especially those which are foreign to our
autonomous development. Ecological impact of these relationships.
Economical, political and social consequences at a national and regional
level:

(a) Regional inequalities: dual models of under-consumption and
opulence. Nutritional, sanitary, educational, etc. defficiencies.

(b) Internal migrations. Ejection of population and urban maryin-
ation.

(c) Contamination and environmental deterioration due to indust-
rialization and depredation.

(d) Ruling legislation. Environmental sanitation and consewation.
(e) Political transformations a¡rd processes of liberation and change.

Note:
(a) These subjects should be taught with progressive intensity in cycles
so that the student, on finishing the basic level, has been integrally
trained in renewable natural resources.

(b) They should be conelated with other curricular subjects.
(c) Till this correlation is obtained they could be integrally

developed in all the subjects.

a

a



The Argentine nation is carrying out an historical process tending towards the atta¡nment of a nation in which justice prevails and

sovereignty is predominant.
This process requires a planification based on a rational usage of the natural resources.

È
@

- Deterioration

- Exhaustion of
resources

- Plagues

- Contamination

- Air
- Water

- Soil

- Subsoil

- Flora

- Fauna

Rural

The lack of national planif ication
implies unbalanced and haphazard
activities, favoring plans of dominion
among nations and an irrational
management of Nature.

Urban

Distribution

Property

Socio-econom ical

M igrations

NATURAL RESOURCES

Factors:

H istorical
Geographical
Cultural

Distribution of Wealth

Demography

Growth

Exploitation and Transformation

Vegetative

NATIO NAL PLAN I F ICATIO N

Objective: Fulf ilment and
liberation of the Nation.

Tending towards the attainment of :

- the fulfilment of man

- relations of iustice and
solidarity among men and people

- harmonious relations with Nature,
protection and rational utilization
of natural resources

- Environmental
sanitatio n

- Education

- Legislation

- Science,
Technology
and adequate
industries

H istorical Process

- Aboriginal cultures

- Colony

- I ndependence declaration

- National orgarrization

- lndependent National Project
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(d) So as to facilitate information or bibliography and material to
cover the different items of the subjects the following consultation
centres are assigned for the next 12 months: Sec¡etaria de Estado de
Recursos Natu¡ales y Ambiente Humano de la Nación (25 de Mayo
459, Buenos Aires), Centro de Ecologia y Recursos Naturales
Renovables de la Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Fisicas y Naturales de la
Universidad Nacional de Córdoba (Av. Yelez Sa¡sfield 299, Córdoba);
Sen¡icio de Enseñanza Superior, Normal, Media y Técnica de Ministerio
de Educación y Cultu¡a de la Provincia de Santa Fé (Urquiza
1166 - 1er. Piso, Rosario, Santa Fé).

a
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Case Stadl 2.6

tViltshire County Council - Education Committee
Environmental Studies Syllabus at'A' l¿vel - Mode 2

(Reproduced by permission of The Associated Examining Boa¡d for the General
Certihc¿te of Education)

1. The Aims of the Syllabus
The aim of this syllababus is to provide a quantitative and objective
approach to the environment, and an appreciation of man's place

within it, and his responsibility in the rnanagement of it. The approach

is essentially practical and, wherever possible, studies ca¡ried out in the
environment of the school should be closely integrated with laboratory
work. The broad range of topics provides adequate scope for a diversity
of interests amongst both teachers and pupils.

The approach throughout is basically ecological; with an emphasis on
rnan's interdependence with other living olganisms, and his utilization
of energy resources. These two themes should form the basis of the
va¡ious sections into which the syllabus is divided. i

2. The Place of the Syllabus in the Sixth Form Curriculum-
This is a syllabus for a normal two-year 'A' level counie which needs'

and which we hope may involve team work and cooperation between a

number of teachers of sixth form subjects: e.g. teachers of Biology,
Geography a¡rd Rtual Studies.

It is not anticipated that any particular subjects will need to have

been studied to Ordinary Level in order to take the course at'A'level,
but certain subjects such as Biology and Geography, will clearly prcvide
a useful basis for the more advanced study.

The overlap of content between this syllabus and already existing'A'
level Biology and Geography syllabuses should not be gteat enough to
exclude Environmental Studies from being taken together with any

existing subject.
This syllabus could form:

(a) one non-key .A' level of the three 'A' levels studied by certain
candidates for admission to some a¡ts and science courses at

Universities.
(b) An ,A' level to take with two other art or science subjects for

non-university entrants. From its science content it could provide a

more than usually acceptable science subject for art students and
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from its sociological and human content it could be a useful, more

liberal type of 'A'level area for science students to work in.
(c) A key ,A' level for students proceeding to study Environmental

subjects at University or Training College.

3. The Form of the Examination. Mode 2.
(a) Two three-hour papers each to be marked out of 100. These two

papers will each contain one compulsory question which will
present various data to the candidates, invite them to study these

data and to d¡aw specifrc conclusions from them, and suggest any

other lines of investigation which may lead to the further cla¡ific-
ation of the problem involved, using any related knowledge that
has been gathered in the course of study.

(b) A freld-work study to be ca:ried out and reported by the individual
candidate, assessed by the teacher, and moderated by the board. It
will be ma¡ked out of 50, and must be a specific independent
investigation of some aspect of the syllabus approved by the

board. Approval must be obtained by January 31st in the year

preceding that of the examination.

THE SYLLABUS

Content

I The Local and National Envi¡onment
(a) The physical environment. Outline
of the main types of rocks (sedi-
mentary, igneous and metamorPhic)
and conditions under which they are

formed; derivation of Present daY
landscapes - weathering and erosion.
Soil structure and comPosition'
Ctimatology in terms of air, sun and
water; temPerature, Pressule,
humidity, preciPitation, winds, in-
solation, local and microclimates.

(b) The biotic environment. The
interdependence of organisms. The
principles of the ecosYstem.

Autotrophic nutrition. An outline of
the physiology of the energY con'
venion process; and the anatomY of
higher plants as related to the form'
ation and transport of synthesised
organic compounds.

Heterotrophic nutrition. Adaptations
of non-autotrophes to obtain, assimil'
ate, absorb and convert synthesised
food.

Teaching Notæs

The emphasis will be on the local
geology but against a backEound of
the main features of the geology of the
British Isles.

Practical work should be ca¡ried out
on the measurement of microclimates,
preferably in connection with the
study of the ecosystem in (B).

One example to be studied in detail,
e.g. a pond, balanced aqualium, alea
of soil, orchard, lawn, hedgerow or
rock garden.

To include a comparative outline
study of digestive systems in the main
phyla.

a
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Content

Respiration. The process of energy
release via aerobic and anaerobic
respiration.

Food chains and webs. Producen, con'
sumers and decomposers. Food
pyramids. The concept of biomass.
Productivity.

The balance of nature seen in t¿rms of
plant-animal relationships and ener'
getics. Conservation of natural
resources and what is involved in
achieving it.

(c) The structure of PoPulations
judged in terms of size, age and geo-
graphicat distribution. Methods of
population control. The problem in
man compared with e.g. control of
brood size in birds. PoPulation
dynamics. Changes in population den'
sity treated experimentallY.

The local human PoPulation: 
^gedistribution, occupations, social organ'

isations, local use of land.

(d) Energy. This section is funda-
mental to the whole syllabus, as it is

intended that man's relationship with
his environment should be studied
basically in terms of energy resources
and energy flows. The subject should
be considered quantitatively as far as

possible.

(i) Energy resources. Solar radia'
tion. Nuclear energy. Hydroelectric
power. Fossil fuels, coal, oil and gas.

(ä\ Transfers. EnergY flow
systems as the basis of life in plant and
anrmal communities.

Teaching Notæs

Biochemical details not required.

To be studied by personal observation
wherevet possible. These principles
should b€ extended to cover the
specifrc crop or farm animal studied in
Section II.

Useful brief refertnces could be made
to the work of bodies such a.s the
Natural Environment Research
Council, National Trust and the
County Naturalists Ttusts.

hactical work should be carried out
with organisms such as Yeast,
Tribolium or Drosophila. Population
curves should be plotted and the effect
of limiting environmental influences,
including density dependant factors,
studied.

This information should be drav¡n
from the local Re$sEa¡'s Abstracts of
Statistics. 'Local' to mean the l¡ea
covered by the appropriate Urban or
District Council.

The present uses of these forms of
energy. Methods bY which theY are

converted for use by man. The limits
of these resourc€s including an

appreciation of the limited stocks of
non-renewable sourcts.

Geomorphological changes, meteor-
ology, hydrology, and the nutrition of
living organisms should all be treated
a.s examples.
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II Man's Management of his Environment
(A) ?o prod,uce Crops wtd Liuestocþ.
T\r¡o examples of production, one
from each of the groups listed below,
are to be studied in detail.

Group 1

(i) Fruit tree growing.
(ii) Soft fruit Eowing.
(iii) Gtasshouse production.
(iv) Cereal production.
(v) Fodder crops.
(vi) Timber production.

Group 2
(i) Beef production.
(ii) Milk production.
(iii) Sheep production.
(iv) Pig production.
(v) Poultry production.

The following aspects of production
should be studied where relevant:

(a) Selection of cultiva¡s or breeds.
Genetic history where known.

(b) Methods of propagation or stock
breeding.

(c) Controlled environments. Modern
housing methods. Advantages and
disadvantages.

(d) Feeding: materials used and their
production; convenion factors
and costing.

(e) Marketing of products; quality
controls; subsidies; stages involved
before product reaches consumer.

($ Maintenance of stock health, to
include a study of one disease and
one pest, their economic import-
ance and control.

(i) Planning. Fields where planning is
important; land use; the balancing of
demands for land; agriculture, indus-
try, urban development, leisure,
communications (new roads, airports,
etc.). Town and country planning
(1946 and subsequent Acts).
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Teaching Notes

General factors affecting productivity
should be considered, such as physical
environment, relief, climate, mechanis-
ation, and economic factors. The
study of the individual crop must be
an ecological apProach based on
energy flow systems. Thus each crop
will have an energy input and output,
with wastages along the waY due to
diseases and parasites. Convenion
ratios are important here and each
crop should be considered not in
isolation, but in relation to the energy
and land requirements needed to
support it, and üo the life sYstems
supported by it.

Development and construction of M4
Motorway and its effect on local
population and its way of life. Con-
sideration of advantages and disad-
vantages of the sites suggested for the
new London Airport. The main
provision of these Acts to be known.

Questions on this section will be asked
in such a way that they may be
answered by reference to any of the
examples studied.

(B) ?o Produce a Setting to Liue In.
Human ecology must be the underlying theme of this section. Land use is an

important secondary theme, bearing in mind the limit¿d and ever-reducing land
¡esources available. The conflict between economics and aesthetics must be
emphasised.

a
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Content

Urbanization. Definition of a city;
morphology of a city; central business
district, suburbs (industrial and
residential).

Urban expansion. Causes: effects on
the surrounding countryside; effects
on cummunication, especially
commuter communications. Means of
managing urban expansion; green belt
policies, expanded towns, new towns,
overspill population. Industrial estates
(trading estates). Location of Industry.
Factors operating in free economy
leading to independent location.
Reasons for, means of, and effect of
government intervention in independ-
ent siting. IÞvelopment areas. Pros
and cons of artificially sustaining
economically weak areas.

(ii) Communications. Early im-
portance of railways, especially elec-
tric railways (suburban train and
underground train).

Impact of internal combustion engine;
motor bus, private car, commercial
vehicles. Effect of towns, suburban-
isation. Relative importance of roads
and railways. Effect on industrial
location and mobility of people,
commuting, recreation.

(iii) Water. Present sources of
supply. Inc¡Base in consumption due
to: gtowth of population, changed
social habits, increased industrial
demands. Necessity for water conser-
vation. Reconciliation with other
desirable ends; landscape amenity,
freedom from pollution, recreation,
effect on c.ommunity. Future water
supplies from barrages and desalin-
ation.

Sections (iv) and (v) are concemed
with the evaluation and amelioration
of the effects of man's activities and of
technology upon the environment.

Teaching Notes

The morphology of a specifrc city to
be ,studied. The significant experi-
ments which have been carried out on
the behaviour of micr and rats under
conditions of overcrowding and other
strcsses should be studied and fully
appreciated.

A specific case of urban expansion to
be studied.

A general study of industrial estates to
be based on a local example.

Distinction üo be made between
innately weak and declining economic
aI€as.

Correlation between rail network and
the location of industrial centres,

I

A traffic census should be ca¡ried out
as part of the practical work to study
local transport patterns.

The development of container trans-
port.

Visits should be made to the local
waterworks.

For example, Water Parks.

The field investigations under (iv) and
(v) should form a core of study in
these sections of the syllabus.
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(iv) Waste dispoeal. A studY of
the methods and problems of disposal
of waste products from the home,
industry, mining, road building and
armaments, slag heaps, tiPs and
rubbish disposal, derelict canals,
quanies, gravel pits, oil, air pollution,
noise and radioactivitY.

A study of the dangers arising from
various forms of pollution, and the
legislation and other steps baken to
remedy these.

(v) Improvement. The reclam-
ation and improvement of the environ-
ment. A study of either: The provision
of parks and ornamental gardens in-
cluding (a) problems associated with
their establishment and maintenance,
(b) their design and the selection of
suitable plants for them, (c) provision
within parks of recreational facilities
for all age-groups.

Or; The reclamation of a derelict area
for recreational use including (a) the
local need for such an area and the
potential recreational value of the a¡ea
to be reclaimed, (b) the methods to be

employed in the reclamation, (c) the
size of the operation involved. Cost.
Relation of cost to ultimate value.
Future sources of income from the
reclaimed area, (d) the agencies in-
volved in the reclamation: national
and local government, voluntary
bodies, division of labour and cost, if
more than one is involved.
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Teaching Notes

Practical projects and investigations
should be e¿rried out on the recolonis-
ation and reclamation of e.g. a rubbish
heap, or oil polluted a¡ea of ground.

For example, Clean Air Acts.

The selection and management of
suitable stocks on genetic and eco-
logical grounds and general study of
the technology of amenity plant
production (to include chemical treat-
ments).

Visits should þ made to parks'depart-
ments and horticultural resea¡ch estab-
lishments.

a
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Case Stadl 2.7

Ekistics: A Guide to the Development of an Interdisciplinary Environmental
Education Curriculum (Rudolph J. H. Shafer, Di¡ector and Coordinator)

Fducation is an art-science concerned with the acquisition of know-
ledge and with the ability to consolidate knowledge which is yet to be
discovered. To increase knowledge and to encompass the understanding
and wisdom necessa¡y for the wise conduct of life are both the ¡im and
content of education.

Iühen seen in this broader context, education about the environment
tahes on new dimensions and complexities, and the traditional termin-
ology used to describe such a study appears inadequate. The authors
propose the use of the term ehistics, which is defined as that field of
study, that a¡ea of knowledge, and those concepts and values through
which man recognizes his interdependence with the environment as well
as his responsibility for maintaining a cultu¡e that will sustain a healttry
and sanative environment.

The discipline of ekistics, which delineates a host of experiences and
a life-style as well, is now of consummate signiñcance in the educaFon
of man and his young.

Ekistics is defined in the World Book Dictionary,1970 edition, as
the study of the ecology of human beings in settlements or cornmun-
ities. The word is often associated with constantine Doxiadis, a city
planner and president of the Institute for the study of Ekistics in
Athens, Greece, but he does not claim to have originated üre term. The
Athens center of Ekistics was established in lgog t,o further research
and to foster international cooperation in all ñelds related to the
science of human settlements.

Cognitive Frameworks a¡rd Instructed Learning
A cognitive framework can be developed to give education an intellec-
tual discipline; that is, a network of inferences or relationstrips that can
give stmcture to a curiculum. Further, the affective options that
determine decisions are inseparable from the cognitive-affective
schemes. To leam structure is to understand the relationships of objects
and events to each other. The intenelatedness of a community of
discourse (such as ekistics) can be demonstrated; that is, knowledge can
be disciplined so that the method by which furttrer knowledge is
acquired has discipline.

A discipline is acquired through disciplined study. The modes of a
discipline, as a study, are never haphazard. The student acquires the
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disciplines or the constmcts of ekistics and shills through probing,
investigation, and inquiry. This simply means that the student must
expend energy in leaming. He should not be robbed of the right to
bend his own efforts to uncover the concept nor of the'pain' or effort
necessar5¡ to discover the concept. The teacher's art is expended in
preparing the learning situation in which the investigating occurs.

Early education in ekistics can be based on a stn¡ctu¡e which is
sound because it is built on concepts and values; that is, the elements of
the structu¡e are related and relevant. Those who will consen¡e need
grounding in the full scheme of man's past, not in the parochial
specifrcs of conservation or preservation of land or water as practiced in
an earlier, agricultural economy. Ekistics is relevant to modern life and
to the problems and successes of the futu¡e. Furühennore, the structure
of concepts gives meaning to experiences because the conshucts
penrade the school experience; that is, the curicula¡ structure in which
the experiences occur. This meaning is not achieved when unrelated bits
and pieces are thrown together in a period of time through a sequence
of topics that a¡e un¡elated in structure.

All data from investigations in cu¡riculum and instruction and in
teaching and leaming indicate that a study that affects life and living
should ¡renrade life and living. The concepts and values that pervade

ekistics also pervade growth. Work in ekistics, therefore, should be a
part of the elementary, junior high school, and hþh school years.

Elementary Years
The conceptual pathÌvays can be laid in the primary or intermediate
years. Results of investigations in the science, social scienc€s, and
humanities have indicated that children in these years rire able to probe
the sinews of major concepts. Although the point at which the concept
of total envi¡onmental interdependence is developed in the child will
vary from individual to individual, it will occur for most during the
intermediate ye¿us. Without the basic probes, it will probably not occut
as early as the primary years.

Intermediate Years
In the intermediate and junior high school years, ttre curiculum should
include out-ofdoor activities.

In the intermediate years, a concentrated experience in the out-of-
doors is recommended. A natural environment should be select¿d that
is dominated by plants and animals growing in a verifiable, ecological
relationship that has not been seriously disturbed by man. Analyses and

syntheses in the freld a¡e thus possible. This might constitute an

extended camping experience or freld hip.
In the junior high school years, the students might make a concen-

trated study of a town or city for the purpose of observing relationships

a

a
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in such environments. Analyses and syntheses of problems in this
selected field a¡e thus possible.

High School Years l

In the senior high school, a full-year course in ekistics should be made
available to all students. The study would span many fields including
the sciences, social sciences, and humanities. The course might be
conducted by one teacher or a team of teachers.

The cognitive-affective constructs (concepts and values) that make

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK IN EKISTICS FOR KINDERGARTEN THROUGH
GRADE SIX

Level 6. Man is the prime
agent of change of the
natural environment.

Level 5. The environment is

and has been in constant
change.

Level 4. Life converts matter
and energy into charac-
teristic species form.

Level 3. Life and environ-
ment interchange matter
and energy.

l-evel 2. There are different
environments, each with
characteristic features
and life.

L¿vel 1. ln any environment,
living things have similar
needs,

Cogn itiveAffective Scheme

Man is interdependent with
his natural and physical
environmen¿

Concaptual Pathway A

lnterpendence - ln lnter-
change of Matter and
Energy

sctENcEs

Level 6. Men recreate the¡r
envi ronment.

Level 5, Men create objects,
events, and behaviors that
nurture their images of beauty
and order.

Level 4. Cultures are characterized
by their special ways of
reacting to the environment.

Level 3. Men, responding to
special environments, create
objects and events symbolic
of their ¡nteract¡on.

Level 2. Men seek out ob¡ects,
events, and behaviors sym-
bolic of beauty.

Level 1. Men interact mentally
and emotionally to the oblects
and events in their environ-
menl.

Cognitive'Aff ectiva Scheme

Man utilizes his symbolic and oral
traditions to mainain or alter
the environmen¿

Conceptual Pathway C

lnterdependence - ln Cultural
Components and Forms

HUMANITIES

Level 6. Man modifies the
environment in order to
ulilize h¡s resources and
to increase them.

Level 5. Social aims deter-
mine the ulil¡zat¡on of
resou rce5.

Level 4. Men ¡nteract 1o

ut¡lize the world's avail-
able resources.

Level 3. Men u1¡l¡ze the
environment to secure
the¡r needs.

Level 2. Men develop
different modes of
adaptation to life ¡n
different env¡ronments.

Level 1. Men live in different
environments.

Cognitiv+Affective Schemo

Man's sociat behavior is basic
b mainaining, alter¡ng,
adapti ng, or destroy i ng
the environmen¿

Conceptual Pathway B

lnterdependence - ln Social
I nteraction

socrAL scrENcEs
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up the framework of ekistics are presented on these pages. They
are plotted as conceptual pathways from experience in the fi¡st through
sixth levels and in junior and senior high schools.

The term level is not interchangeable with grade. Level indicates a

level of maturity, experience, and understanding. In certain schools,
children in grade one might be engaged in studies fitting a Level 2
concept; in others, children in grade fow might be engaged in
experiences frtting study of a Level 2 concept. The segmentation of the
concepts is, for the sake of convenience, structured for the curiculum
planners who must orchestrate the leaming experiences throughout the
elementary school yea$.

A Conceptual Framework in Ekistics for the Junior High School
Each cognitive-affective scheme embraces a unit of work within fou¡
a¡ea.s of the curiculum: (1) sciences; (2) social sciences; (3) hurnanities;
and (a) health. The work involves verbal, mathematical and artistic
skills. The appropriate placement of each unit depends, of coursie, on
the cu¡ricular planning of the school.

Cognitiue-Affe ctiue Scheme.[. Societies perceive envhonmental issues

of their time on the basis of past experience.
Cognitiue-Affectiue Scheme //. The interaction of the cultu¡e with

available technology determines the natu¡e of the environment, which
is planned and developed.

Cognitíue-Affectiue Scheme /11. Social issues and decisions alter the
environment.

Cognitiue-Affectiue Scheme /V. Social issues and decisions determine
the utilization of all resources.

A Conceptual Framework in Ekistics for the High School
Cognitiue-Affectiue Scheme.I. In any given environment, organisms are

linked within an ecosystem.
Cognitiue-Affectiue Scheme ,[/. Issues and decisions affecting the

world ecosystem reflect the pressure of population upon resources.
Cognitiue-Affectiue Scheme IIl. Wise utilization of the envi¡onment

is dependent on the organization of shortage.
Cognitiue-Affective Scheme IV. The concepts and values man accepts

as guides to his futu¡e behavior determine the quality of his life, if not
his sun¡ival.

a
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Case Stdl 2.8

Environmental Education in the K.12 Span (Balzer)

(From Enurionmental Education: A SourcebooÈ edited by Comelius J. Tloost &
Ha¡old Altman, Wiley, 1972, pp.242-249. Originally fuomThe AmericønBiology
Teacher, April, 1971. Reproduced by permission of the National Association of
Biology Teachers)

The Need for Objectives
If environmental education is to become effective in changing behavior,
objectives with behavio¡al foci will have to be developed. Curriculum
development must then proceed in a manner compatible with these
objectives, incorporating instructional strategies which develop
behavioral changes. It appears, then, that environmental education rnust
be an attempt to alter the behaviors of modern man by persua.sion.
There may be differences of opinion regarding the form this persuasion
should take. Perhaps one individual will be persuaded on the basis of
individual inquiry; perhaps another is persuaded on the basis of
appreciations developed in contra^sting envi¡onments. In any case, the
individual is to be persuaded to behave in a manner less detrimentfl to
and more in harmony with, the envi¡onment than the past behaviors of
modern man have been. \üe might expect these behaviors to be
expressed in at least two forms: (i) behaviors implying concem about
the effects of personal environmental destruction; and (ii) behaviors
implying concern about the environmental destruction caused by
others. Thus environmental education must be that which facilitates the
achievement of such behaviors. As a science educator, I would say that
such education should also be scientifically legitimate.

As those who have been involved in curriculum development can
recognize, the specific behavioral objectives of environmental education
will be very numerous. Behavior that is in harmony with the environ-
ment has many facets. Some of the a¡eas of concern and behaviors are
discussed in the next section.

Areas of Objectives
In Figure 1 are shown some of the major a¡eas of interest to the biology
educator, in which behavioral objectives might be specified in environ-
mental education. The activities and experiences of envi¡onmental
education would constitute the volume of the grid and a given
experience (visualized as being within the box) would normally have
components in each of the three dimensions. In some cases, attitudes
might be more heavily emphasized and in other cases one of the other
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Enjoyment in lnteraction with
Environment

Appreciation of Natural Beauty
Sat¡sfact¡on in Harmony with Natur€

Valuing Living Things
Sense of Need to lmprove Environmental

Relations
Sensitivity 10 Matters of Environmental

Concern
Desire to Achieve Constructive Solutions

Alt¡tude of lnquiry
Effoctive Use of Senses

Processes of Science
Collecting and Sampling Techniques

Finding and Using Sources of
lnformation

Judging Valid¡ty of lnformation
Evaluation Using Criteria

Recognizing lnterrelatedness of Factors
Environmental Planning

Other Processes and Skills

Areas of
ect¡ves

Behavior

DUAL THEìv
Social, Physical, and Biotic

Educa-
lional
Tech-
nrques

Characteristics of Environmental
Components

Diversity
Complementarity of Structure and

Function
Complementarity of Organism and

Environmenl
Effects of Man
Avenues of Damaç
Behavior
Reproduction, Life Cycles, and

Popularions
Change, Evolution
Energy
Technology ( including Forestry,

Agricu lture, W¡ldlife, etc. )

Pollution
Health
Historical, Social, and Cultural Aspects
Musical, Language, and Artistic Aspects

ENVIRONMENTTHE INDIVI

Specif ic Topical Activities
Topic - lntegrating Activities
Process - Oriented Activities

Atl¡tudi nal Aclivities
Aesrhet¡c Activities

Sens¡t¡vily Activ¡ties
Decision-makìng and Behavior

Opportunities
Experimentation

Facts, Data Collection
lnformation lnterpretation and

Outdoor Laboratory
Environmental Research and Education

Centers
Camping
Scouting
Field Trips
Media
Classroom

Eva luation

Figure 2. Preliminary scheme of major relationships involved in environmental
education

dimensions might receive more attention. Such an encompassing view
of objectives is appropriate if people learn individually and a¡e
persuaded individually through a variety of means.

A complete discussion of the grid is not possible here, but several
featu¡es shot¡ld be noted. Several of the unifying themes of BSCS (see

E. Klinckman, ed., 1970: Biology Teachers' Handbooh,2nd ed., John
Wiley & Sons, New York) appeat to be particularly appropriate in
envi.ronmental education and have been incorporated in the cognitive
dimension.. Second, various applications of oul scientific knowledge
must be incorporated if values conceming the environment are to be
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addressed, so technology is included in the cognitive dimension. Ttrird,
if we have the kind of faith in scientiñc inquiry that we usually clairn to
have, inquiry should be a major method used. Thus, various processes

of science have been incorporated, including those of the process
approach (see A. Livermore, 1964: 'The process approach of the AAAS
Commission on Science Education', Joumal of Researeh in Science
Teaching Ll:27L-282).

Certainly the grid of Figure 1 should not be seen as complete or
final. The major emphasis here is on science, with va¡ious other
cu¡riculum areas only mentioned. As ou¡ understanding of environ-
mental education develops, additions, deletions, or other modifications
will be necessarJ¡. The point is that if the major behavioral outcomes
described in the previous section a¡e to be realized, decisions will need
to be made regarding emphasis upon at least these three dimensions in
the"educational experience. Furthermore, activities considered should
be analyzed to ascertain their strengths in these dimensions and to
avoid a curriculum heavily imbalanced with respect to the dimensions.

Figure 2 is an attempt to illustrate some of the major relationships of
environmental education. At the center of the scheme a¡e the individual
and the environment, which interact as indicated. Associated with the
individual are numerous areas of objectives within which behavioral
examples can be specified. AIso associated with the individual are the
va¡ious types of activities in which he will be participating, thus gaining
experience in the performance of the Wpes of behaviors being specified.
Associated with the environment are va¡ious areas of information with
which the student will have experiences and in which cognitive
behavioral objectives may be specified. Also associated with the
environment a¡e examples of educational techniques in terrrs of
envi¡onmental setting. Specific behavioral objectives may also require
behaviors integrating these two groups of objectives. The experiences
themselves occur in an integrated manner.

a
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, 
Case Sndl 2.9

Report of lVorking Group IV International lVorking Meeting on Environmental
Education in tl¡e School Curriculum (S.Doraiswami - M. Baibas - R. Saveland.

H.I{als)

A. Purpose: To formulate content objectives in environmental
education for the total curriculum.

B. Scope: For purposes of organization, the cuniculum was divided
into three stages:

Stage I
Stage II
Stage III

Primary approximately ages 5-10
Middle approximately ages LL-I4
Secondary approximately ages l4-I7

The committee recognized that these stages will not conform to
practices in many localities, but adaptations can be readily made. This
particular plan reflects emerging interest in the middle school, and takes
into account the research in educational psychology by Piaget, Bruner,
Gagne, and others.

The pre-primary stage ïvas recognized as especially important in
t
ttre

educational pattem. The discussion revealed that this stage is not
existing in many localities. In view of this and the fact that time was
limited, this stage was omitted from the deliberations.

At each stage it is significant to keep in mind the sequential
development of concepts whereby understandings of one stage a¡e built
upon previous experiences. In addition to the vertical integration of the
curriculum, it is important to plan horizontal integration in order to
achieve a transdisciplinary approach.

C. Major Focus of Each Stage:
Recognizing the developmental process in leaming, a major focus was

selected for each stage reflecting the over-all objectives of the prognm
at the three levels as follows:

Stage I
Building basic vocabula¡ies and skills leading to an appreciation and
awareness of the varieties and similarities in the environment.

Stage II
Emerging patterns and intenelationships of environmental features on
local, national and world scales, concentrating on consenration and use.
During this stage, parbicular attention is to be given to case studies
illustrating representative man---envi¡onment problems.
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Stage III
Increasing perception of changes through time with particular reference
to in-depth studies of environment¿l and social problems; in short,
developing an environmental ethic.

D. Content
In order to give an indication of the content and objectives of an
envi¡onmentally oriented curiculum, a chart was prepared. It was
agreed that while serving somewhat as a model for a transdisciplinary,
developmental progtam in environment¿l education, the chart could be
adapted to different national and local situations in a variety of ways.*

The vertical component of the chart is the three curicular stages
indicated previously. The horizontal component consists of the va¡ious
major factors of the natu¡al and cultural environment, rather than
traditional subject headings.

The statements given under the headings at each level not only give
an indication of content to be interwoven into instruction, but also
suggests aims and objectives in furthering environmental education
throughout the curriculum. The statements constitute performance
objectives to be attained by students who have completed a stage in
environmental education.

*The chart has been the subject for further discussion and elaboration by different
national groups. The version which follows is from the Dutch journal, Mens en
nntuur, 22e jaargang no. 1 - maa¡t 1971, pp. !2-I3. An expanded list of
objectives based on the cha¡t is contained in the 'Recommendations regarding
secondary school curriculum', pp. 14-23, Final Report, European Working Confer'
ence on Environmental Conservation Fducation - Rüschlikon, I.U.C.N., 1972.

a
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stage I stagB I I slagþ I I I

af€a afid locat¡on

Experiences basic orientation
w¡thin the local and nat¡onal
env¡ronments.
Perceives the earth as the home
of man. Observes how man uses

and influences the env¡ronment.

Perceives the earth as of great
magn¡tude but shrinking in
terms of time, d¡stance, and
lim¡1s of resources. Knows the
cont¡nuous ¡nteraction of man
and biosphere.

Supports planning and
research on wíse land use

and landscape manag€ment
while opposing indiscrim-
inate encroachment on
op€n space.

atmosphere and cosmos

C¿n describe and measure
climatic factors in the local
environment. Recogn¡zes the
role of the atmosphere in the
life of plants and animals
(special storms, evaporation
and precipitation and fire).

Can identify and explain the Analys€s and contributes
nnjor climate patterns of the 1o decis¡ons affecting the
world and relate these to vege- quality of the atmosphere.
tative patterns of the earth and
econom¡c act¡vities of man.
Observes the man-inducsd
climate variations in a local area,
noting air pollution and its
effects.

landforms. soils and minera!¡

Knows that soil is dynam¡c:
(a) it forms
(b) it contains living things and
supports plant growth
(c) it erodes
Can identify different kinds of
landf orms.
Sees the ¡nteraction betvræen
landforms and living things.

Can point out on a map tho
çneral arrangement of land-
forms in his country and tho
world.
Can identify various mineral
and energy resources and
demonstrate the uneven distri-
bution.

Knows how man accelerates
processes of degradation
and takes steps to amel¡or-
ate these conditions (strip
mining, earth moving and
sedimentation ).

I

plants and animals

Knows from firsthand experi-
ences various kinds of plants
and animals in their own er¡
vironmenl. Recognized inter-
dependence among soil, atmo+
phere, plants (producers),
animals and man (consumersl.

Can identify and explain a bio- Acts to create and preserve
logical commun¡ty in relat¡on conditions under which
w¡th its environment. Has a ecologically balanced eco-
not¡on of the food chain and systems cån evolve.
ecological balance.
Recognizes the ma¡n types of
biologicâl communities and the
impact of man on them, is aware
of endançred species, their
importance and measures for
the¡r conservation.

wator

Knows the necessity of water
for life and ils ¡mportance as a

natural resource.

Knows the water cycle and the Analyses and contributes
various staçs ¡n the evolution to the dec¡s¡ons affecting
of streams, is familar with the the availability and
distribution of water on the qual¡ty of water.
earth and the g€neral circulat¡on
pattern of ocean currents. Has
an idea of the ¡nfluence of water
¡n the d¡slr¡bution of biological
communities and how the distri-
bution can be disturbed by
pollut¡on.
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slag€ I stage I I stage I I I

p3oPlo

Recognizes the var¡eties and
similarities among people,
Knows how people live in and
use dif ferent environments.
L¿arns the i nterrelationships
betr¡ræen beliefs and rituals and
env¡ronment.

Sees population mowrnents and Uses data to interpret trends
setllement patterns as means by in population growth and
which cultural groups choose distribution in relation to
their environments. D¡scovers quality of life.
how people have used the same
land in different ways at
different times.

social organization

Recognizes ways in which
people organize thems€lves.
Learns individual and group
responsibi lity concerning en-
v¡ronment.

Observes the relationships
betvræen politicâl and natural
boundaries. Sees the state as an
agency for working on environ-
mental problems. Recognizes
international co-op€rat¡on as a

means of solving environmental
problems.

Acts to allev¡ate environ-
mental problems through
laws, public policy, and
act¡on programs,

eoonomrcs

Relates food, clothing and
shelter needs to available re-

sources. F¡nds that specializa
t¡on of labor increases
efficiency.

Observes palterns in organizing
resources w¡th an emphasis on
their rat¡onal use. (Agriculture
and grazing, forestry and fish-
ing, mining and manufacturing,
transportat¡on and communic¿-
tion ).

Works toward domestic
and international solutions
of environmental problems
related to nutr¡tion,
povef ty, lransportat¡on,
waste disposal, source and
d¡stribut¡on of energy
resou rces.

ælh6tics, ethics, languagB

Builds a basic vocabulary of
env¡ronmental terms. Names
and classifies plants, an¡mals,
water features, soils, minerals.
Acguires basic skills in using
visual arts and music to express
feeling for the environÍìent ¡n
an elementary way,

Uses visual art, music and
dance, drama, language and
photography to describ€ and
¡nterprel various env¡ronments.
Apprec¡ates how great artists
and wrilers have perceived their
environments.

Has personal att¡tudes and
habits reflecting a caretaker
responsibi lity toward en-
v¡ronment and communica-
cates this feeling to others.

a
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Method

ROBERT SAVELAND

Customar5l Procedures
The methods wed in environmental education are also those used in
other types of instruction. That is to say, there are no mysteries about
methods in environmental education. Howevel, some methods require
special adaptation when applied to envi¡onmental education, and
certain strategies, such as the field-study trip and community studies,
a¡e considered essential in environmental teaching. This chapter will
seek to demonstrate some of these essential adaptations.

Tladitionally, the field of geography has had an envi¡onmental con-
cern, or focus. Therefore, it could be anticipated that some of the
methods of geography would have a carry{ver value into environ-
mental education. Morgan (1971) and others have indicated that geog-

raphy has not always lived up to its expectations in this regard. An
example of the alte¡ation of existing courses to accomodate envi¡on-
mental content and methods is given in Case Study 3.1. In this German
experience, the interdisciplinary primary programme indicates more
student involvement than does the reorganized hþh school geography
course. However, at the high school level, students could be expected to
deal with higher levels of abstractions.

One of the dilemmas faced by teachers in envi¡onmental education is
the great emphasis on leaming by doing while much time is actually
spent in classroom teaching situations. Reallife situations are motiv-
ating factors, but abstractions must also be considered. In the German
experience in Case Study 3.1, note the reference to the primary activity
of photographing factory chimneys polluting the air. This teaching
strategy is one of those adopted as a result of environment emphases. At
the secondary level, a comparison of smog problems in Los Angeles,
London and the Ruhr illustrates the different scales at which environ-
mental education operates. Presumably this comparison would lead to
abstracting some general ideas as to what can be done about these
conditions by means of government and technology. The point is made
by Morgan (1973);

The realities of environmental conflicts a¡e all around us, the
ability to deal with these conceptually is of vital importance. It

a
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involves a training in the ability to sort the wheat from the chaff.
This surely is the work of the classroom.

Mathematics is also a subject which deals with reality and abstrac-
tions. The implications of this subject for envi¡onmental education have

not been so widely recognized. For this rear¡on' examples from
mathematics wele used in illustrating the 'strand approach' in Case

Study 3.2. The five stra¡rds are 'constants' representing a logical
sequence of learning from the inventory stage (variety and similarity)
through the action stage (interrelation and inte¡dependence) to the
stage requiring continuous adjustments and modification (adaptation
and evolution). The strands ca¡r be applied to a variety of subjects in
whatever combination suits the particula¡ situation. As present€d in
Case Study 3.2, the method used is principally that of open+nded
questions leading to student discussions. Although the questions often
require further extensive and intensive investigations, i.e. 'What percent-
age of your city has been adopted for use by the automobile?' (Note
that this is a geography as well as a mathematics question.)

An International Meeting of Experts on the U.N.E.S.C.O. Associated
Schools Project in Quebec, Canada, raised the following questions

about methods in environmental education (U.N.E.S.C'O., 1973a):

Assuming that any attempt to isolate envi¡onmental education as a

single subject would tend to limit its content and effect, what a¡d

examples of interdisciplina¡y or team teaching approaches? l{hat
a¡e the problems in adopting these methods? Are there other
methods which have proved motivating for students? (p. 5)

Ca.se Study 3.3 sets out to give an example of such a team approach.
Note that this case study also illustrates the process of moving from
inventory (observations) to action activities involving analysis. This case

study fu¡ther ¡einforces the idea of the different scales at which the
environment can be perceived. In this case, the spatial scale levels a¡e

correlated with pupils' comprehension and age levels. It is interesting to
note how this method apportions responsibility for cerüain topics
among the teachers of the va¡ious subject a¡eas. As such, it is a

structu¡ed approach which the author maintains is necessary to avoid'a
rag-bag of fragments which never add up to anything in the child's
mind'.

The textbook gives evidence that there is a high correlation between
method and materials. In fact, in education one frequently speaks of
the 'textbook method'. In recent years the textbook has been

frequently maligned as being dull, out-ofdate, not meeting individual
needs, etc. It has not generally been recognized that a textbook can be
(i) an organizing core, (ii) a data base, (iü) a simulation device and (iv) a
mode of inquiry (Saveland, 1971).
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In order to demonstrate new techniques of envi¡onmental education
with old forms of instruction, na.mely the textbook and Socratic
dialogue, Case Study 3.4 is included. The section chosen is a part of an
Instn¡ctor's Guide to a paperback for student use. The book reproduces
an article from Neursweeh magazine telling about a law in the state of
Delaware that would prohibit the further establishment of industry
along the state's shoreline on Delawa¡e Bay and the Atlantic Ocean.

The Socratic dialogue which is suggested becomes rather emotionally
charged as the teacher challenges the student by advocating a counter
position. Not all students, even at the secondary level, are prepared to
handle such situations and, as the guide suggests, the teacher switches
to a¡rother student when one has 'had enough'. Of course, the fact that
the teacher is the powel figure in the scene can lead to a certain
dominance and imposition of views. Presumably in many cases it would
be the ringing of the classroom bell which would signal that the boxing
round $'as over.

Particularly note in Ca.se Study 3.4 the emphasis on value issues. The
questions a¡e framed so that contrasting values are placed in juxta-
position. Students can see that the resolution of envi¡onmental issues
will require certain trade-offs, which in the strand approach of Case
Study 3.2 is called 'adaptation'.

Beyond the Classroom
Some teachers take their classes on field trips on a regular basis. Others
have never taken a class outside and might find such a prospect
threatening. In tropical countries the distinction of being indoors or
outdoo¡s is lessened, and it might be better to speak of being 'under
roof'. In any event, outdoor educations is not new. In fact, it is an
organized movement of some standing in education.

The research team of the Intemational Meeting of Experts on the
U.N.E.S.C.O. Associated Schools Project stated the policy implications
for this educational altemative as follows: (U.N.E.S.C.O., 1973b)

To foster comprehension of complex wholes and of specific in
total content, the effective environment must be extended outside
the traditional classroom to include the entire life space of the
student - the out-ofdoors, the inner city, the mass media, etc. In
addition, the attitudinal climate needs to be one that frees the
student emotionally to struggle with problems for which there are
not easy and specific solutions, to adjust to or cope with un-
certainties, a¡rd to anticipate contingencies. (p. 5)

As in other methods, the activity of moving outside the classroom
depends on its objectives. In addition to contributing to a more open
and free emotional climate, ¿n obvious purpose is that of data gather-

ing. In this regard, Emery, Davey and Milne (L97 4) make a significant

a
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distinction between freld teaching and field work:

. . . field teaching, alone, is insufficient if students are to be
affected by the envi¡onment in which t$ey have been placed. If
students are given the opportunity to 'feel' their environment by
observing, tecording, measuring, inten¡iewing, and generally ob-
taining an understanding of it 'through the soles of their feet and
the palms of their hand,' and if the teacher has contrived purpose-
ful t¿sks for them, then the flow of questions should be reversed
from that of many teaching situations, where the questions are
almost solely raised by the teacher, to one where most of the
inquiry comes from the students. (p. 15)

Case Study 3.5 tells about an experiment involving students in data
collection at the Vikram A. Sa¡abhai Community Science Centre in
Ahmedabad, India. A prototype working proglamme was set up on
Saturdays with groups of participants including high school and college
students, elementary and high school teachers. It was presumed that
those who participated would carry over the method to their own
classrooms. Note the use of the inquiry method at the outset which
resulted in'a numbe¡ of starts in va¡ious di¡ections'. The data collecting
activities of each of the goups could be applied to many environments,
but space has permitted giving the details for just two of the grogps.
The drop-off in attendance after one month, especially among teach'ers,
leads one to surmise that those teachers who left the programme placed
more value on other activities for their Saturdays. Why?

Another proglamme involving student collection of data from their
community envi¡onment is that of INSPECT from Australia. A
summary of this proglamme is given in Case Study 3.6. This progla¡nme
is unique in its culminating semina¡ and the way in which it involves
parents and seeks to educate adults. A statement from the U.N.E.S.C.O.
Associat€d Schools Project on Some Pedagogical Approøches to
Enuironmental Education reinforces this point as follows:

to develop educational environments for facilitating a
reexamination of ba.sic premises, values, attitudes, and perception.
These environments ale cha¡acterized by the need of the
individual to feel safe in considering the possibility of change. As
an example, one of the most important aspects which contributes
more to the success of education for the poor and disfranchised
goup is the repeated success in the experience of gathering, using,
organizing, augmenting and ultimately disseminating a knowledge
base (about their own community, for example) which they per-
ceive as ¡elevant and useful and over which they have continuing
control. (U.N.E.S.C.O. 1973b, p. 5)
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Obsen'e how the activities of the 'Me and \üater' Group in Case
Study 3.5 as well as the INSPECT students fit the above statement. It
may also be noted that the 'change' strand from Case Study 3.2 is
reinforced here. i

As a concluding case study for this section, Case Study 3.7 from
Florida gives an example of a planned sequence of field trips in a
programme for gtades 1 to 10. Planning for field hips has usually been
Umitêd to planning an individual field trip, or, at the most, planning a
sequence of trips for a course. The planning of a systematic plogramme
of trips for an entire range of grade levels is comparatively rare.
However, such planning is needed in order to eliminate duplicated
efforts and to give focus to the objectives for individual fuips. Also,
such planning involves a team effort on the part of the staff, resulting in
an interdisciplinary approach which is so vital to environmental
education. Furthermore, a system-wide progtamme of field trips neces-
sitates administrative decisions to facilitate the participation of indiv-
idual teachers in the progtamme.

Since Case Study 3.7 is from a community in a coastal environment,
the trips reflect that environment. However, the same conceptual foci
ca¡r be applied to mountain environments. Of particular interest in this
case study is the concluding evaluating fomr. The feedback from these
evaluations can bring about changes and refinements in the programme.

This section has mainly been concerned with the methods for moving
beyond the classroom. Facilities for environmental study areas will be
taken up in the next chapter.

Extraordinary Methods
So long as there a¡e creative tcachers and students the¡e will be
innovative methods of envi¡onmental education. However, creativity
can be encouraged. One of the means of doing this is through compet-
ition. Case Study 3.8 reports on the use of Competitions in Czechoslo-
vakia. Science Fairs have been held in the U.S.A. and elesewhere on a
local and regional basis for many years. In recent years many of the
studies undertaken by the students for these fairs have been directed
toward environmental problems. this is demonst¡ated in the represent-
ative topics given in this case study.

From a fair, it is a short step to a carnival. \ühile the need for carnival
in our lives is being recognized, its application to envi¡onmental
education is somewhat surprising. In any event, Colin Wa¡d makes a
case for the camival in Case Study 3.9. In addition to telling how to
organize one, he suggests some witty ideas, such as having children dress
as parts of the environment, or having them display models and pictures
of buildings they would prefer to have built in their community. The
idea of returning the st¡eets to the people is also a good one.

Camival involves role playing, but role p}aying can be done in the

a
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classroom without the benefït of a camival. Role playing is often a part
of simulation games and these have been proliferating in environrrnntal
education (Pierfy, 19?1). Since the ga.ure is a facility, or media, it wiu
be given more attention in the following chapter. Role playing is

especially useful when showing conhasting viewpoints toward an

environmental problem.
Because environmental education is wrapped up in attitudes, feelings,

and values, it uses art forms, poetry and lite¡ature to communicate
these emotions (Fuller, 19?0). The Japanese Haiku is especially
adaptable to this purpose. Using three lines of five syllables, seven
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The cumulus cloud
ls a llutfy cottonball
ln the autumn sky.

il
Ra¡n taps on the rool
Like a émall drum - boom, boom, boom.
ll sounds very good.

ill
Robin twits e tunê -
He is singing to his wif6'
Enterteining hôr.

K.rl Jogb, fl
P¡lo Alto, C.lll.

'Haikus' by Karl Jogis, with drawing by Lauren D. Young. Reproduced from ?he
Christían Science Monitor,O 1974, TCSPS
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syllables and ñve syllables, in that order, Haiku seeks to convey a mood
in natu¡e. An example of Haiku is:

Grasses nod and sway
Bent low by passing wings 'til
Crushed 'neath passing feet.

(Written by a high school student
in a STEP (Students Toward
Environme ntal Participation )
proglamme, Readin g, California,
July 19, 1973. Courtesy of
Pat Stanek, National Pa¡k
Sewice, U.S.A.)

The other end of the teaching spectrum from humanistic, creative a¡t
and poetry is computer-based programmed instruction. Such instruc-
tion limits the range of choices and leads the students in a step-by-step
method towards the achievement of pre*et objectives. This is an
extraordinary method for environmental education in that it is not
commonly used. Part of the rea¡ion for this is that few programmed
materials have been developed. Again, it is difficult to separate methods
from materials (the subject of the next chapter). The State of New
Jersey Department of Education has developed and published several
computer-based resource-units for environmental education. Inform-
ation on these units is contained in Ca.se Study 3.10. The systematic
procedures imposed in proglammed instruction emphasize cognitive
development (Saveland, 1973). Even ardent behaviouralists would
admit that all envi¡onmental education cannot be in the affective
domain. There would seem to be room for hansmitting essential dat¿
a¡rd basic concepts via computer programming, yet this remains a
frontie¡ area in educational thinking.

Any chapter on teaching methods is necessarily incomplete. This
chapter and the one which follows can only hint at the possibilities in
presenting environmental education. We can only sum up with the
following quote:

. . . any teaching strategy used efficiently and effectively to impart
understandings, skills, and attitudes is a successful method.
(Emery, Davey, Milne L974, p.15)
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Caæ Stadl 1.r j

Environmental Sh¡dies in German Schoolg .Aítfrony Blackboum.

(Reproduced by permission of the National Council fot Geographic Education from
The Joumøl of Geography, October 1972,pp.38ts390.)

The environment and its problems a¡e becoming a major part of the
curriculum in Gerrran schools. Course outlines have recently appeared
in a public affairs journal published by the German government (W. W.
Puls, 'Umwelt-Gefahren und Schutz,' Informationen zur polttischen
Bildung No. 146, L97L, pp. 1-28). The biology curiculum will be

changed slightly to give more emphasis to pollution problems but the
real change is in the geogfaphy curiculum where a full yeal coqrse on
the envi¡onment has been developed. Geographic approaches ate

stressed in the two interdisciplinary plograms developed, and the new
approaches to the envi¡onment in such technical progruns as city and
regional planning using geographic methods.

The environment studies program in the geography curriculum is
given in the senior years of high school and covers the following topics:

1. Water supply for major German cities
2. Sewage and drinking water supply problems in the Ruhr
3. Deforestation and erosion in hill a¡eas

4. The problems of cleaning up an intemational river (the Rhine)
5. Aþort location Problems
6. \ryind direction and the pollution of residential a¡eas

?. AL pollution from blast fumaces and power stations
8. Smog problems in the Ruhr, London, New York, and Los

Angeles
9. Damage from nineteenth century industrialization, the English

Midlands
10. Dangers for men and landscapes, the African Copper belt, gold-

mining in Johannesburg, and deforestation in the Meditenanean
11. Environmental problems in U.S.A., Donora and the Tennessee

valley, Lake Erie, the Hudson River and Houston Bay
12. National parks in Germany, the U'S.A., Canada, Argentina and

East Africa.

This curiculum is impressively comprehensive and progresses from
the basic problems affecting the urban German, such as water supply,
to the more general problems of preserving unspoiled wildemess areas

by the creation of national parks. It sta¡ts with local a¡ea studies of
German cities but gradually draws on foreign examples. English and

a
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American air pollution problems provide additional information to
place the Ruhr's problems in penective, but ttre later studies of African
mining a¡e introduced for thei¡ int¡insic int€rest.

The primary school progtam includes an inte¡disciplinary course

based on the local environment. The course stårts with the studentg

collecting all the trash from the school yard and from their homes. This
is sorted, classiñed into different types, and the quantity of each type
measured. The students then take a trip to the cþ sanitation deparü'

ment and learn how they dispose of garbage.

The next topic is water. Students calculate total and per capita water
use in their homes and at school before moving on to the study of
se$'age. In this section of their coul'se, they obsewe polluted st¡ea¡ns

and lalces. The water section of the cou$e ends with a visit to the local
waterworks and sewage treatment plant.

Air pollution is studied by photographing factory chimneys polluting
the air, observing the pollution of ca¡s at traffic lighb and of trucks on
expressu¡ays. Chemical pollution is studied by examining the spr.aying
of fruit trees and weed killing followed by the construction of the
compost heap.

This program stresses local problems and shows the child both how
he can help fight pollution and how a city tries to protect the environ-
ment. Practicat work, measgrement of amounts of pollution, and Visits

to local pollution control centers a¡e valuable features ofthis coulsp.
The interdisciplinary course in the middle school years isf also

practically oriented with much emphasis on group work to produce

research reports. Suggested topics for groups include a cost-benefit
study of pollution control, political problems in pollution control, and

conflicts between the growth of the city and the protection of the
environment.

Both the interdisciplinary courses and the geography course seem

valuable additions to a school curriculum. A sequence of all three
col¡ts€s should produce a student who is not only concemed about the
environment but also well inforured on methods of presen'ing it for
futu¡e generations.
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Carc Stadl 1.2

Man and His Environment - An Introduction to Using Envi¡onmental Study Areas

(Reproduced by permission of the American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation)

The Strand Approach to Environmental Education
There are many productive ïr'ays in which to make use of the envi¡on-
ment as an educational vehicle. One approach is strictly taxonomical:
everything has a name and a specific way of interacting with the
universe. Scientists describing unique objects use the taxonomical
method as a principal operational procedure in their investigations. Ttris
method, however, has a drawback for the teacher with a limit€d
scientific backgrouud, who may not know the multitude of specific
names and conditions with which to describe the environment scientif-
ically.

Another way of approaching environmental study is through an
investigative, completely opencnded method. The teacher guides the
student in his attempts to discover what is present in his sunoundings
and to place his discoveries into some kind of perspective. The advant-
age of this method is that it provides the kind of study that activates
sensory a$¡areness and enables the student to develop creative problem-
solving techniques. The difficulty rests with the development of
research skills. Research skills are another tool of the scientific
investigator, and although they would provide a good background in
problem solving for the student, it takes time to develop them.

The strand approach d¡aws upon the advantages of both of these
methods while eliminating the disadva¡rtages. It incorporates both the
specific and the investigative approaches into a thi¡d approach with
which both student and teacher can feel more comfortable.It requires
identification and classification, but on a modified ba.sis. It also requires
open-ended investigation leading to problem solving. Yet all of its
requirements can be taught by a teacher and fulfilled by a student who
has little of the rigorous scientific training demanded by the other
approaches.

The strand approach makes necessa.ty a reorganization of thinking
into unfamiliar patterns, which may at first be difficult. The valuable,
unif¡rrng characteristic of the strand approach, however, makes what-
ever initial effort may be necessar5¡ unquestionably worthwhile.

The Strands
The strand approach uses ñve broad, universal concepts as a way of
drawing the environment under a total, integrated 'umbrella.' These

a
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concepts or shands a¡e five:

ft,
çvY

Variety and Similarities

Patterns

Interaction and Interdependence

Continuity and Change

Evolution and Adaptation.

Mathematics
Lesson Suggestions
Objects in the envi¡onnent are many and diverse. Mathematics from
the simple elementary school level to the sophisticatcd college level was
created largely to keep count of the various objects in the universe - to
measure them and describe them in the language of nr.¡mbers.

A lesson or several lessons that teach students to recognize what,
how many of what, and the size of the whats can result in a challenging
and reatistic relationship with the environment. For example, a lesson
that asks the student to count the different kinds of plant life he sees

and to anange them into sets of similarities not only will sharpen the
. student's appreciation of plant life, but will also clarify for him a basic

and highly useful math skill.

JI I
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Eventually, objects perceived in number language will help the
student relate what he counts to the total environment, to all the
intemctions of his surroundinp. 

r

Qucstions for Student Discussion 
I

How many different things can be counted at this site?
How many a¡e there in each set?
How many sets interset (have simila¡ parts)?
How many equivalent sets are there?
How many equal sets a¡e there?
How many disjoint sets a¡e there?
Can methods of counting environmental objects change the count?
lVhy is it critical to count things in the envi¡onment?
How can you make population counts?

Patterns
Lesæn Suggestions
Statistics are actually ¡urnþs¡s arranged in pattems. Lessons in number
arangements can help the student describe his world in terms of
averages, medians, and stanines. Such lessons can show him how to
goup objects into certain number relationships that show t¡ends (what
is happening to his envi¡onment, for example) or reveal what objects
should or should not be present in his surroundinp and in what
quantities.

In a pre- or post-site lesson, the student can describe what he learns
about the environnent from statistical reporLs in newspapers or from
data and counts of student cha¡actcristics made right in tåe classroom.
Either way he can get firsthand knowledge about his own suroundings
by treating numbers of things in patüems as ttrey relate to t'he total
environment.

Sucstions for Student Diæussion
From a plant and animal count at ttre site, can you clarify how
different topog¡aphies in the same a¡ea affect plant and animal popul-
ation groupings?

What kind of statistical expressions can show sun'ival patterns of
plants or animals?

Is the number of rocks essential to tl¡e toal envi¡onmental pattern?
How can statistical evidence clarify the effects of overpopulation on

air, water, and earth?

Interaction and Interpendence
L¿sæn Suggestions
A mathematical notation - ratios, for example - can highlight environ-
mental interactions with amazing cla¡ity. Envi¡onmental ratios that deal

a



an interact with an
at environment?
people to air, water,

and earth in establishing or renewing urban a¡eas?

What percentage of.air must be composed of foreign materials before

it is considered Polluted?
\ühat percentage of water must have foreign elements in it before it is

considered polluted?
How can you measure envi¡onmental interactions?

Continuity and Change t
Lcsson Suggestions I
Because it is often difficult to see spectacular changes on the site,

he relation-
such as the
and graphs

the va¡ious cha¡acteristics of the changing student population'

Questions for Student Discussion
\i¡hat changes do you see when you plot growth cuiles of plants?

population? t¡¡ban centers?- 
b¡".r1"t" how many people can be accomodated in your community,

considering requireménts of air, earth, and water. What changes would
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be made by an increase in population? How can such dranges be
measured?

Remove one environmental factor at a time (some large, some small).
Consider the magnitude of changes in the total environment that results
from removing each factor.

Evolution and Adaptation
Lesson Suggestions
Perhaps no other method of communications has changed the environ-
ment to such a degtee as mathematics. Man's advanced technology,
resulting in the automation and computerization of industry and
providing man with the ability to find out what is happening to the
envi¡onment in split seconds, has changed and evolved the social,
political, and economic structure of the earth.

Man continually needs to adapt to his own inventions and changes.
The evolution of his technology will become more and more
pronounced. Students at all maturity levels can leam to fit more easily
into their world if they are avyare of this process. Lesson objectives
should lead to basic understandings of how today's computers rapidly
ealculate numerical relationships and how these calculations affect the
environment and help people live more comfortable lives.

Predicting weather, keeping records, and operating such gemplicated
experiments as putting satellites into orbit are examples of computer
use which can be tra¡rslated into functional math lessons. The computer
mathematics that describes today's environment and the students'
futr¡¡e environment provides material for pragmatic lessons.

Questions for Student Discussion
\ühat percentage of yow city has been adapted for use by the auto-
mobile?

Has automation changed the on-site environment?
Has the invention of new technologies played a role in the evolution

of the environment? For example, in what ways has the wheel changed
man's envi¡onment?

Could you adapt to a world without numbers?
What role does statistics - the mathematics of chance and probab-

ility - play in understanding biological evolution?

a
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Case S td1 1.1

Towards a coordinari* F;ç;irr"1[ 
{ltl*n"".ental 

Education -

(Reproduced by permission of Jean Forbes, fl¡omBEE 35, March, 1974.)

The 'years' in the diagram below are simply time blocks which may

last more or less than a calendar year.

The ascending spiral model3
both the advance through the
spatial scale levels and the
increasing age of the pupils

vear

I4

year

3

ß

year
2 I

NoRKìNG Each activity should be

introduced in turn
throughout each year. Each
activity should be revisited at
a higher order of difficulty in
each succeeding year.

RESIDING

year
1

Figure 6. A model of the proposed co-ordinating framework to guide the teaching
about activities and space use, and the ploc'esses which manage their inter-relation-
ship

Two example disciplines are shown, contributing to the teaching about each activity
(disciþlines may follow each other or may overlap in time as the subject matter may

d¡ctate).

I

I
I

ô
I

I
I

+
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The spiral track opened out:

Year 3

Scale: district t

enlarge this section

Year 2---+

A Detailed Look at the Subject Matter in One Year
I would like to focus on just one year and try to be more specific about
the kinds of things which might be treatæd in school at that year -
sketching in ttre rough headings for a scheme of work, so to speak.

I have structr.¡¡ed these ideas around the two words'Assessment' a¡rd

'Evaluation'. Ftg 7 is a matrix of headinp about the job of Assessment,

obsenring va¡ious aspects of ttre mancnvironment relationship. (FiS I
supplements FiS 7'). Fig I ß a matrix of Evaluation tasks, which seeks

to stn¡ctu¡e the pupil's judgements on the adequacy or effectiveness of
what he has obsened.
To considet Fig 7 in detail. Let us imagine that it is one page taken
from a soup of similar matrix diagrams, each one of them dealing with

s\\\\\_

This section
is about
OBSERVATIONS

This section
is about
ANALYSIS

Moving
Health

lnformation

Working
Residing

Goods
Leisure

lVh¿t is its
function?

lopics

Activities

What does the
environment
look like?
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about the scale level
broad a¡eas each sub
list, being the subject

matt¿r ordering device, is given at thþ left. Each major box in the

matrix therefore deals with matters which should be treated for a

particular Activity under a particular Job heading.
The four small coh¡mns labetled 'staf[' indicate in a very tentative

way, trhe school disciplines which might appropriately contributc to the
Jobe in the adjacent m4jor box.

Tahe ttre Activity Working." ¡¡¡ s¡¡mplê.
under the major heading '\ryhat does the Environment look like?" we

parts of the natural
d by peoPle working.
and would take in an
the most apProPriate

teaching might come from ttre A¡t and Biology specialists. The pupils

would then look at more obviously man-made work environments, such

as a factory goup or a railway yard, attempting to make a record of the

types of buildings, thei¡ dimensions and the materials of which they are

uuitt. ttre Art teacher might, in ttris case, be complemented by the

to the whole field of mapping and to the question of map scales. Then

the Biology and Art tcachers might join the Geographer in leading

discussions about how the va¡ior¡s environmental spaces are shaped by
the jobs which people do in them. Discussion of a factory, for example,

*onla $art from the observed shape and size of the buildingS and lead

on to a discussion of the production process and mechanized goods

handling. The same kind of proglession from recording to analysis

could take place, in a structu¡ed way for each Activity, as shown by the

notes in the matrix boxes n FW 7.It is evident that, even at one scale

and under that, even at one scale and under one heading, the potential

contribution from the disciplines will vary depending on tåe nature of
the Activity.

Fig I is a supplement tþ Fts 7.It focusses on the matrix row dealing

with Activiw working. The one described above was working at the
Neighbotrrhood scale.

rrg a giuo examples of how the matrix rows for working might look
on the iuccessive òttrer matrices dealing with ttre next scale levels

above. The exar"ples given demonstrate how the ascending scale level

bringÞ in greater degrees of abstraction and also the institutional

a

a
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processes, ar¡ one progresses to national level. It also ehows that as the
subject matter becomes mo¡e compler so a greater variety of disciplines
have potcntial contributions to make.

In Fig 9 we move into the more difficult world of evaluation. I have
tried to structure this on a matrix system which is basically a three part
critical analysis of what the pupils have seen and discussed in class,
under each Activity heading.

subdivide into:
functional/visual

subdivide into: subdivide into:
Natural[\{an-made Natural/lVIan-made

I have also inserted two columns headed'What to Do'.
The three major groupings deal with the obsen¡ations of things which

appear to the pupils to be lv¡ong, or offensive, or (if absent) needed.
This will involve the pupil's judgement together with that of the
teachers in Geography, Biology and Art, principally.

The columns dealing with measures which might be taken, seem to
me to be in the field of Modem Studies and History specialists, because
this matter inevitably introduces the Institutional hocesses arfd the
whole freld of societal control and regulatory proceedures, toþether
with their historical development.

As with matrices of different scales outlined in frg 8, one canr
imagine that the Evaluation matrices will inctease in the complexity of
their subject matter as one moves up the scale levels.

Conclusion
I have propounded here an outline model, in an effort to structure the
subject matter of the Man-Environment relationship. I have used the
Spatial scales as a srurogate for pupils' comprehension level, and have
ordered the subject matter at each scale under the Activities headings.
The Activities list, imparts a vertical ordering to the topics, bringng
them in successively for renewed study at each tum of the scale spiral.

\ühether or not my particular model is ttre best one, is not the mejor
issue. I would however contend tå¡at some model must be made before
any systematic teaching of the Activity/Environment relationship and
the management processes can be done. Without a Co-ordination Frame-
work the subject can never be anything else but a rag-bag of fragments
which never add up to anything in the child's mind.

The'Breakdown
Signals'

The'Unwelcome
Residents'

The
'Absentees'
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Case Stadl 1.4

Progress and the Environment: Water and Air Pollution - InsEuctor's Guide (James

P. Shaver & A. Guy Larkin)

(O 1973 Houghton Mifflin ComPanY)

In order to deal adequately with polticalæthical issues, other kinds of
issues must be faced. Some arc factual, such as: Iilho pollutes: l4lhatis
the present level of air or water pollution in different parts of our
country? or, How much impurity ca¡r industries keep out of the air and
water with our present level of technology? These questions require
current information and call for critical assessment of those who make

'expert'claims.
A second type of issue revolves a¡ound word uæge and definitions:

What is meant by clean air or clean walær? or, How does emotively
loaded language effect your attitudes toward pollution?

But of special importance from our point of view a¡e trhe uølue

issues - the conflicts between values, such as economic progtess and
envi¡onmental quality - that should be faced and dealt vrith in trying
to a¡rive at reasonable policies. Throughout the booklet, hogess and
the Enuironment, the student is confronted with conflicts between
values related to the qualif of life and values relat¿d to economic
progress.

Assumptions About Learning
This booklet is based on a recognition that factual information is

important a¡rd that reading is a good source of such information. It is

also assumed that reading is going to be of int¿rest to students and facts
aÌe more likely to be remembered if the quest for information is

related to important issues about which the student is being challenged
to think. An important part of the challenge is the confrontation with
the need to defrne and weigh values in making decisions about political-
ethical issues. Basically, then, it is assumed that learning will take place
when, and as, the students a¡e involved in thinking about issues. . . .

A Socratic Discussion of the Delawa¡e Case

The case from Nerusweeh,'Delawa¡e: Nature over Industry,' poses a
public policy question about banning new indusFy along the ocean

coastline. It was included as the basis for a socratic discussion of the
basic value dilemma - economic progress versus ttre quality of life. . . .

It can be used as a model for planning other discussions. . . .

a
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A. Re¿d aloud the int¡oduction to the case and then the case (or
have one ot moFe students do so). Then ask questions about the

background to the Delawa¡e law to be sr¡¡e tåe case is understood and

to get a discussion going. I

For example:

What was the law that Govemor Peterson was to sign?

IVhy was the law proPosed?
How did the businesses to be affected by the law react?
What arguments a¡e mentioned for and against the law? (These might
be listed on the blackboard.)

B. Have several students take a stand on the issue posed by the case

by asking them, one at a time: Should fÞlaware have passed a law
banning new coastline industrY?

C. After several students have taken a stand, challenge one student
to defend his position

1. First state a general value supporting the student's position, such

as: ,You believe that it is very important to protect thte quality of the

enuironment' or 'You believe thrat economic growth is important.'
2. Then state a value conflict, such as 'You think, then, that the

quatity of the enuironment is more important than ttre economic
welfare of a whole region?' or 'You think, then, that we should sacrffice
enuironmental quølity in order to have iobs and oil (economic'wel-

farc\?'
3. If, as is likely, the student maintains his position, challenge it with

analogies or counter-arguments, such as the following, loaded against

his position.

If the student is in føuor of the law banning new coastline industry:

a If a law as drastic as Delaware's is called for, perhaps tùre federal
government should ban new industry everywhere. After all, the qualiüy

of the environment in Ftorida, or Ohio, or Nevada ought to be as

important as it is in Delawa¡e.
b. If states like Delawa¡e and Maine ban dockside refineries, there

might be a serious oil shortage in the eastem United Statcs in a few
years. Do you mean to say that the relatively few people who live in
Delaware and Maine ought to have the right to cause serious

incovenience, if not suffering, to the millions of people in other states

who will be affected by this law? In cases like this, should a state pass a

law ttrat $'ill hurt the majority of Americans?
c. If Delawa¡e has the right to stop the increased flow of oil that the

rest of the country will need, then maybe Pennsylvania and New Jersey

ought to have the right to block the highways and rail¡oads and stop

the flow of tmcks and trains carrying things to and from Delaware. The
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trucks and trains hetp clog ttre highways a¡rd da¡nage the qualiw of the

envi¡onment in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

If the student is opposed to the lnw banning new coastline industry

a The article said that Maine and Delaware a¡e the only AUantic Coast

states with deep wat¿r potential to senrice huge dockside refineries, but
there might be other ways to supply the needed oil to eastem states.

Perhaps the oil companies could build a larger number of smaller
reñneries, or even place the refineries inland and pipe cmde oil to them.

This may increase the cost of refined oil, but that doesn't mean that the
need for oil can't be met. Should Delawa¡e have to allow huge

refineries just so people in other states ca¡r have cheaper oil?
b. People claim that oil pollution can be seen in the Delaware Bay'

and that the entire northeast section of the Atlantic seacoast - with the
exception of a few northern-most a¡eas - suffers from industrial air
pollution. Now, the people of Delaware have had enough of this foul air
and foul water. They're simply tired of living with it. Don't they have

the right to finally say, 'No! lVe've had enough! No more hearry

industry ! No additional pollution!'
c. If Delawa¡e doesn't have the right to fight pollution by stopping

indr¡strial expansion, then who does? Should we only sfrive to envi¡on-

mental quality in those statæs which are unatt¡active to industry? \ühen

it really comes down to the nitty g¡itty, should we always place

industrial g¡owth above environmental quality?

D. \ilhen you sense that the student has'had enough' (he is unable

to handle the dilemma, is showing signs of tension, or is able to state a

reasoned, acceptable position), shift to other students, one at a time,
and go through the same questioning process.

E. Toward the end of the discussion period, ask the students what
they think the point of the discussion has been. Ask questions or make

statcments to point out that the purpose has been to emphasize: Issues

such as posd by the Delaware ban on coastline industries cause heated
arguments involving important value conflicts; also involved a¡e factual
assumptions and disagreements and emotively loaded language; import-
ant implications for other situations should be taken into account (the
analogous cases); and, questions about how muct¡ pollution to tolerate
and about the responsibilities for causing a¡rd contolling pollution are

important and controversial.

a
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Case Sndl 1.¡

Students and the Environment: A feasibility sh¡dy of student invoþement in
Environmental Data Collection prepared by Axel Horn, Vikram A. Sa¡abhai

Community Science Center, .Ahmedabad, India" 1972.

. . . for the fi¡st working goup session, the staff had planned and
provided several simple procedures for moving the groups into an
inquiry. The aquarium pit was set up as an exhibit gallery witÀ three
large tables on which were placed a gleat number of objects and
pictures that acted realistically and symbolically as descriptors of the
Ahmedabad environment.

The groups were to do three things in any order they wished:

1. They would take a walk in the meadow behind the Centre. This
meadow rvani a natural outdoor science laboratory with a great number
of birds, trees, plants and insects and a variety of contou¡s and
characteristics.

2. They would browse about the exhibit tables.
3. They wou-ld sit down to a discussion in the meeting room assjgned

to each goup. I

The discussion could follow the standa¡d 'Core Program'pattem of
descriptions by each group member of his penonal, social, and physical
backgtound. It could also be built a¡ound the effort of the participants
to agree on what is a 'beneficial' environment, in order to look at their
own and constn¡ct some value judgements of it.

From the combination of the three activities during several sessions,
it was anticipated that a decision would eventually be a¡rived at within
each group as to what, in their own local envhonment, might engage
their interest, and a¡ound which they could orgainize a resea¡ch
inquiry.

After a numbet of starts in various directions and tatcing varying
times to consolidate into a working inquiry, five stable goups evolved
from the original eight. These included:

The Saba¡mati River Group
The Water Tap Group
The Animal Habitat Group
The Termite Group
The'Me and Water'Group

The Water Tap Group decided to ask questions about the water taps
in their own homes. Questions included were:
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Where does water come from?
\¡Vho is responsible for its quality?
Who is responsible to get it into the house?
What is its content?
How is it used and stored?
How many glasses does each family member drink a day?
Is any wasted?
Where does it go after use?

A considerable amount of time was spent in designing and revising a
questionnaire ttrat would accumulatc useful infonnation and stand'
a¡diz,e responses. After testing out the efficacy of the questionnaire in
thei¡ own homes, the group distributed about three hundred to school'
mates and friends.

The group made several field trips to a testing laboratory and a
plumbing supply centre and planned to go to the city water purification
centre.

In planning the questionnaire they discovered that the large map of
Ahmedabad used by the Centre for setting up coordinates was dated
1965 and had practically no information on Navrangpura roads and key
buildings. (This is a commentarSl on the rapidity and suddenness with
which this a¡ea developed.)

The group members proceeded to do some suveying, using
compasses and bicycles with a cloth tied to the wheel as a measuring
device. Counting the number of revolutions between intersections, they
are in the process of plotting the position of key roads and buildings to
update the map.

The Termite Group collected termites from various sections of the
city. They attempted to study the physical and chemical impact of
termites on clay and wood. They also tried to set up colonies of
termites in the laboratory to study conditions that inhibit or encourage

termite growth. Members of this group developed a questionnaire and
visited pest control companies for information on termitê control. They
developed a set of statistics from the questionnaire. These they trans-
lated into a series of charts and graphs. They photographed the effects
of termites in wood. They also researched whatever writben material on
termites was available and produced a compilation of this information.
A film on the life of a termite colony was procured and strown to a
va¡ied audience.

a number of interesting structural differences from the
traditional school experience became apparent a^s these five demon-
stration projects developed :

1. The students were placed in a position where they were con-

tinually making decisions, including the definitions of their ov'¡n in'
quiries and the sequence of efforts.

t
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2. There was minimum dependence on instn¡mentation - maximum
on di¡ect visual obsen¡ation. Determinations s'e¡e less quantitative and

relied more on identiñcation of the p¡esence or absence of a number of
factors.

3. The inquiries kept opening up new problems ttrat had to be solved

in order for the study to proced to its next phase. There was a
continuous process of solving unpredicted prcblems as they a¡ose.

4. The rècognition and utitization of serendipitous happenings

become more important as part of the pro$am. Such serendipitous events

will be formalized into the second phase of the prog¡am.

5. The progta¡n was open€nded with different ratcs of progress in
31/á months by different groups and different individuals wit'hin a

goup. .. .

6. The staff was to be as supportive as possible. The objective was

!,o ræognizæ the ,teachable moment' and to move in to be of help at the
time when an individual seemed to be in need of help . . .

7. The Centre was considered a total resource . . . The city and its
content were considered a resource.

About one month through the program, participant attendance

dropped off noticeably. The teacher participants as a group demon-

strate¿ the least ability to relat¿ to and stay with the program- College

students were next, especially in the Gujarati mediun. The staq felt
that the large time gaps between sessions during the initial plarhing
phase contributed to loss of sustained interest, especially since the
format of the program \pas new and strange to the participants.

To test out this assumption it was decided to add one mo¡e group to
the progra¡ which would meet formally three times a week instead of
one, By anangement with st. xavier's High school, a gloup of 8th std.
studenfls was added on this basis. The inte¡est and energy of this goup
seemed to prove the above assumption, as well as to suggest that the
yor¡nger the students, the better they relate to the progam style. older
students seemed more fixed into the traditional school structure.
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Casc Studl 1.6

The Inspect ldea - About Inspect

(Peter Ellyard)
(Repr
1970

INSPECT is an acronym for Inquiry into the state of Pollution and
Environmental Consen¡ation by Thoughtful people. It is a plo$fnmrne
in which a public symposium or'teach-in'is held as a culmination of
many weeks research work by High School students. The aim of
INSPECT is educational, in that it is designed to stimulate awareness of
environmental problems, to encourage thoughtful inquiry into those
problems, and to explore coul'ses of action where necessary- The first
INSPECT was held in Canberra during 1970.

INSPECT involves High school students for several reasons. Many
students are already concemed and interested in such issues. They have

the time and energy to carry out the work necessary and will also talk
about thei¡ efforts with their parents.In this way INSPECT can find its
way to the breakfast tables of Ar:stralia.

INSPECT begins with talks in the school by visiting speakers,

teachers and fellow students. Following these talks, student select
problems a¡rd commence research. Guidance is provided by a number of
scientists, teachers, planners, etc. who have some prior knowledge of the
subjects involved. The resea¡ch may use questionnai¡es to suvey public
opinion and practices ¡elat¿d to environmental issues or may be based

on experimental resea¡ch and literature sqn¡eys.\{here possible inform-
ation should be gathered in a form that could be useful to agencies

responsible for corection of the problems.
As a result, the students come to the rymposium inforrred on tåe

problems to the point that they can male original contributions a¡rd

enter into a worth-while dialogUe with 'experLs'. Thus the discussions
will not only be authoritative but also talce a forrr in which the
members of the general public at the symposium wilt be able to
r¡nderstand and contribute. Possible methods of cor:ective action
should be part of the dialogue. An ideal is to have available at the
discussion results of questionnai¡es which measune the attitudes of the
public to projected recommendations.

In this way ,non€xperts' can collectively inform themselves to ttre
point where they may p¡ess for action. 'Non+xperts' may then ¡ealize
that they can make a significant conftibution to the understanding of
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envi¡onmental problems. They may decide that it is necessary for
industriee, gove¡nments or citizens to modify some of their priorities,

habits a¡¡d ãven yalues so that all men may achieve and maintain a high

standa¡d of living on this'spaceship Earth'.

I
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, Caft S tildJ ).7
I

Suggested Field Trips by Grade Lævel: Læe County Environmental Education
Progrun (Bil Hammond)

I. These ñeld sites and activities were chosen so that:
1. The selected concepts for each grade level would be presented in a

field situation.
2. The student population would be exposed to a variety of field

sites throughout their time in the public school system.
3. The student would not be exposed to the same field site two

years in a to\¡t¡.
4. Classroom studies and activities could be expanded upon, and

enha¡rced by, a field situation.
5. students would be able to develop an aÌvareness of nature and

aesthetic values relating to the envi¡onment.
6. Students could gain more understa¡rding of the complex nature of

ecosystems.
7.- Students could become awaÌe of man's effects on the environ'

ment.
II. The field trips are aranged by grade level a¡rd also by the order in

which they should be taken by the gade.
All trips have pre- and post-trip activities that can be used to develop

concepts, lcrowledge and aesthetics.

Grade One:

Time is given for playground activities.
ftip á. Community Se*i"" Trip - Police station, fire station, post

offrce etc.
This field trip should be used to emphasize the interdependence of

people within the communitY.

Grade Two
Trip 1. Environmental Awareness

Ènvironmental Awa¡eness exercises dealing with similarity and differ-
ences in the environment and man's effect on the environment a¡e used'

Time is given for shell collecting.

t
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Trip 2 Environmental Awareness
Envi¡onmental Awa¡eness exercises dealing with change in the

environment, imaginative creativity, and simple classific¿tion a¡e used.
Grade Tb¡ee:
Ttip 1. Adaptation and Heredity

Envi¡onmental Awareness exercises dealing with plant adaptations to
light, seed dispersal and dependency of one plant on another are used.

Trip 2. Producers - Consumers - Decomposers
The dependency of consumers on producer organisms is developed as

well as the role of the decomposers in an ecosystem. A partial food web
for a mud flat is developed by the students. A booklet is used to help
the students in their study of this ecosystem.

Grade Four:
Trip 1. Fresh water Systems

This trip emphasizes the fresh water ecosystem. The role of plants
and animals is discussed. Aquarium collections a¡e made by the
students so that long term studies can be made in the classroom.

T?ip 2.Water and Sewage Tleatment
Student guide and question booklets a¡e used to help the students

understand the processes and equipment used in water and sewage
treatment.

I
Grade Five:
Trip 1. Attitude Development toward Aesthetics.

Exercises dealing with imaginative creativity, the beauty of natu¡e
and imaginative role playing a¡e used to develop attitudes dealing with
aesthetics and an empathy for nature.

Trip 2. Forestry and the Forester.
A student semi-programmed booklet is used to develop concepts

dealing with hee plantations and the pine hee. Students visit the
Forestry Station where they watch a ñlm dealing with forest fires; they
climb to fire tower; use a tree bingo game to familia¡ize themselves with
leaf structu¡es; and they see fire fighting equipment.

Grade Six:
Trip 1. Intenelationships

A semi-programmed booklet, Shady Oahs Ecology Tleasure Hunt,is
used by the students. This allows the student to work at his own speed.
The field study deals with interelationships among plants, animals, and
the physical envi¡onment. The major concept of the study is that the
physical environment deterrrines what plants and animals will be found
in that a¡ea.

lrip 2. Food webs and Interrelationships
This trip uses a semi-progtammed student booklet, Who's Who On
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The Beach?, deali¡U with intetrelationstrips of marine plants and
animals. It stresses food webs and the ¡oles of producers and con-
sumers. The m4ior types of beach intêrtidal oryanims a¡e studied.

Grade Seven:
Trip 1. Plant Zonation and Be¿ch Formation

This trip uses two semi-programmed booklets that allow students to
work at tlreir own speed. The booklet, Why Is A Beach A Beøch?, ts

used at Point Ybel and concentrates on plant zonation and the reasons
for zonation on a beach. The other booklet, Beaches Haue Their Ups
and Downs, is used at Sa¡ribel Nature Center Sit¿. This booklet deals
with old berm zonation and beach formation.

Trip 2.Bird Adaptation for Feeding
A semi-programmed booklet, How to Malze It In A Bitd's World, ts

used by the student. It deals with adaptations of bi¡ds for feeding.
Most of the common wading birds and ducks a¡e discussed but, in all
cases, nâmes of the organisms a¡e not stressed. Instead, t'he structures
and functions of these structures for sun¡ival in the environment are
examined in the booklet.

Grade Eight:
Trip 1.The Mangrove Ecosystem.

The trip will use a semi-progtammed booklet dealing with the major
types of mangroves and their effects on the estuary envi¡onment. The
effects of dredge and frll will also be discussed.

lrip 2. Community Exploration.
A semi-programmed booklet dealing with types of housing, zoning,

r¡rban sprawl, and high density strip development will be used by the
students. hospects for future development and city planning will also

be included.
Trip 3. Electrical Power.
A semi-programmed guide booklet will be used on this trip. The

booklet witl deal with electrical power and its uses as well as environ-
mental considerations conceming electrical production.

Grade Nine:
lrip 1. High and Low Energy Beaches.

This trip uses a semi-programmed booklet,, Beaches in Motion,
dealing with differences in high and low energy beaches' The effects of
beach erosion a¡e also discussed in the booklet.

Grade Ten:
Trip l.Succession.

This trip is .for 10th Grade Biology classes. The semi-programmed
booklet, Succession-Beauty in Chønge, is used by the students to

a
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discover the major terrestrial zuccessional changes in Southwest Florida

as well as fire ecology and plant adaptation.

FIELD TRIP EVALUATION FORM

Environment Education Center
Lee County Environmental Education Program

2266 Second Street
Fort Myers, Florida

Field trips have become an integfal part of the school cu¡ricult¡m. Ttre

Environmental Education Program relies heavily upon teacher lesponses

to field trips sponsored and those not sponsored by the Environmental
Fducation Center. In order that your students may have a good field
trip experience, the Envi¡onmental Education Center is asking all
teachers who have field trips to fill out, and send this form to the
Center. These forms will be used to evaluate our field prcgrarlt. '

Thank you for your cooperation.
School
Grade
Teacher
Number of Studen Ìc

Date of
Field Tlip Site Visited

Brief Description of Activities During Trip

Recommendations for Future TYips to This Site

Did this trip fit in $'ith your grade level

What changes have you noticed in your classroom and/or students since

taking this trip?

Additional Comments:
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Case Studtt 1.8

Competitions in Czechoslovakia

The 'Golden Leaf'competition for Young Pioneer groups was instituted
in autumn 1972. The object of the campaign is to involve Young
Pioneers in envi¡onmental issues. It is organised by the Central Council
of Young Pioneers within the Socialist Union of Youth in cooperation
with the Julius Fucik Central House of Young Pioneers and Youth with
the support of the Czech Ministry of Education.

The competition consisted of practical activities undertaken by
young people both in consewation management and in nature and

environmental studies. The sort of tasks undert¿lcen have been cleaning
of litter from the countryside, feeding game and birds in the winter,
planting of trees and shmbs, promoting and executing biological
control of pests, conservation and management of small natuæ reserves'

etc. Each competition was judged on this practical activity and tested

on a real nature trail where the competitor's knowledge and experience

wa-s tested. The district and regional competitions led to a national final
in two age categories-up to L2 yeats, and up to 15 years. This took
place at Chomutov in North-West Bohemia from 27 t'o 24 June, 1973.
The final took the forrr of a camp where the best goups competed for
prizes and benefit¿d from an instructive prc$amme of discussions,

film-shows and excursions.
Another activity in the field of also in'

volving the Prague House of Young organis-

ation in 1rg73-74 of envi¡onmental r hague
school-children. The State Institute for Protection of Relics and Conser-

vation of Nature is compiling a series of five 60-minute worksttops on

different themes in environmental consewation. Within each workstrop
there is a slide or film presentation, an opportunþ for each participant
to solve a pvzzle linked to the environmental subject matter, and lastly
a small competition between t¿ams of participants. For instance, one

theme is 'Plants and Animats as Natural Resou¡ces'which commences
with slides on the consen¡ation of protected species, then the young-

sters are asked to connect several living thinp with the cortect lines to

State Institute for Protection of Relics and Consen'ation of Nature,

Praha, 7974.)

a
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Case Stù1 ¡.9
Why a Carnival?

(Reproduced with permission from Colin \ilard, BEE 38, June 1g74.)

The best reaf¡on for having a carnival is because it's fun.
Most carnivals a¡e organised to raise money for charity, but there is

something to be said for doing it for its own sake. Pat Kitto told me of
the shock people got when, assuming that her camival at Conisbrough
had some worthy object, they asked her what it was in aid of. The
aruwer 'jnst for fun' made them reflect on the last art of enioying t}ae

street.
The camival may also, as in Granby, Liverpool, be just one item in a

community festival: a very important item because the procession

through the sfueets tells everyone in the neighbourhood that something
is going on.

The festival itself may have been set up to provide stimult¡s and
activity for child¡en during the long sunìmer holiday, or as part of an

effort to reinforce a sense of community identity.
Thus Valerie Jenkins wrote last year: 

I

'You can hardly ride around London at weekcnds these days with-
out getting t¿ngled up in the bunting somewhere. Every Saturday

some neighbourhood or other is suddenly out on the street, with folk
in clown's garb and woad on their faces handing out leaflets, and

large arrows along the walls directing you to the party . . .

.Because as Londoners ate increasingly demonstrating, the best
geographical unit is still the village. The mediaeval serfs knew it and

so did the wicked squires. London's burgeoning Festschrifts arc a

logical proglession from the desperate urge to presene the human'

scale buildings and the trees and the open spaces.

'It is not enough to protect your environment. Today you have

also to celebrate it. A day of camival is really claiming: 'Look at us,

we're a real neighbourhood, see what fun we're having.' And, more
and more it's saying''firis land is ot¡¡s. Leave us alone.'

(Evening Stsndard 20.7 .7 3)

A very important function of the carnival is this re-assertion of the right
to use the street. Look at Wa¡rdsworth High Street (part of the South
Circula¡ route in South London). Here, before the First World Viar it
was talcen for granted that the sfueet could be taken over by something

a.s apparently trnimportant as a Sunday school procession.

Anyotte under about eighty years of age has spent most of his life in
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a physical setting in which the highest priority in the town has been
getting the traffic through. The Highways Engineer has staked his
professional reputation on this, a¡rd the motorised public has
acquiesced. City after city in Blitain has been disembowelled in an
ultimately vain attempt to achieve this end. Ma¡ket stalls, ancient trees,
enticing alleys and, of course, ac¡es of bricks and morta¡ were lost in
the process. And so wa¡¡ the right of the prople to use the street: a
deprivation which has affected children and the old most of all.

Gradually, during the last decade, there has been a perceptible
revulsion against the automatic priority given to the motor vehicle.
Urban motorway projects are being shelved, and even the chairman of
the RAC admitted in May that'the anti-motoring lobby is stronger that
it has been at any time since the days when vehicles had to be preceded
by a red flag'. It isn't really a matter of being anti-motor car, but of
asserting that other people have a right to the street too. And almost
every city in Britain is experimenting with the pedestrianisation of
inner-city streets.

Rediscovering the Streets
Pa¡allel with this rediscovery of tt¡e street is a conscious effort to ¡evive
what our grandparents knew and ou¡ parents wamed us against: t}re life
of the street. Not dancing bears, barrel-organs, and muffin men (yet)
but street theatre a¡rd street festivals. For teachers, particularly in the
primary school, concerned with the use of the street and its inhabitants
as resources for learning, this street revival provides innumerable oppor-
tr:nities.

The first is in what you might call the ¡e<reation of street cha¡acters.
Having driven the local homespun philosopher off ttre street by destroy-
ing the venerable tree in whose shade he sat, all in the na^me of
road-widening, we have brought him back as, for examFle, the
unattached youth worker, paid to chat up the boys on the comer.

Town Fools and Others
During the late 1960s, Vancouver had a Town Fool (paid by the Canada
Council) who sat on the cot¡¡t house steps dispensing his folly and
wisdom. London has at least one street story-teller, who took up his
particular branch of local government enterprise after seeing itinera¡rt
story-tellers plyrng their trade in North African cities. Liverpool has a
story-cart tnrndling round the by-ways of Toxteth, with its load of
books, music, and things to do on the pavement. It is a project of the
Liverpool Community Relations Council. Apart from these 'official'
street prople of coutse, a school which seLs about using t'Lre resou¡ces of
the locality will develop its network of contacts who can be called on in
journeys of exploration of 'street semina¡s'as Dick Kitto calls them. In
every locality there are many old and reti¡ed prople who would be

o
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absolutely
up the auú
ants. They

Pat and

involved reduced itself to eight schools, and finally just one pushed the

bus which toured to other schools (whose teachers now regretted they

chair to see them pass. The whole affair ended with a torchlight dance

and barbecue in the school playground, which was attended by all and
- sundr¡r, including those parents who had never before made contact

with lfre teachers. Frorn the school's point of view ttre carnival can

or the local community relations council.
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Organising a Ca¡nival
Everything starts wittt someone. And if ttre idea starts with you, tàe
frrst questions to ask a¡e:

1. Is there an existing initiative in the area? Is someone or some body
already busy planning a local festival week, a fair, or a Summer Festival
that your activity should be dove-tailed into? Is there an actual local
tradition - like the Nottingham Goose Faû in which your camival
could find a place? Is there some moribund local festival or cer€mony
that could be revived? It may be that a carnival is planned for the
summer holiday an¡rrrtay, but this does not preclude running a school-
based one in the spring.

2. Who will hetp? ïVhat individuals, organisations, frrms and instit'
r¡tions in the dist¡ict can be drawn upon? If you a¡e in a pdmary or
secondar5r school, who else in the school can be drawn in and how can

you make contacts with other local schools? In fact this is one of the
hardest thinç of atl to achieve. Sometimes even the heads of the
locality have very little contact with each other. Sometimes t'here a¡e

part-time teachers or for s¡ample 'peripatetic' music teachers who ca¡t

be link-men in such ventures.
3. How fa¡ atre¿d should you plan? The answer is as far as you

possibly can. If the camival is the focus for craft work in making things
(as at Conisbrough) then you must allow enough trme for everyone to
make a goodly collection of carnival gear, and enough time for
musicians and singers to work up a first-rate perfonnance. Some

participating schools may work fastcr than others, and you must allow
enough time for different finds of institution to get into gear. Ideally
secondar5l schools should be working with a¡rd visiting pdmary schools,

and colleges of education should be working with both, in which case it
is important to bea¡ in mind examination dates when fixing the date.

Planning the Route
Obviously your camival strould go where it can be seen and where there
are things worth seeing. Its finishing point should be somewhere with
s¡nce for relaxation and enjoyment - food, sports, music, entertain'
ment. You will have to take the police into your confrdence as far in
advance as possible so that anangements can be made for the diversion
of trafñc and the closing of the streets. (The police have had the right
for over a century to regUlate the route of processions, and many cities
have local Acts of Pa¡liament requiring notice to be given to the
police.) For the legal position consult the Penguin/NCCL Handbooh of
Citizens' Rights. Often you may find the chief officer willing to
t¡ndertake trafñc diversions jwt for your little camical. In one town
both the organizers and the inspector were scratching ttreir heads for a
formula which would satisfy both parties and found a clause lecom-
mending street closu¡e if a 'throng'was anticipated. Since they anticip-

a
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at¿d a throng, the sheet was closed to allow the proc'ession to occupy

the sheet.
I

Finding the Cash I

With rãsor¡roes so tight, erpecially in school, organizers will probably

have to look a¡ound for money to pay for materials, publicity, music

etc. Enthr¡siasm can make up part of the deficit, and you sþould

certainly lobby the local brass band or any school which has one. But
extra cash must be found from somewhere. The joumal Community

Action No 13, April'May L974, Community

Action, 7a Frederick Mews, Kinn , includes an

article lHow to Make Money'wi n sources of

and the Charities Digest in the local reference library). There a¡e also

va¡ious obscure local charities which you might find out about, again in

on theù exPerience.

a chance to get in on the act.

Yet More on Carnivals and Festivals
If you are thinking seriously about the possibilities of the ideas

"-ãrgitrg 
from this issue of BEE, you ought to get yet another packet

of a{vice in the form of tt,e Community Festiuøls Handbook published
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by Youth Volunteer Force Foundation, 7 læonard Street, London EC2
at 30p. inc. postage.

Wútten by John Hoyland and co-ordinatæd by Aland Turkie, it
decla¡es that a community festival'can give loþal people confidence and
flair in their organizational abiliüy. It can teach them a lot of practical
and organizational skills. It can develop the slrength and credibility of
community organizations, tenants' associations and ottrer grass-roots
group6, and it can build up links between ttrem. It can focus attention
on issues of local concern, and increase mobilization round issues. It
can be a take-off point for a lot of other activity and work. In fact it
can be an important point in a continuing process of grass-roots
organization - a useful point around which to oryanize, an assertion of
local people's identity and power.'

All this, and entertainment too!

a
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Case Stdl 1.ro

ComPuter Based Resource Units:
An Approach to Environ¡rental Fducation for all Grades

lVhat is a CtsRU?
A unique system of information storage and rapid retrieval designed to
assist teachers in curiculum planning and to direct class and individual
student focus upon specific leamer objectives. The teacher receives a

Computer Based Resource Guide (a portion of a CBRU) containing the
objectives select¿d for the class and individual students, subject matter
content, instructional activities, suggested supplemental references and

materials, and suggested measuring devices for evaluation.

Who Developed the Idea of CBRU's
cBRU's were conceived and developed by Dr. Robert Haamock at the

State University of New York in the early 1960s.

What Examples of Successful Use a¡e there?
The Resea¡ch and Development Complex, State University Co[dge at

Buffalo, N.Y., has promoted
Jersey it has been used succ
ESEA Title VI-G grant provi
for neurologrcally and perceptually impaired children.

What Environmental Education Units a¡e Available?
envi¡onmental interest
the development of 13

ing and lively classoom
New Jersey schools. A

listing of the uniLs which are available to tæachers follows:

Environment and the Quality of life: Population
Environment and ttre Quality of Life: Natural Resou¡ces

Environment and the Quality of Life: Industrial-Economic Impact
Envi¡onment and the Qualiùy of Life: Pollution
Environment and the Quality of Life: Land Use

Environment a¡rd the Quality of Life: Rivet Basin (Case Study)
Environment and the Quality of Life: A Pine Ba¡ren (Case Study)
Environment and the Quality of Life: rWetlands (Case Study)
Environment ar¡d ttre Quality of Life: Energy-Technology
Environment and the Quality of Life: EnergySociety
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Envi¡onment and the Quatity of Life: Energy-Transportation
Envi¡onment and ttre Qr¡ality of Life: Primary Ecolory
Envi¡onment and tfre Quality of Life: Environmental Law

How do you find out mo¡e and Start Ordering and Using CtsRU's?
A training progam designed to acquaint New Jersey teachers with the
history and use of CBRU's and the procedule for ordering them has
been developed. In the meantime, feel free to contact the Council if
you have any questions.

Dr. Ed Ambey
New Jersey State Council for Environment¿l Education
at Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
Phone: (201) 744-0362

a
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Materials, Facilities and Media

JOHN Y. JACKSON

Acce*sibility
Envi¡onmental education can undoubtedly be caried on with fewer
'tools'than traditional subjects require. In fact, there a¡e persons who
feel tl¡at a textbook is inimical to environmental education. Environ-
mental education, with its focus on inquiry and outdoot activities,
would appea¡ as a boon to those schools for whom an adequate supply
of materials has been a chronic problem.

Nevertheless, materials and equipment can facilitate and improve tlre
quality of environmental studies. Any environmental problem investig-
ated in detail soon requires more data than can be supplied by direct
obsen¡ation. Ideally, a school would have a materials resouroe centtre, a
library and a film room which would contain information useful to the
student. In addition, each classroom would contain readily accessible
materials. In practice, however, materials remain in short supply for
hr¡ndreds and thousands of students and teachers in the world's schools.

One of the problems associated with educational materials is that of
dissemination. How a¡e teachers to know that certain materials exist?
In a centralized system of education this problem is met by edict in
that certain materials are provided for the teacher. There are always
other matcrials, however, which a¡e outside the scope of officially
provided materials, yet which may be available and useful for the
teacher or cu¡ricuh:m planner. This is especially tme for environmental
education.

the speci¡list must, of course, attempt to keep abreast of the
development of mat¿rials within a field. The proliferation of m4terials
and the scop€ of envi¡onmental education has made difficult this job of
keeping cutrent. In recognition of this need, a system of Educational
R¿source Information Centers (ERIC's) were established in tlre United
States. The Oenters, located in va¡ious parts of the country, each focus
on a particular discipline, or atea of interest. The ERIC for environ-
mental education is located at Columbus, Ohio. Case Study 4.1 gives
furüher details on this ERIC's sen¡ices.

Other countries have long-established centres for information related
to envi¡onmental education, such as the Com¡nonwealth Institut¿ in

a
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London and the central Laboratory for Natr¡¡e consenation in
Moscow. There has been a r,ecognized need for an int¿mational inform'

W orld Enuironment News.
is not within the scoPe of this
file, or looseleaf notebook, for
I be made to sources of such
A is a bibliograPhY of bibliog'

raphies in envi¡onmental education.

Print€d Mat¿rials
Traditionally, textbooks for environmental education have been

directed toward the established curriculum. The Biological Scienees

Cu¡ricutum Study (BSCS) is an example of a major effort to improve
instruction and materials in science education. The resulting books have

received worldwide attention and have a considerable environmental
emphasis Science: Patterns and Processes are

repioduc om this it is possible to see the focus

on labor use of directed questions leading to

gteater emphasis on the possible effects of development on fish popul-

àtions. The material in this selection would be difficult for student's to
research on their own with their usual sources of information, but it
represents a step towa¡ds understa¡rding environmental and social

factors in the world's food problem.
Elementary envi¡onmental education materials were developed in the

late 1960s and early 19?0s. Most of this material has been in the forrt
of lesson units, packets, ol modules, to be used for a period of a few
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more textbooks at both the elementarSr and secondary levels. This raises

the question of whether or not a textbook that has a short section on
air pollution falls into the category of environmental education
material, or must it have an environmental theme running throughout?
Perhaps the best way to judge this is to examine the objectives of the
book. Is it stated or implied that the student should gain a better
r¡ndersta¡rding of his envi¡onment and the interacting factors within
that environment? Is there content to support this? If so, the book
could be considered environmental education material.

Beyond the textbook, there is a wide range of books that come
under the heading of supplementary material. Trade book publishers
put out many of these each year a¡rd Case Study 4.4 is a list of selected
ecology books for child¡en. In addition to the trade publishers, organiz-
ations such as the Siera Club, Audubon Society and Friends of the
Earth have produced beautiful and useful books. The impact of a single
book on the thinking of the people of a nation and the world is

exemplified in Rachel Ca¡son's Silent Spring. This book is joined by A
Sand County Almanac, Walden, The Population Bomb and. The Limits
to Growth in the Environmental Books Hall of Fame (Beckman, 1974).

In an effort to assist teachers in relating environmental education to
the existing curriculum, vatious guides have been developed. An
example of this is the South Ca¡olina Consen¡ation Curiculum Im-
provement Project which began in 1966 and culminated in the public'
ation of a series of books entitled People and Their Enuironment
(Brennan, 1969). The project utilized writing teams of teachers working
within a conceptual framework developed with the help of specialists
and consultants. The guides follow the format of having a collection of
lessons that relate to specific topics or concepts, i.e. 'The characteristics
of groups stem f¡om interaction between individuals and groups'
(People and Their Enuironmenú Social Studies Guide 78-9, p. 89), or
'Matter can neither be created or destroyed, simply transforured'
(People and Their Environment Science Guide 7€-9, p.89).

Some less fonnal teaching guides which almost take on the cha¡acter-
istics of trade books are represented by Mark Terry's Teaching for
Surviual* and Ward and Flson's Streetworh; The Exploding School.ln
the heface, Ward and Fyson explain what they attempt to do in their
book:

It is mainly concerned with the envi¡onnental education of the
non-academic urban child - in other words with the vast majority of
the population. It is a polemical book not a soulce book - though
copious reference is made to the ¡esources available to the teacher.

*Reviewed by Robert N. Saveland in The Journal of Geography, Vol. 71, No. 3,
March 1972, pp. 188-189.

a
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No¡ is it just about tcchniques, thot4b ampþ ¡eference is m¡de to
methods teachers have found succesEful. It is a book about ideøs:

The last chapter of Street , as such,

complementi the work of out that:

'Thj steetwork teacher' principal

teaching tresource is himself' (p. t22). Samples ftom pages of this

usually be presented by other means in less time, albeit with perhaps

less eifectiveness. As with other methods, the main point of the gane

may sometimes be lost by the participants. ¡
io assist persons with responsibility for the production and {rse of

environmental education materials, the ïVestern Regional Environ-

mental Education Council $ryREEC) has publistred a set of guidelines

and recommendations entitled Resource Guíde. This booklet stresses

the importance of first assessing needs and then of identifying and

analysing the target audience. Ways of developing activityoriented
classroom mateúals a¡e also indicated.

A six-volume series of envi¡onmental education activities written by

teachers has been collectcd and edited by william B. stapp and

Dorothy cox. The ñrst book sets forth the philosophy and model, and

the remaining books are suggested activities by grade levels from lower

elementary to senior high school.

Environmental StudY Areas
The most effective method of environmental education includes a

direct intenelationship of students wittr their extcnded environment'

The involvement can be a few minutes of the school day, or it cah be a

resident prograrnme of weeks' dtuation. This ñ¡st'hand experience

outside the classroom can be in a forest, outdoor laboratory, school

garden, or a pavement, busy dump' Environ-

äentat study areas include th schools for thei¡

own use and those that are ncies (such as a
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museum, natu¡e cent¡e, ot pa¡k service) for use by more than one
school district. lbey can be classiñed still further into two types,
formal and informal. The formal outdoor laboratory usually has a
welldefined natr¡re trail and information ma¡kers that can be used by
teachers, students and the general public. In contrast to this, an in'
formal centre may simply be a woodlot or field that the school leaves

undistr¡¡bed where students can cany on long- and short-term plant and
animal studies. The formal outdoor laboratory usually has well'marked
boundaries, yet the informal one, by its very natute, has no bor¡nda¡ies.
Ma¡ry teachers find that they use both types of outdoor laboratory
during the school year.

The establishment of an environmental study area tahes time. One
method, used in Austrzlia, is explained in Case Study 4.6. Note partic'
ularly in this case study that credit for action is attributed mainly to a
relatively small group of persons with vision. Also, it appears that some
form of government or private foundation support is needed in order to
acquire land for natu¡e study (Schimpff, 1973).

A programme that has been in existence for many years in an
urbanized a¡ea is that of school gardens in The Net'herlands. As a fonnal
prograrnme, it has transfer value to other u¡banized parts of the world.
For this reason, Case Study 4.7 presents information on this pro-
gl¿rmme in some detail.

There is relatively abundant literattrre on means of developing and
using environmental study area.s. Selected references are given at the
end of this chapter. Some considerations in planning which may other-
wise be overlooked are given herewith:

1. If possible, include flowing water as well as a stillbody of water.
A walkway permits obsen¡ations and sample collection without en-
dangering student or envi¡onment.

2. Protect physical features unique to the site. The cover over
artifacts can be removed to give students an understanding of how they
were formed. Students may remove from sites a limited quantity of
material, such as fossils, if it relatcs directly to their studies and does
not impair, or threaten, the existing featwe.

3. Cultural remnants may also be preserved. Thus students ca¡r

speculate about previous land use from a former house foundation,
rusting ploughshare, ot an exotic plant or a mill race.

4. An area planted in one tree species can be used fo¡ plant growth
measurements and other experiments in succeeding years. Another area
left in its natt¡¡al state can be used for studying plant succession. Devise
a means of keeping long-term records for such comparisons.

5. Set aside an a¡ea for agricultural use. This can be used for studies
of energy transfonnation as well as for investigating the sources of food
and fibtes and other products.

6. Demonstrate that the a¡ea is part of the biosphere which is a part

a
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of the universe by using an upright post as a shadow stick. By notin¡
the length and movement of the shadow as the sun crosses the medd
ian, students cap determine tme Norttr and come to understand the

movement of rotation. By measuring the shadow at the sane time fo¡
several days, they will obsen¡e that its length changes. The inclinatior
of the axis and the revolution of the ea¡th about the sun a¡e basic

factors in establishing the pattern of ecosystems around the world.
7. Provide an outdoor meeting place so that discussions can takt

place without retuming to the classroom. (An area free of biting insectt

and with some protection from rain.)
8. Consider summertime and after-school use. This may involve tht

constmction of ¡estroom facilities.
9. Examples of some useful equipment:

Plant press
Vasculum (for carrying plant specimens)
Ttee, Bird and \¡Vildflower identification keys
Magnetic compasses (Silva type is best)
Magnifying glasses

Topographic maps
Plane tables
Alidads
Butterfly nets I
Dip nets
Plankton nets
Seine net
Geology hammers
Sight levels
Sextant
Increment bore
Soil auger
Soil bore
Soil test kiüs - can be done in chemistry lab without kit
\{ater test kits - can be done in chemistry lab without kit
Air quality monitoring equipment
Recording thermometer (max.-min. could be substitut€d if neces

sary)
Recording ba¡ometer
Wet and dry bulb thermometer
Sling psychrometers
Soil thermometers
Air thermometers
\[ater thermometers (can usually use air ones)
Precipitation gauge

Anemometer
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Weather r¡a¡re
Binoculars
5O;foot tape
1Oþ-foot tape

Schools which are too small to finance the purchase of a range of
equipment such as indicated above can be sened by a mobile envi¡on-
mental education laboratory. Case Study 4.8 illustrat¿s such a
laboratory developed by the school district of Kingsport, Tennessee. A
mini-van was equipped with microscopes, insect+ollecting equipment,
water study equipment, plant specimen holders, soil-testing kits, etc.
The va¡r allowed the equipment to be easily and safely transported from
one site to a¡¡other. The students meet at the study site and use the
equipment. This method of having a driver/envi¡onmental education
specialist who takes the van from one place to another would appear to
be very useful in a large geographical area with several small, scattered
schools. The van would then serve a function similar to a bookmobile,
or travelling library, except that most of the equipment would stay
with the van rather than being checked out until the next visit.

Resident freld study centres provide facilities for students and
teachers to participate in programmes lasting more tha¡r a day. These
centres are sometimes called 'live-in' centres as contrasted with 'day-
use' centres. Generally live-in centres serve more than one school
district and may have sleeping space for a hundred or more students.
Sleeping accommodation ca¡r range from tent sites to modem cabins
with plumbing facilities. Such centres often provide students with an
opportunity to experience at close range an ecosystem different from
their home community, as when urban students are taken to the
mountains or the coast.

The resident programme allows the students to conduct investig-
ations that take more than a day, or need some time in the evening. The
students may also run studies simila¡ to those they have made in their
own comrnunity, such as soil testing and water testing, and compare the
resulLs from the two regions.

The resident centre also provides opportunities for new forrrs of
social interaction. Students share responsibi[ties for serving food, clean-
ing their cabins, and other tasks not usually caried out in the class-
toom. Resident centres may also provide the opportunity for student
teachers or college interns to assist with the prognmme, thereby
introducing them to environmental education methods and materials.
The hea¡t of the resident centre is its prograrnme and the people who
manage it.

When a neÍr school is being constructed, consideration should be
given to incorporating an environmental study area into the plans. The
easiest way to do this is to ensure that the school site includes enough

a
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land to set aside a portion for zuch putposes. With the acquisition of
sr¡fficient land for ttre school and the envi¡onmental study area, there is
no future problem concerning transporting students to the outdoor
laboratory. Some interesting ideas in site planning are prcsented in Case

Study 4.9. This represents a ratåer strr¡ctured setting, but it reflects
what is likely to be encountered when working with architects and
landscapers in a developed situation.

Public Information
In all parhs of the world, a part of the job of public education is being
done by mass media. The press and other news media, whether govenr'
ment or privately managed, generally recognize an obligation to inform
the public. In most cases, this obtigation takes on some form of
indoctrination. \ilhere entertainment is also a function of the media, the
information phase may have a secondary order of priority.

The influence of the press is dependent upon the literacy of a
population. For this and other reasons the small transistor radio is
probably the most universal means of transrritting information and

ideas. The proglamming itself may have little relationstrip to environ-
mental problems although this means of communication has been used

to encourage family planning, the recycling of resources, and other
remedial measrures for such problems.

Besides radio, television is a major factor in public education $ those
parhs of the world where people have access to this media. This has

included the use of television as a major part of the instructional
programme in Pago Pago for the island schools of American Sa¡noa.
Television producers are awa¡e of the environmental problems that
confront all of us. Accordingly, TV bring5 the mo¡e serious environ'
mental problems into the living room with the news several nights a

week. In addition, national television syst€rns produce documentary
ptoglammes dealing with environmental problems on a global level.
These progtammes may then be transfer¡ed to 16 mm fiIn and released

for sale to educational institutions.
In addition to documentary ñlms that have been produced by the

television networks, almost all producers of classoom films have
ma¡keted environmentally-oriented films. Some of these films are

directed speciñcally to science classes. Others ¿¡B eimgd more at a

general audience and a¡e more intcrdisciplinary in natuæ. Originally
the focus Ìvas an awareness of environmental problems. More recently,
ñl¡¡rs a¡e emphasizing individual and comm.unity involvement for the
alleviation of these problems.

Filmstrips, slides and tape recordings are comparatively inexpensive
and have great flexibiliff in classroom use. Pictu¡es can be projected for
as long as desired so that dstaits and clues may be sea¡ched out. Many
environmental filmstrips have been produced and,like the movies, they
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have tended to concentrate on envi¡onnental awa¡eness. The still
camera and the movie ca¡tera have been used as effective tools in the
ha¡rds of students. (See Improue Your Enuíroment: Fight Pollution
with Pictures, Kodak Customer Sen'ice Pamphlet AC'26 $1.00,
Rochester, NY 14650.) At a somewhat more sophisticat¿d level, hand'
held video-tape equipment and inexpensive sound movie cameras
increase the possibility of local productions which will contribute new
ideas for improving ttre quality of the environment in a neighbourhood,
communit5r or region.

Newspapers are anothet way for people to leam about environmental
problems facing thei¡ community, and what is being done about tåem-
Most responsible newspapers keep the public informed as to what the
govemmental structure is doing towa¡ds enacting or enforting environ'
mental laws. Large circulation papers may have a special reporter with a
primary responsibility for'envi¡onmental news'. Newspapers and news
magazines may run an environment section as a regular featu¡e. Case

Study 4.10 is an excerpt from such a page n The Christian Science
Monitor. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between environmental
news and regular news.

The name Taroxucum was choden to symbolize dandelion æeds blowing a¡ound the
earth and spreading the message of environmental conservation

a
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There a¡e ser¡eral special-audience magazines aimed at readers with
environmental concems. These may deal with wildlife, organic garden'
ing, forestry, recreation, educatipn, etc. BEE Bulletin of Enuironmental
Edlrcstian end, The Jourtul of Enuironmental Education are two of the
most useful special-audience magazines in the field of enviro¡rmental
education. Tartrucum is the journal of the Intemational Youttt Feder-
ation for Envi¡onmental Studies and Consen¡ation. Case Study 5.6 has

further infomation on the IYF. Reference to other periodicals will be
found in some of the bibliographies in Appendix A. In addition to the
magazines at an adult level, thete al€ some publications directed
speciñcally to the classroom audience. The availability of these va¡ies
from country to country. Just as national magazines have shown an
increased interest in envi¡onmental affai¡s, so have these schooldirected
publications. It is probably through these publications, and the discus-
sions of the a¡ticles in them, that many school children get an
introduction to environmental education.

Finally, the newsletter is a means of communication which. has
greatly proliferated with the spread of xerography and other inexpen-
sive duplicating devices. It appears that all envi¡onmental organizations
put out thei¡ own newsletter. Some of these are published by national
organizations and keep people posted on national iszues. There are also
numerous newsletters on the local level. All sen¡e a communications
function among people with a commonality of interests. I
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Case Sttdl 4.t

Now You Can Easily Locate Those ERIC Abshacts and Reports That You Want

in Science Education, Mathematics Education and Environmental Education

ERIC/SMEAC, one of the several clearinghouses of ttre National

Institute of Education's ERIC System, has as its primary purpose the

a¡eas of concern - dircctories, compilations, reviews, and the like - in
which interest and need has been expressed by practitioners. For

and hogams in Enuiron'
iew of Resesrch Related to
prepa¡ed, two volumes of

100 Actíuities tn Enuironmental Ed.ucøtion have been published, and a

mailing list of
Amóng the es Infomr-

ation Center Education

authors, authors.
Pla¡rs this effort periodically. A second compilation'

containi envi¡onmental education documents during

19?3_1 being prepared, projected publication date lat¿

1975.
Persons wishing more information conceming ERIC efforhs in

envi¡onmental education a¡e encouraged to write: ERIC/SMEAC, The

ohio state university, 400 Lincoln Tower, 1800 cannon Drive,

Columbus, Ohio 43210.
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Srho can r¡se ERIC? . . . and How?
School Administrutors
To identify new and significant $ucational developments.

To apply new mansgement tools and practices to the local situation.
To base budget estimates on the latest resea¡ch data.

Teaclærs
To obtain the latest information on presewice and insen¡ice training.

To learn about new classroom techniques and mat¿rials.
To discover 'how-todo-it' projects for personal and professional

development.

Researchers
To keep upto-date on resea¡ch in their field of interest.

To avoid duplication of resea¡ch efforts.
To obtain full-text documents on resea¡ch.

Inf or mation S p e c ialist s
To compile bibliographies and summaries on specific educational
topics.

To search ERIC publications for ansiwers to inquiries.
To locate and order documents for local information centers.

hofe s sional O rgani zat ion s
To assist members in keeping abreast of research in a specific area of
education.

To inform members of significant developments or documents in
peripheral or related a¡eas of education.

To keep members up-todate on infotutation systems.

Gruduate and Undergraduste Students
To gain access to the latest infomation for preparing t€rm papers'

theses, and dissertations.
To obtain information on career development in education.
To build a petsonalized, low-cost library on education.

a
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Case Stndl 4.2

41/Laboratory Activity

(Reproduced with permission frpm Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,
Biological Science: Pattems and Processes, revised edn., Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, New York, 1970)

Th¡ee containers of ice water a¡e used for this experiment. One of you
will exercise his hand in the water in container A. He will hold his other
hand still in the water in container B. Container C will only have water
in it. You will read the temperatu¡e of the watær in each container once
each minute for five minutes. When the experiment is over, you will
make a graph showing the temperature readings for the three
containers.

Materials (for each tcam of four)
3 large containers, each capable of holding 1000 ml
3 thermometers
Ice
Stirring rod

Procedure
1. Put 600 ml of watet in each container. The water should be 10o C

at the st¿rt of the experiment. You may have to add ice to the *'ater.
Be su¡e to remove the ice when the temperature gets to 10o C.

2. First student. Put your hand under the water in container A.
Exercise your fingers by moving them rapidly in the water. Keep this
hand moving and keep it under the water for five minutes. Put you
other hand under the water in conainer B. Do not move this hand. Keep
it as still as you can for five minutes.

3. Second student. Hold a thermometer in the water in container A.
Read the temperature once each minute for five minutes.

4. Third student. Hold a thermometer in the water in container B.
Read the temperature once each minut¿ for five minutes. You must
also stir the water in this container using the sti:ring rod.

6. Fourth student. Read the temperature in container C once each
minute for five minutes. You must also record the temperature readings
on the record sheet for every member of the team.

6. Make a line graph of the temperatue readings for each of the
th¡ee containers. You will have three lines on the same graph. Draw
your graph below.
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TEXVÍPERATURE

Minutes
Container A
(moving hand)

Container B
(quiet hand)

Container C
(no hand)

1

2

3

4

5

Questions
1. Why did you have a container that you did not put your hand in?
2. \ühat happened to the temperature when you held your hand in

cold water without moving it?
3. Did the temperatu¡e readings change when you exercised your

hand in the water? If so, why?

Optional 4l lLabontnry Activity
Materials for two students
Thermometer blank
6inch length of. t-2 inch masking tåpe
Beaker of ice slush
Beaker of continuously boiling water
&inch plastic rule

Procedure
Place a strip of masking tape on the thermometer
blank so that at lea.st 3/s, inch of the bulb area is
uncove¡ed and so that the column of red liquid is not
covered.

Put the bulb in the ice slush to the edge of the tape
and ma¡k the tape at the point where the column of
red liquid stops. This is 0o C.

Put the bulb in the boiling waþr to the edge of the
tape and ma¡k the tape at the point where the
column of red liquid stops. This is 100" C.

Divide the space between 0o C and 100o C into 10
equal parts. A rule ma¡ked in millimeters will help. Temperature conversion *ale
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Divide each of these 10o C divisions in hatf. You¡ thermometer is
now calibrated in 5o C divisions.

You might calibrate the side opposite the C markings in degrees F.
Place 32o F opposite the 0o C, and 212" F opposite the 100o C marking
as shown nFig.2-2.

You now have 20 equal divisions between 32o F and 212o F. How
many degrees will each be worth? Place the prcper numbers on your
thermometer.
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Case 5'tad1t 4.5

Fishing and Foreshy South of the Saha¡a

(Reproduced with permission from Vlorld Resources, Eastern Hemisphere, by
Robert N. Saveland, from the LANDS AND PEOPLES OF THE \{ORLD series,

O 1968 by Ginn and Company (Xerox Corporation). Used with permission.

Tlopical Africa ranks low in the production and consumption of fish. A
Iarge variety of fish is available in the extensive coastal and inland
waters of Africa. A brief study explains why these fishing resources
have not been more fully developed.

In wide a¡eas of the wet-anddry tropics, the wat¿rs of the land
seasonally dry up entirely or decrease to mere trickles. This discourages
any real dependence upon fish as a yeat-round food supply. The wa¡ln
temperatr:res of much of the a¡ea south of the Saha¡a speed the process
of decay. Inefficient transportation handicaps distribution. In the past,
lack of any but rather primitive methods of drying, salting, and
smoking prohibited wide distribution or lengthy storage.

Many Africans have taboos against eating fish. Pastoral people
particularly have this prohibition. For many Africans, fish would be
their last choice of food. Yet, there ate some coa.stal and inland peoples
who subsist on fish. For example, the lives of the Ovimbundu of Angola
and the Tonga of Malawi are regulated by their fishing activities.

Today, African peoples and thei¡ governments are taking a new look
at fishing potentials. Increases in the population and the growing
,number of city dwellers have forced reappraisal of haditional food
production. Most African govemments are keenly a\Mare of the mal-
nutrition which exists among their people.

Fishing is improving along the Atla¡rtic Coast. Although the seas

are rough along the shore, and the coa.st ha^s few natural harbors or
favorable launching sites, west coast fishermen have been dauntless in
their small boats. In Ghana alone, it is estimated that there a¡e nine
thousand fishing boats.

Commercial flshing can be improved by the construction and use of
larger boats. Just the availability of outboa¡d motors aids immeasur-
ably. hovision of better nets made from synthetic fibers will increase
efficiency. Improved facilities for packing, preserving, canning, and
freezing will increase the ease of handling, storiing, and selling. The
government of Ghana is introducing refrigerated trucks for handling
frozen fish. The Nigerian govemment has improved fishing craft and has

established a co-operative fishing community. As in the case of many
other African endeavots, the pooling of the talent and resou¡ces of
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many small local producers seems to hold real promise for improving
production.

Resea¡ch by a German expedition in the Gulf of Guinea a¡rd the
work of Soviet scientists off Ghana have indicated ttre presence of
untapped fish resources in deeper waters. The Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations is serving as the agency to
coordinate research and to provide advice. The organization has also set
up demonstration projects in Nigeria.

Improvements a¡e bound to come where fishing is already estab-
lished. Ghana, Senegal, Angola, and Souttr-West Africa a¡e ttre out-
standing centers on the Atlantic coast. The presence of large numbers
of fish has already d¡awn commercial fisherrren from Westem Europe
to the coast of Africa. Tuna fishing is one of the major attractions. The
Spanish and Portuguese still have bases on the continent, while the
French boats fish off the shores of former colonies. Greek and Italian
trawlers are present, and factory ships from the USSR and Poland have
started working in the Gulf of Guinea. Recently, vessels from ttre
United States and Japan have joined in the activity.

The local fishing fleet at Daka¡ is served by several small packing
plants, but an increasing sha¡e of the tuna is frozen. Pilchards, a terrr
for the small frsh of the herring family, a¡e available in great quantities.
Sa¡dines are canned in large amounts in the Ivory Coast. In Guinea, the
West Germans are operating a smoking plant. An ice-making plarft in
Sierra Leone is a decided improvement for local fishmen.

The potential of fishing can be illustrated in Ghana where, despite
the sizable fish trade by African standards, fish must be imported from
neighboring countries and from Europe. The demands for frsh stimulate
a trade which involves many merchants. kices in the interior of the
country often reach levels 200 percent or more above the price paid to
the fishermen.

Many of the names of the west coast fish are not familia¡ to our ears.
Others have English names we can recognize, such as sardines, mackerel,
mullet, and red snapper. Fa¡ther south along the coast of Angola, where
the cold Benguela Cu¡rent flows, anchorry, sole, skate, swordfish, and
lobsters are caught.
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Case Sndl 4.4

New Ecology Books for Children

(Reprinted with permission from The Christian Science Monitor 4110174.Ot974
The Christian Science Publishing Company. All rights rcserrred)

Here a¡e some recently published books for children on va¡ious aspects
of ecology. This list was compiled with the help of the National Science
Teachers Association and Children's Book Council recommendations.

ABOUT GARBAGE AND STUFF by Ann Zane Shanks. Viking. A
Photographic essay (printed on recycled paper) on the problems of
disposal and recycling of waste.

AIR, THE INVISIBLE OCEAN by Siguund Kalina. hentice-Hall.
Explores concepts such a.s 'what air is, how living things use and renevv
it, and why we must free it from pollution'.

AND THEN THERE WERE NONE by Nina Leen. Holt, Rineha¡t &
Winston. Photographs a¡rd descriptions of some of America's en-
dangered species. Includes complete lists of endangered and extinct
wildlife, and some organizations currently active in preservation.

BLUE WHALE, VANISHING LEVIATHAN by Joseph J. Cook and
William L. Wisner. Dodd, Mead. Tlaces evolution, development,
characteristics, and futu¡e of the largest of the whale species. Main-
taining marine ecological balance is stressed.

THE CHANGING WORLD OF BIRDS by John M. Andenon. Holt,
Rinehart & Winston. Ecological aspects as well as the habits,life cycle,
and migration of bi¡ds a¡e described by an omithologist.

CLEAN AIR _ SPARKLING \{ATER: THE FIGHT AGAINST
POLLUTION by Dorothy E. Shuttlesworth. Doubleday. Using specific
examples and photographs, this book deals with such problems a.s how
to fight pollution of air and water, and how such pollution came about.

THE ENVIRONMENT AND YOU by Matthew J. Brennan. Grosset
& Dunlap. Pollution, poison, population, and how the envi¡onment
works.

ESTUARIES by Laurence Pringle. Macmillan. Ecological information
on creatu¡es that live where fresh and salt water meet - birds, mam-
mals, fish, crustaceans, mullusks, and plants.

II{TO THE WOODS: EXPLORING THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM by
Laurence Pringle. Macmillan. A useful glossary is included in this
discussion of a forest and how it helps men.

LAKES by Delia Goetz. Morrow. With emphasis on pollution of
lakes, the author describes past and present uses of these natural
resources and considers their futu¡e.

a
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LITTER _ THE UGLY ENEMY: AN ECOLOGY STORY by
Dorothy E. Shuttlesworth with Thomas Cen¡asio. Doubleday. A prac-
tical introduction to what has actually been done to cope with litter in
10 U.S. communities.

THE LMS AND DEATHS OF A MEADOW by Lucille Wood Tlost.
Putnam's. Details the importance of a bala¡rce in nature, and what can
be done to restore balance in our surroundings.

THE NEW AMERICAN CONTINENT: OUR CONTINENTAL
SHELF by Norman Ca¡lisle. Lippincott. I-Ise, pollution prnblems, and
future of 'the vast submerged terrace' that bo¡ders the American
continent.

THE NEW WATER BOOK by Melvin Berger. Crowell. Includes
experiments easy to perform and understand. There is also a list of
several organizations interested in pollution.

SAVE THE EARTH! AN ECOLOGY HANDBOOK FOR KIDS by
Betty Miles. Knopf. Full of ideas, experimenb, stories, and projects
related to consen¡ation of land, air, and water.

SCAVENGERS by Olive L. Ea¡le. Monow. 'Material not easily found
elsewhere about an important aspect of ecology'.

SEYMOUR, A GIBBON: ABOUT APES AND OTHER ANIMALS
AND HOW YOU CAN HELP TO KEEP THEM ALM by Phyllis
Borea. Atheneum. Includes information on how you can work with
organizations such as zoos, wildlife refuges, conservation centers, pafks,
and humane groups.

TRUMPETER: THE STORY OF A S\ryAN by Jane and Paul
Annixter. Holiday House. Story of one of tåe most endangered species.

WATER, A FIELD TRIP GUIDE by Helen Ross Russell. Little,
Brown. Photographs enliven this book about water and its importance.

WATER FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW by R. J. Lefhowitz.
Pa¡ents' Magazine Press. The fundamental facts of an essential resou¡ce.

WHY Tï{INGS CHANGE by Jeanne Bendick. Parents' Magazine
Press. tWords like t'evolve", t'adapt", "sunrive", and t'extinctt' take on
genuine meaning . . . in this excellent book'.

WONDERS OF ALLIGATORS AND CROCODILES by Wyatt
Blassingame. Dodd, Mead. Describes the range, habitats, habits, and
breeding of these reptiles threatened with extinction.

THE WORLD'S ENDANGERED WILDLIFE by George Laycock.
Grosset & Dunlap. 'A dispassionate and sincere plea for consenration',
this book includes a list of concemed organizations, a bibliography, and
index.
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Case S,tad1 4.¡

Games And Simulations

(Reproduced with permission from Ward, C. and Fyson, A., Streetworh: The
Exploding School, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1 97 3)

We regard academic gaming and simulation as of the very greatest
importance in environmental work, for the emphasis that is laid on
pupil involvement and on processes of choice and change in the
environment. \üe devoted a special issue of th'e Bulletin of Enuiron-
mental Education (No. 13, May t972) to the theme, a¡rd a bibliography
and list of relevant games were included, while there was an article by
Rex Walford on 'Games and the Environment'. He of course has made a
major contribution to the development of games in this counfir, and
his Games in Geography (Longmans, 1969) is still a good starting point,
while Sinralation in the Clnssroom (Penguin, 1972), which he wrote
with John Taylor, gives a useful and lucid discussion of the theory of
simulations with the benefit of great experience in thei¡ use. (The book
includes a description of an urban growth model and of Sean Carson's
conservation game based on the siting of London's third aþort.) His
contribution to Games and Simulations (BBC, 7972) edited by Chris
Longley gave valuable advice on using, adapting and building games.

Simulation Games in Geography (Macmillan, 1972) edited by R. Dal-
ton, describes games dealing with mining, village settlement, farm
growth, sen¡ice centres, steelworks, and industrial town growth amongst
other topics, though some ate little more than decision-making exer-
cises rather than simulations of reality.

The best in-depth discussion of gaming methods is to be found in
Educational Aspects of Simulation (McGraw-Hill, 1971) edit€d by Pat
Tansey. For an attack on the technique read 'Games Models and
Reatity in the Teaching of Geogtaphy in School' by N. Scarfe in
Geography July 1971. There are also a number of American texts
discussing games (see list in B.BE 13).

For the games themselves, making up your own is probably the most
educationally worth-while, especially if the pupils a¡e involved in the
process, and it is certainly the cheapest method - copy from a game

framework already published to feel your way. Man in his Enuironment
(Coca Cola Ltd), Redeuelop your own Town Centre (Jackdaw), Streets
Ahead (Liverpool EPA Froject) and The Spring Green Motorway (Com-
munity Service volunteers) a¡e all available cheaply and a number of
others a¡e described in the Geographical Association's Geography ín

Secondary Schools. Some, particularly those from America, ¿rre very

a
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expensive. Decisions (Shell) concems the siting of an oil terminal and
comes complete in a plastic brief case for $10. Portsuille (how a town
grows) is part of unit 1 of the American High School Geography
Project. But for a mere 50p comes Tenement, Shelter's simulation of
multi-occupation problems. Cost bears no relationship to the game's
likely success.

Those wishing to develop gaming ideas in collaboration with other
teachers and to receive a newsletter outlining advances in gaming
techniques and forthcoming events, etc., should join the Society for
Academic Gaming and Simulaúion (SAGSET). Details from the Secre-
tary, 5 Enington, Moreton-in-the-Ma¡sh, Gloucestershire.
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Case Stadl 4.6

Establishing an Environment Studies Cenhe
An Australian Experience (Ian Horel,acy)

Field Studies Facilities: Concept and Need
Although educational thinking in the state of Victoria has been moving
in the directions of inquiry<entred method and broadly environmental
themes, little has been done to provide facilities for any specialized
development of these, especially insofar as they are linked together. In
addition, some schools have taken over or built up country camps or
hostels, but these are more often activity-oriented than field-studies
enterprises.

Pa¡t of the reason for this lies in the training of teachers thenrselves,
a¡rd there have not been very many teachers convinced of the need to
study natural phenomena in the field, and even less who know how to
go about it.

In addition, where relevant cotlÌses are actually run for teachers in
training, or even for university undegraduates, adequate facilities for
intensive fieldwork are often unavailable, making these cou¡ses less

effective than they should be in terms of flow-on to professional
situations or opportunities.

In 1970, the Australia¡r Conservation Foundation published a book-
let entitled 'Establishing Field Studies Centres in Australia', drawing
u¡ron mainly U.K. Field Studies Council, and also Canadian experience.
This set out some ideas on the matter, and the possibilþ soon com-
mended itself to a number of people, especially in Victoria. Subsequent
action was due almost entirely to the vision and activity of a relatively
small gtoup of interested academics, teachers, naturalists, and other
citizens.

Phase I. Establishing the Association
Once a goup of people had gathered who were prepa.red to be actively
involved in converting vision to action, and proposition to practice,
they joined themselves into a committee which immediatply set about
several tasks:

(a) Drawing in support for the venture from all sections of society,
and propagating information so a.s to establish such support on a
continuing and increasing basis. The ultimate objective was to promote
environmental education by running first class field st'udies courses.

(b) Formalizing the constitutional basis of this as an Environment
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studies Association of victoria, by drawing up Memorandum and

Articles of Association for its legal incorporation'
(c) Finding a suit¿ble a¡ea in which to select a site for the fnst

"".ttí". 
This lnvolved months of thorough aerial and ground recon-

naisance within a hundred mile (160 km) radius of the main centre of
population. object of the

search, and mile (1, 6, 8,

and 32 km) a"

Phase II. Consolidation
The second phase of action involved settling down with a mole perma-

nent councii and petsevering with a nu¡nber of munda¡re tasks essential

often
(b) govemment education authorities with

detail roposals to commend the scheme and ensu¡e

continued support from that sector'
(c) Workin! tor curriculum reform in the direction of greater

environmental education. I

(d) Setting up an environmental education resource centre'

Ì"j C^i"i"g i-nttr"t information about facilities and organizations

already
(f) E quired capital for establishing a

centre. this di¡ection was to publish a

booklet first centre in some detail' This

was entitled 'Project One'.

through the membership, though also in the press'

Onã of the main effects of all this activity was that the Association

again in 1974 tos¡a¡ds the cost of a secretariat, headed by a director.

There are plans for 1? coul"ses in 1975 alone'
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Phase fV. Plannfurg a Field Studies Complex
As phase III progressed, plans continued for the establishment of a

perrnanent centre. The site originally selected lapsed, for reasons

beyond the Association's cont¡ol. However, the state govemment mea¡r-

while purchased a rundown farm in a very suitable area, and a sub-

mission was made asking for it to become the site of the state's first
envi¡onment studies centre.

Conclusion
This case study has been prepared in the belief that thorough prepar-

ation at the levels outlined is the proper basis for wise and fruitful
investment of capital and personnel in the immediate future. Guidelines
for actually putting up buildings and staffing them a¡e more readily
available than those for taking the actual initiative in a frequently
discouraging socio-cultural situation.

It must be stressed that the temptation to concentrate on buildings
etc. should not be allowed to detract from the primary aim of
providing environmental education, in this case by running cou¡ses for
interested people. Furthermore, it was found necessary to demonstrate

the Association's expertise in actually doing the job before any progless

could be made in providing expensive facilities.
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Case Stadl 4.7

School Ga¡dens in the Netherlands (Harry Watrls)

History and Conceptual Evolution
The city's Sen¡ice of School and Children's Ga¡dens, begun in 1919,
was originally involved mainly with school gardening projects which
$rere seen merely as a means to an one end only: the happiness and well
being of the child. However, after World War II, the purpose of the
Service began to broaden as population rapidly grew and increasing
industrialization was affecting nature more and more rapidly, as was the
increased use of chemical agents. Moreover, between 1948 and 1970,
the concept of 'Protection of Nature'began to emerge strongly in close
relationship to the new threats developing on one side and ecology on
the other.

These changes had consequences for the work of the Service. In the
beginning, the accent lay on the individual contribution such as not
damaging plants, not killing animals, carefully disposing of wastes.
Later attempts were made to help the student to understand that
changes of the envi¡onment which appear catastrophic are causefl by
man and therefore he, himself, is respónsible for it. t

Aftet the Second World War, new teaching methods were also
introduced. One of the general teaching principles was:

Learning should be organized in terms of undertakings that seem
real and compelling and valuable to the student, that engage his
active purpose, that confront him with significant challenges lead-
ing not only to deeper and broader insights, but to more discrimin-
ating attitudes and more adequate skills.

Another principle was:

Successful teaching requires organizing these activities and
situations so that the leaming will be as meaningful as possible. To
give the student insight into actual environmental problems, he
must be brought into contact with living nature because that lies
at the heart of envi¡onmental education.

The Task
The task of the Service for School a¡rd Children's Gatdens, as a
specialized teaching body in this connection, is to offer support to the
teachers so they can flill their environmental education task as well as

possible. Every school in The Hague receives a progmm containing
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various coun¡es concentrated around the environmental a¡ea from
which a choice can be made. In accordance with the original pulpose,
these courses are cent¿red only around the living part of the envi¡on-
ment.

If teachers take thei¡ task seriously, the activities of the Service add
to a¡rd illt¡strate what the class covers in the lessons. Consequently, the
Senrice's program limits its lessons to areas which teachers cannot cover
themselves either because of lack of specialized knowledge or because
of not having access to the mat¿rials the Service for School and
Children's Ga¡dens can supply.

Children's Farms
In large cities, this kind of educational work should begin as soon as

possible. Consequently, the Sen¡ice begins its activities with three-year-
olds. Children's farms play an important role. In the fields at these
farms, space is reserved where young children can come directly in
contact with small domestic animals. The Sen¡ice considers that
child/animal contact is very important in molding the child. From this
contact, an attitude can develop which, in a broader sense' can contrib-
ute to environment education. Lessons la^sting about one hou¡ are given
to pupils of nursery schools and to the lower grades of elementary
schools, but the possibilþ also exists for these students to spend a

whole day on the farm. Outside of school houls, parents can visit the
farm with their children. Moreover, older students ca¡e for the animals
after school.

School Ga¡den l{ork
In The Hague, there are two types of gardening for children:

(a) gardening during school time
(b) gardening after school time

Each forms a practical way of giving biological education. The differ-
ence is that after school hours, gardening, under the guidance of
experts, falls into the framework of a hobby or leisure activity, while
gardening during school hou¡s is part of a course of study. Motivation is
reinforced by means of lessons which are given as preparation for the
actual garden work.

During the actual gardening period, attention is paid to such matters
as soil, indigenous fauna, a¡rd food chains. Afüer the gardening sessions,
evaluation of the experience takes place in school.

Since 1971, nursery schools have been included in the school garden
projects. In special little garden plots, very young students have a
chance from about five years of age on, to sow seeds and ca¡e for plants
as well as caring for small domestic animals.
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Demonstration Lessons and Excursions
Demonstration lessons are given in special buildings where students and
instructors meet. The purpose of the lessons and the excursions is not
to confront students with facts. Instead, by using as much live material
as possible, the studenLs are given:

(a) firsthand knowledge of the variety of plants and animals in thei¡
own environment; recognition of the interdependence of soil, atmos-
phere, plants (as producers) and man and animals (as consumers).

(b) ability to identify and explain a biological community in relation
to its environment, a concept of the food chain and ecological balance.

During the lessons and excursions, efforLs are made to get the
students themselves as much as possible actively engaged in the subject.

Evaluation in school is assisted by the mean of working papers which
are supplied and which give not only a st¡mmary of the lesson but also
give a.ssignments. Because of continual diminishing of flora and fauna, it
is increasingly difficult, especially near big cities, for pupils to come in
contact with living material for biology lessons.

In special gardens, the Service grows wild plants as well as cultivated
ones. These plants are supplied to teachen along with background
information. Moreover, teachers can borrow many kinds of animals
from the Senice for their lessons. This includes housing facilities for
the animals as well as necessarJ¡ background information about the¡n.

Nature of the Month
'Nature of the Month' appeats six times a yea¡ and should be seen as a
model for a biology lesson. In addition, the special teacher's editions
contain work sheets with many drawings and simple texts, to be used
by the students.

Information Centers
There are information centers in every study building where not only
teachers, students, but anyone may obtain information about plants
and animals. These information centers have simple libra¡ies of their
own. Moreover, animals and plants can be borrowed from there for use

during school biology lessons.

Natu¡e Trails
The Service has created many nature t¡ails Booklets which are supplied
at the nature trails contain descriptions of the flora and fauna as well as

continue to direct attention to envi¡onmental problems. Purpose of this
is primarily to help the hiker learn more about natule, to leam to
distinguish a.s much as possible the different processes that go on in
natu¡e. Advantage of the,nature trails is that students and adults may
take them at any time wittrout needing a guide.
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Special trails have been made for schools where students are given

assignments to carry out during the field trip. In this way, especially,
integration with other school skills such as aesthetics, ethics, language,
and economics is strived for. For children between 10 and 14, special
p:uzzle trails have been created. In their free time, children can discover
natr¡¡e while playing.

Visitor Centers
At the visitor centers, inforrration is available about plants and animals
which a¡e found in that area. In an exposition a¡ea, cha¡acteristic plants
and animals are present. There a¡e also exhibitions about the planning
and resea¡ch of wise land use and about landscape management as well
as about water as a natural resource. These centers a¡e often located
right at the entra¡rce of nature t¡ails. A school biologist present there
can ansv/er any eventual questions.

These centers should be used more and mo¡e a.s day centen where
students can spend the whole day. In the field, practical work can be

ca¡ried out, while at the center, the technical equipment, library, and
other necessarry equipment a¡e present, allowing the collected data to
be further studied and analyzed.

Landscapes and the Botanical Garden
The Service for School and Children's Ga¡dens has a botanical garden

where nearly all of the native plants can be found systematically
arranged. Most of the school classes in The HagUe visit this garden, but
schools outside of the city also make use of it.

Teachers of secondary, high schools and training colleges can get
plants from this garden to use in their biology lessons. In order to
stimulate use of the garden, people living in The Hague and in adjacent
cities may get an annual admission ca¡d for a minimal fee. They also

receive a publication six times a year which describes plants and

flowers, insects, and birds which they find in the garden. In the
landscape garden, the most characteristic Dutch landscapes can be

found, as they would be found in natu¡e.

Conclusions
In The Hague, many young people are gtowing up in an environment
consisting only of houses, roads and factories with scarcely any contact
with natu¡e. The School and Children's Ga¡den Service tries to provide
such contacts in order that good environmental behavior may develop.
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Case Stød1 4.8

Mobile Environmental Education Laboratory

Introduction
The foundation of the entire project is a one-half ton, 1972, Ford
Econoline van which has been designed and equipped with storage
facilities for housing environmental study equipment. (See illustrations
on the following pages.) The top side of the unit has been equipped
with a large metal storage compartment covered with three aluminum
hinged water-tight doors a¡¡ cover for stored equipment. A roll out
canvas canopy which protects students and equipment during periods
of inclement weather is attached to the curbside of the storage com-
partment. Special safety features include extra suspension and ttre
addition of a protective metal screen between the driver and the storage

area.

Project Objectives
The primary objective of this project is to demonstrate and verify a.neÌe

concãpt in environmental eãucation for the Kingsport City Sdrool
System by:

(a) providing in-senrice training to elementary (including preschool),
secondary, and postsecondary education personnel to enable them to
participate effectively in environmental education prog¡ams ;

(b) developing materials designed to assist the introduction of
environmental studies in existing progtams and/or strengthen the con-
tent of existing envi¡onmental programs at all educational levels;

(c) developing curricula which will provide useful leaming exper'
iences leading to an understanding of environmental principles, prob-
lems and their causes, and possible solutions to those problems.

In-Service Training
As a part of curriculum development, materials were designed and
developed for use in in-service training. These materials are designed for
all grade levels and relate to all cu-iculum aleas. The mobile unit and
included equipment serve as a basic resource for conducting teacher
workshops and in-service training proglams on-site at each school or at
selected community resouÌce facilities. Before scheduling the use of the
unit with a class, the teacher is involved in an in-sen¡ice plogram
relating to the mobile unit, included equipment, and instructional
activities.
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Case Stadl 4.9

Good Planning for Better Iæaming

lFrom outdoor classrooms on school Sites pp. 14-15, U.S. Govemment Printing
\- - --- 

Offìce, Washington, D.C. Stock +É0100-1458)
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Case Stadl 4.ro

World Study of Natural Areas Hopes to Measure Man's Impact

(by Monty Hoyt, Staff correspondent of. The christian science Monitor)

(Reprinted by permission from The christian science Monitor, @ 1974 The

Ctrriit¡an Science Publishing Society. All Rights Reserved)

A global network of protected natu¡al areas is being established by
moie than a dozen nations to monitor, study, and report on man's

impact on the ithin the next yeat, some 50 to 60

countries a¡e e ated 'biosphere reserttes' as part of
this UNESCO called Man and the Biosphere
(MAB).' 

The biosphere is the thin, life-supporting layer of the earth's surface.

So far the United States has named 20large, diversified natural a¡eas

asi teserves; other participating countries include Britain, Frrance, the

soviet union, Austria, Brazil, the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand,
Indonesia, Poland, Australia, and Senegal.

,Biosphere reserves will be experimental a¡ea.s where studies -Ee
conducied of living, changing plant and animal systems, how they reläte

to each other, and how man's activities offset and a¡e affected by
them" christian A. Herter Jr., special assist¿nt for environmental
affairs for the Secretary of State, told MAB delegates at a recent

planning conference in \{a^shington.

Not the only program
'The biosphere
very important
Department of
'It is our tool
evolution of ecosystems'.

other related fields of study include all major types of natu¡al
¿üe¿ui - tropical and temperate forests, coastal zones' mountains and

tundra, gra.sslands, island ecosystems, and deserts, as well as urban

systems, and the impact of fertilizers, pesticides, man-made structures,

and pollution.
'We're tryrng to find out what we don't know before we make

inetrievable mistakes" says Raymond F. Kohn, director of the u.s.
MAB committee. Mr. Kohn explains that the committee will be looking
at the socioeconomic and cultural effects of what man is doing to the
environment as well as gathering purely scientific information.
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mental recovery.

soon be established in this area.
.MAB has now turned the corner" assesses Donald R. King, chairman

of the u.s. committee, after the week-long rtra.shington meeting.

year.
'The remarkable thing is that this program is under v/ay - and on an

intemational basis. The reason is, there is something in it for every'

environmental studies and

likely to receive a big boost
technical training PlogÌams

according to UNESCO ofñcials.
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Yoøth Inao/uernent and Commanitl
Action

DAVID K. J. WTTHRINGTON

Roles
The principle role of out-of-school youttr activities is to develop in the
individual motivation towards conserving and improving his surround-
inp. Still, there a¡e important secondarSr functions, such as accomp-
lishing tasks left undone by the authorities, and giving people a positive
freedom to enjoy themselves in their envi¡onment. Out-of-school
envi¡onmental youth activities achieve these objectives by:

1. Imparting practical experience in realJife situations and executing
practical consen¡ation tasks;

2. Developing a working knowledge of ecological principles govem-

ing the environment in which we live, and identifying our own role in
that environmental communitY;

3. Developing initiative, responsibiliff, teamwork and real commit-
ment on the part of young PeoPle.

The formal education system tends to reinforce the acceptance of
the existing values of society. Through the medium of out-of-school
environmental activities, young people can apprcciate the aesthetic
values of human existence and the limited needs for material wealth in
a harrronious relationship with the natural environment; moreover,
they can derive a real enjoyment from this relationship. A variety of
activities can be undertaken, from nature study to urban environmental
action; but the emphasis should always be on attaining enjoyment and
appreciation, while allowing the maximum responsibilif to the young
people involved. For the younger child, 6-13 years, methods of
initiation include school clubs, museums' field study centres, Cub
Scouts, Young Pionee¡s and the like. For the more mature age-gloup'
74-26 years, less formalized activities, if possible conceived and
arranged by the young people themselves, ale more appropriate: camps

for study or practical management work; courses for training and
instruction of youth leaders; excursions to study an alea, either for its
own sake or as part of a project; indoor meetings for study, planning or

I
I

J
:
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as social occa¡iions; public inforrration - newsletters and bulletins,
exhibitions, etc.; environmental action campaigns on local problems or
on wider environmental issues. Examples of how youth activities fulfill
conservation roles in the U.S.S.R. and Poland are found in Case Study
5.1.

Although out-of-school activities can be self-sufficient in developing
a consen¡ation consciousness, we must look at them as supplementary
to the environmental education provided at school. Indeed, it would be
extremely satisfactory if the school could give the child an overall
appreciation of the environmental crisis - the economics of resoutces,
and the ecological balance of the biosphere. Against such a background,
extra-mural activities oriented towa¡ds envi¡onmental action would
have a greater chance of success. Quite often actions pursued in good
faith may have a negative effect through overlooking the broader
implication of the issue at stake. Thus, despite considerable activity in
the consen¡ation movement during recent yearr, environmental
deterioration has apparently continued to accelerate.

Activities
The following suwey of activities from the programmes of youth
organizations active in environmental conservation gives examples,
which may be worth following. i

Excursions are basic to the proglamme of local naturalist goups.
They may be simply morning of afternoon walks in the neighbourhood,
or may be longer whole-day excursions to interesting places farther
afield. The main purpose of a¡r excursion is to observe the environment,
and it is important in a large group to have at least one person with
experience of the area and with knowledge of relevant aspects of
natural history. One function of an excursion is to enable the partici-
pant to identify different components of the environment and thus
learn to build up an ordered picture of the ecosystem. Such an
appreciation is helped by the proper tools - for bird-life these would be
binocula¡s and identification book. An aid to the proper enjoyment of
the excu¡sion is appropriate clothing and footwear, while safety con-
ditions should also be borne in mind. Sturoundings should be respected,
especially in terms of litter and noise.

Excu¡sions can have different objectives - to initiate young people
in one branch of natu¡al history; to practice ecological freld techniques,
such as plant transects a¡rd surveying; to visit a particular landscape area
or nature reserve for aesthetic awa¡eness. to explore new areas of
countryside; to take part in a survey project, where the exctr¡sion
would either consist of a specialist group or split up into specialist
gÌoups. Excu¡sion parbicipants gain experiençe of their environment
from the use of public transport to orienteering from a map. They grow
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to appreciate the interrelationships in their envilonment - landforms,
soil, climate, vegetation, insect and animal life. Above all, excursions

combat the increasing alienation of modem man from his natu¡al
environment. For town dwellers who may not even know the sou¡ce of
their tap u¡ater, it is certainly important to get out into the countryside.

Camps are traditionatly the main activity of many youth organiz-

ations at a national and intemational level. These are usually held over
public holidays and during long school vacations. European camps afe

often open to foreign participation. These camps usually take place

near areas of natural beauty or ecological importance in order that
surveys, obsen¡ations and practical consen¡ation work may be carried

out. For the most part the camps are held under canva.s in the youth
organizations' own tents, though schools, biological stations, farms and

outdoor pursuits cenhes are used' especially in the wintel months.
camps a¡e an adventure in themselves of which the outstanding

feature is camaradie. This sense of togetherness amongsttheparticipants
should be furthered by provision of social activities, such as singing'
dancing and campfires. The leader derives much useful experience from
being responsible for so many people and for the smooth running of the
camp. Youth organizations in Britain and sweden have written down
the leader's experience in Camp Manuals for the benefit of future camp

leaders. Case Study 5.2 is an account of environmental education camps

in The Netherlands.
Practical Conseruation Tashs ale a successful form of youth activity

for environment protection, and form an integral part of the pro-
gramme of many youth organizations. 'conservation corps'have been

set up in Britain, u.s.A., czechoslovakia and the Netherlands. The sort
of work done includes clearing of rubbish, construction work, hee
planting, ditching, scrub clearance, fencing, resewe maintenance, sand

dune reclamation, creation of footpaths and nature hails. Mostly these

tasks a¡e undertaken on commission for national parks, local authorities
and private landowners. This means that the proper tools a¡e provided.

The work may be done on a voluntary ba.sis or a small subsistence may

be paid. Apart from their specialized programme, these cåmps ale

simila¡ in cha¡acter to the youth camps described above.

courses conducted as out-of-school youth activities can range from
elementary courses in field study techniques to leader haining in
administrative, technical and financial methodology. Courses in the
practical skills of landscape management and in the ba.sic apsects of
ecology are also commonly held. At a regional level courses may take
youth leaders from a variety of student organizations, initiate them in
the principles of envitonmental conservation, and demonstrate the
opportunities which envilonmental activities offe¡ for their organiz-
ations. The first Eastern Africa Y.outh Course in Envi¡onmental Con-

senration, held in Nairobi tn 1974, with representatives from eight
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Participants identify lichens on the Lüneburger Heide during an IyF training counse

countries, had as its primary objective the stimulation and development
of the conservation youth movement in the region.

on the intemational level, a successful course has been organized in
the Lirneburger Heide, Federal Republic of Germany, since 1955.
originally its programme was a general and practicar inhoduction to
conservation, but it has recently been developed into a more specialized
training course to provide national consen¡ation youth leaders with
experience in the international framework of envi¡onmental protection.
Representatives of organizations such as I.U.C.N., U.N.E.S.C.O. and
w.w.F. (world wildlife Fund) are invited to explain their function and
progïrmmmes, and a critique is given of how govemments and inter-
national agencies are acting to resolve envi¡onmental problems, such as
overpopulation and resource depletion. The programme includes prac-
tical field biology investigations in different parts of the Heide land-
scape and a discussion with a city planner of the environmental prob-
lems of Hamburg and the work done by officials of the conservation
department. Parbicipants are asked to evolve an action campaign on a
special topic, such a.s energy problems and nuclear power. Apart from
contributing to insight into the organizational effectiveness of such
campaigns, this can provide the basis for an international follow-up
action.
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In every type of course, it is importa¡rt to encourage contributions
from the participants, whatever the extent of their expertise. This can
be done by illustrated lectures to fellow participants, or by mounting
an exhibition of the work accomplished during the course for the
benefit of the local population and press.

Projects and Surueys give an added value to the customary activities
and excu¡sions of a club. Examples of local suneys are analysis of a
locality which is changing due to human influence, results can be useful
in planning inquiries; observations of changing habitat and fauna over a
period of years; plotting of bird and animal migration routes; measure-
ment of pollution levels in the air and in water courses. More large-scale
surveys, in which local groups participate, include compilation of
atlases of breeding distribution of animal species; observing the compar-
ative phenology of plant and animal species over several countries;
conducting an opinion poll of views on envi¡onmental problems
amongst citizens of different countries; and many environmental action
campaigns.

Indoor Meetings are needed for a number of reasons, and it is
important that a youth group should have some place to store its
equipment as well a.s the use of a room for social evenings, lectures,
exhibitions and general work in preparing publications and results of
field surveys. This need should be recognized, and provided for, by the
local authorities.

Publications, such as the stencilled bulletin containing news of the
forthcoming programme, enable the officers to communicate with the
members. Depending on finances, more ambitious printd magazines
and yearbooks containing members' a¡ticles and photographs are com-
piled by the organization's editor. The staff may gain considerable
knowledge of layout and printing techniques. One of the very success-
ful youth publications on folklore and environment has been Foxfire.

Another important type of publication is the report of work caried
out in a survey; members will be encouraged in their work if they see

the end-product in print. Nowadays, many youth organizations ale
trsing their expertise to prepare publications for a wider audience. These
may be produced in connection with a particular campaign, Slving
background information to the public and ideas for practical actions by
youth. In the field of general education, Jeunes et Nature in France
have coo¡rerated with a yoghurt company to produce a popular manual
on natu¡e conservation combined with a competition to interest the
younger members of the public. In Sweden, tlr.e Suerþes Faltbiologisha
Ungdomsforening have produced a series of project booklets in biology
and conservation which are achieving a wide circulation in schools. It is
very easy to dismiss some youtÀ publications on the basis of poor
quality. However, they are not produced with the object of replacing
popular magazines, but for the practical experiences which they offer

:

I
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and the information and ideas which they contain. An extensive list of
suggested activities involving students in community affairs is given in
Ca.se Study 5.3.

Community in Action
Youth organizations and groups of concerned citizens undertake
actions designed to inform the public in the field of environmental
issues, or to influence policies which a¡e believed to have an adverse
effect on the environment. These envitonmental actions are prolifer-
ating throughout the world, and with an increasingly professional
approach are achieving considerable success. That is not to say that
major environmental problems are being confronted or alleviated, such
as population and food supply, degtadation of ecosystems, or artific-
ially created consumption of scarce resources. The relevance of these
issues must be forced home to the citizen as examples from his
everyday life, so that he will be sufficiently stimulated to review his
role as a consumer and polluter, and as a voter, but above all to
appreciate the power he has to change society. To quote from a paper
on'Environmental Strategy'by Walter Bos (Netherlands) in 1971:

Practice teaches that people will not accept such an active attitude
when they are just overwhelmed with information. When you
come to hear that pollution of the oceans might have serious
consequences for the Earth's oxygen supply in the future, yoú are
likely to accept that as an unpleasing fact. But when you read in
the local weekly ne\Mspaper that a road will be built through the
a¡ea where you go for recreation at the weekend, or when you
notice that there are gradually more dead and less living fishes in
your elected fishing pond, you are more likely to join up with
other people who a¡e not willing to accept such facts any longer.

There are certain common practical considerations in organizing an

envi¡onmental action, which by its nature normally involves a group of
people coming together to demonstrate. First of all the participants
have to be assembled as an effective force, already awate of what they
have to do.

Unfortunately, an argument presented caìmly and logically has no
appeal to the public or to the news media. Thus environmental action
groups have to be innovative in order to get publicity. Groups like
Friends of the Earth have accumulated considerable experience in all
these fields. They have been particularly successful in coordinating
one-day demonstrations at a local level to publicize national issues, such
as the waste of resources by excess packaging and the production of
non-returnable bottles. Features such as street theatres will make such
demonstrations interesting for passers-by.

In an information campaign, the participants should be fully conver-
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Student demonstration in Belgium for milk bottles rather than one-way packages

sant with the issues, therefore reseatch on statistics, etc., will have to be

done beforehand; in a specific battle against, for instance, a plan to
construct a motorway, the group will probably have to secure

equivalent professional advice as the protagonists of the scheme.

Apart from demonstrations, there a¡e several other effective forms of
environmental action which can be used: public hearings; collection of
signatures; return of polluted or waste materials to responsible author-
ities; exhibitions; letters to newspapers; token clean-up actions; prosec-

ution of people offending conservation laws; opinion polls; distribution
of informative leaflets; boycott of goods; poster campaigns; inter-
national camps; blocking roads. The most imporbant aid to the success

of environmental actions is the adequate informing of the press and

news media because the objects is always to get more people to support
your struggle. Other specific examples of environmental action have

been a floating conservation exhibition on a barge manned by young
people f¡om three natu¡e conservation youth organizations which
visited major towns in The Netherlands; poster campaigns and signature
collections to prevent the commercial exploitation of a national park in
the French Alps; demonstrations in many countries for traffic-free city
centres, often showing that bicycles a¡e a healthier form of transport
than cars; the exhibition of the stinking corpses of over 5000 oiled sea

birds in Belgium, the physical destruction of a dam for hydroclectricity
in Iceland; the distribution of leaflets by a Swedish youth organization
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showing the phosphate and enzyme content of all the leading washing-
powders, a campaign taken up also by the national housewives'organiz-
ation; the maintenance of a league-table of conservation voters in the
U.S. Senate and Congress; the selling of organically grown vegetables;
and many others.

Structures
Young people pursue environmental activities in a variety of youth
organizations. Scouts, Guides and Pioneer movements have been help-
ing young people to appreciate their envilonment for most of this
century. Similar youth organizations for outdoor recreation, such as

hiking and youth hostelling, often include in their plogramrne a large
element of conservation. Clubs for obsewation and conservation of
wildlife are widespread, either as independent youth organizations or as
junior sections of adult societies. Special consenation corps of young
volunteers have been formed to undertake tasks in managing and
restoring the environment. Young people, especially in developing
countries, work in community service projects to improve living con-
ditions, health and agricultural methods. The Wildlife Clubs in East
Africa, a popular movement based on secondary schools, a¡e described
in Case Study 5.ã. Environmental goups are often formed by students
of relevant disciplines attached to universities and colleges. There a¡e
also organizations which provide young people with the opportulity of
scientific research, usually associated with the schools.

Some of the gtoups listed above have a periphera.l interest in environ-
mental conservation, while others have it as their main objective. In the
latter, we can distinguish two different organizational structures: first,
there a¡e the specialist environmental action organizations like Friends
of the Earth; second, there are the more traditional self-governing
conservation youth organizations. The first of these independent youth
organizations, 'Nederlandse Jeugdbond voor Natuurstudie,' \ñ¡as

founded in Holland in 1923.
The common featu¡es of these self-goveming conservation youth

organizations are thei¡ democ¡atic structure, with statutes and strict
age-limits; their background in observing and studying nature; their
basic progtamme of excursions and c¿rmps; their educational and
absolutely non-commercial activities. Nowadays, a very imporbant part
of the programme of these organizations is environmental action. How-
ever, the special cha¡acter of these organizations is that thei¡ members
develop a commitment to conservation through a close personal contact
with, and knowledge of, their environment, a relationship which will
give them enjoyment throughout their lives. Ca^se Study 5.6 gives
further details on some self-goveming youth organizations in Ewope.

The new organizations for envi¡onmental action, on the other hand,
usually gain as members those people who have an intellectual and
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moral conviction that action to solve the environmental crisis will
benefit all mankind. In many cor¡ntries, the traditional self-goveming
youth organizations sewe both functions, but specialist envhonmental
action gtoups ate being established in increasing numbe6. These action
gtoups often have a commercial sideline, such as publishing books on
the environment, ot adult frnancial support. This enables them to
employ staff and engage professional advice which increases the
effrciency of their ptogtamme of operations. Thus, while they would
not claim to be democratic in structure, these envi.ronmental action
gloups appeal to their members because of their effectiveness in dealing
with the issues.

Intemational youth and student organizations are becoming in-
creasingly involved in environmental issues, as was demonstrated at the
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm
in Lg72. Ma¡ry of these organizations, such a.s the world Assembly of
Youth a¡rd the International Student Movement for the United Nations
have ongoing environmental proglammes. TVo intemational organw-

ations intimately concerned with environmental conservation are des-

cribed in Case StudY 6.7.
AII types of independent youth organizations, apart from their

considerable service to the community, succeed in developing the
initiative of young people. their capacity to assume organizational a¡rd

leadership respnsibilities, and their commitment to teamwork and to
the aims of their organization.

Poland St. London WMDG, England.
LES AMIS DE LA TERRE, Brice Lalonde, coordinøtor, !6, Rue de I'univenité

75007 Paris, France.
JORDENS VÁ¡¡N6R, Ralph Monö, Director, Box 9062-10271, Stockholm,

Sweden.
FREUNDE DER ERDE, Theda strempe, chairwornon, Postfach 100221-2

Hamburg 1, Germany.
VRIENDEñ VAN DE AARDE, Peter Konijin, Chairman, Herengracht 109,

Amsterdam, Holland.
PRIJATELJI SVETA, Nenad Prelog, Director, 41 000 zagteb-Adzijina 6,

Yugoslavia.
VRIEñDE VAN DIE AARDE, Jerry Burdzik, Dírector, Box 11435-Brooklyn,

Pretoúa, South Africa.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH, Patricia cumming, Director, 8 Vergemount,

Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, Ireland.
FRIENDS óf tHn EÂRTH, Peter Hayes, Coordínator, 59 MacArthur Place,

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
FRIENDS OÉ fgf EARTH, l,andsay Jeffs, Managing Dírector, Box 39-065,

Auckland West, New Zealand.
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Soil Conservation Society of America
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Ont¿rio Committee for Man and Resources
Box223
Queen's Park, Toronto
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Study 6.4.

Student Ecology Handbooh: Guídelines for Enuironmental Inprouement Action
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Balfour Company
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Article
Allen, Rodney F., 'suggestions for Community Participation in Environmental

Studies,' The Journal of Geography, Vol. 73 No. 7, 9 Oct., Dec. 1974, pp.
54-59.

Numerous suggestions for community projects grouped bV (1) Environmental
Education, (2) Environmental Awareness, (3) Community Envi¡onmental Services,
and (4) Public Affairs. See Case Study 5.3.
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Case Stadl ¡.t
Youth Activity in U.S.S.R. and Poland

U.S.S.R.
The All-Russian Society for the Protection of Naturc has over 20
million members in the R.S.F.S.R. (Russia). Other Republics in the
U.S.S.R. have simila¡ organizations and thei¡ own nature conseryation
laws. The All-Russian Society has a¡r important part to play in creating
and enforcing the nature conservation legislation in the R.S.F.S.R.
There a¡e local branches at all factories, collective farms, offices and
schools.

Special sections of the All-Russian Society deal with the activities of
young people in nature consen¡ation and the educ¿tion of the general
public towa¡ds a better understanding of thei¡ envi¡onment and of the
need to conserve natural resoulces. Every year, hundreds of thousands
of schoolchildren participate in environmental actions under the guid-
ance of teachers and voluntary leaders. Amongst other activities, they
gather seeds and nuts of valuable kinds of hees as planting material;
they plant shelter-belts; they protect forest ¿ueas; they erect nesti4g
boxes; they look after animals and birds, especially in winter-time; a¡id
they save young fishes from spring floods. To assist the execution of
such activities in school vacations, a special'Day of bi¡ds'and a 'Month
of the forest' and a'Month of saving young fish'have been created.

There are noì/i¡ some 3000 'school forests' in the Republic, where
schoolchildren carry out nature conservation work under the direction
of school authorities. Within the All-Russian Society for the Protection
of Nature, a 'Gteen Patrol' of some 1% million child¡en takes care of
tree planting; a 'Blue Patrol' has ¡ecently been established to protect
water sources. Children learn about biology and natural history in
natu¡alists' circles, at stations for young natu¡alists and from
enthusiastic teachers in their spare time.

Students also take part in nature conservation activities. Local gloups
of the All-Russian Society have been founded in about 80Vo of. instit-
utes of higher education, with a membership of over 100,000 students,
teachers and technicians. Special student groups ensure the enforce-
ment of hunting laws, members plant trees in urban area.s - in the
course of 4 years, the local group at the Novosibirsk Agricultural
Institute planted a park of 70 sq. ha. Members also deliver yearly about
5000 public lectures and prepare more than 300 radio and T.V. pro-
grammes on nature consewation.

National and local newspapers organize'round-table discussions' with
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scientific experts and active members of the public. The results a¡e
published - often as a special page dedicated to nature conservation.
Many exhibitions are staged, notably the permanent Exhibition of
Populal Economic Achievements in Moscow where successful anti-
pollution devices are displayed. However effective this public propa-
ganda may be, it can only complement the systematic education for
environmental conservation within the school system.

(Abridged from: Nature Conseruation in the U.S.S.R., by N.A.
Gladov, A. A. Inozemtsev and G. N. Ogureyeva, publishing house of
Leningrad University, 797 2.)

Poland
There is a long tradition of nature protection in Poland centred on the
League for Protection of Nature with one million members. Scientific
committees have also been very active and, in spring 7972, the Govem-
ment established the Ministry for Land Economy and Envi¡onment
Protection. Youth involvement has been steadily increasing and culmin-
ated in the formation early in 1972, within the Polish Students'
Association, of the Polish Academic Youth Committee on the Human
Environment. The following account is adapted from the materials of
this Committee.

'Students carr]¡ on scientific research along with scientists in some
800 research groups within a variety of disciplines, having some 25,000
student participants. The research panels are organizing a number of
summer camps for scientific field work. The results are then submitted
for discussion at many seminars and a¡e often used by industry and
other responsible authorities.

The so-called multidisciplinary complex research projects are a
particularly valuable form of activity. An example of such studies may
be provided by summer camps in the Czorsztyn and Ocjow recreational
and protected areas. Their objective is to define the complexity of
interrelationship between human activities and nature within the
reserves and national parks. Students from many branches of technical
colleges, universities, medical and agricultural schools, etc. take part in
this kind of resea¡ch. All together about 200 camps a¡e held during the
year to carry out research on environment protection. The main
direction of the resea¡ch is a review of industrial areas, leserves, water
pollution control, air protection, work on new technologies of the
purification processes, population health<are, etc.

Among other forms of scientific activities of students in the field
under review, one must mention the annual competition for a student
research paper concerning environment protection, a competition for
the most active research panel and another for the best diploma of a
gladuate. Students also carry out thei¡ activities to popularize the
subject amongst the general public. Environmental issues now play a
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significant part in the students' press and radio broadcasts. Nature and
man become an ever more favourable subject of artistic and creative
effort of students - open-air painting and sculpturing sessions and
exhibitions are organized. There is also an annual competition for the
best poster on the protection of nature, organized jointly with the
league for Protection of Nature. A valuable method for the dissemin-
ation of knowledge on envi¡onmental issues is the organization of
student discussion panels - Man and his Envi¡onment - where
parbicipants from many colleges discuss pertinent questions with
scientists, joumalists, people of industry and administration.

Tou¡ism is one of the factors influencing students'life. Dtuing 1971
the¡e were some 130,000 students taking their vacations in a variety of
ways. This is a sufficient number to devastate, if not properly guided,
many recreational areas. Therefore, we treat tourism as one of the
possible levers to educate people in the principles and practice of nature
conservation. To this end, courses for tourist guides and allied
¡rersonnel are organized each year in collaboration with the Polish
Tou¡ist Country Lovers Association.

One of the specific protective forms of student activity is the Nature
Protection Gua¡d. Cunently there a¡e approximately 1000 students
engaged on such duties, and this will be expanded in cooperation with
the League for Protection of Nature, the Polish U.N. Students' Associa-
tion, the Polish Angling Association, the Polish Hunting Associatiþn
and the Alpine Club.

Large numbers of issues connected with the protection of the human
environment go beyond the frontiers of a single counhy. We fully
recognize the need for co-operation of youth from many countries to
protect the environment. One possibility to present the achievements of
scientific research and to hold discussions with students of other
nationalities has been an Intemational Scientific Semina¡,'Man and his
Environment', held in Poland in both 1973 and L974.In Lg72 we
brought the subject of student involvement in environment protection
to the attention of the Intemational Student Movement for the United
Nations meeting in Wa¡szawa. We have also organized an exchange with
the International Youth Federation for Envi¡onmental Studies and
Conservation to initiate further cooperation, first of all in the problems
of the Baltic Sea.

All the above-mentioned forms of activity are closely interwoven. In
many instances there is a need to act jointly with a number of
institutions and organizations. These functions of coordination fall on
the newly created Polish Academic Youth Committee on the Human
Environment'.
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Case 5'tad1 ¡.2

camps of the Institute for Environmenbl Education - Netherlands

groups throughout the Netherlands'- 
one of its activities is the organizing of conservation camps in nature
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been done by the secretary/organizer). These volunteers are mainly
recruited from people who have been on camps in previous years and
who have attracted attention a.s potential staff-members.

Because of the limited number of camps which can be organized,
there is a rule that no one is admitted to a camp who has been there in
previous years. We regret this very much, because there is no follow-up.
Therefore an experiment was sta¡ted with the organizing of weekend
camps, where work could be done all the year round in reserves near a
town where volunteers live. In 1971 an analysis was made of some of
the backgrounds of the 605 volunteers who came to the camps. As to
their ages more than 757o werc between 15 and 18 years. Of the 605
boys and $rls, 92V" were attending secondary schools, teacher training
colleges or universities, whereas only tBVo were a¡tisans. As a rule,
participants of the c¿¡mps range in age from 15 years to under 26, but
one camp a year is reserved for those aged between 2O and 30 years.

Parbicipants have to pay their own travel and insurance, but food and
lodging are free. This is paid from a lump sum which the owner of the
reserve pays to the Institute and from a yearly grant from the Ministry
for Culture, Recreation and Social Welfare.

In each camp there is a voluntee¡ cook who prepares the meals,
normally with some volunteer help for peeling potatoes, washing dishes,
making sandwiches, etc. Lodging is mainly in the bam of a fa¡rn near
the reserve, where people sleep on mattresses, bringing their oçn
sleeping-bags. The Institute owns three or four sets of kitchen utensils,
big pans etc. and normally in July and August two of three camps are
running at the same time. The participants bring their own plates, a
mug and cutlery.

After ten years of experience it can be concluded that these conserv-
ation camps have proved a rewarding way of bringing young people in
contact with natu¡e, the problems of natu¡e conservation and the
mañagement of the envi¡onment. We regret that owing to the limit€d
availability of camp-staff, participation has as a rule to be confined to
once in a lifetime. However, organizing some twentSr camps seems to be
about the limit of what one full-time secretaqr lorgantzer can do.
Weekend cÍrmps on a smaller scale and organized locally might make it
possible to give a follow-up to the education which was started in the
camps. Those who are in charge of nature reserves appreciate the
assistance which is given by the volunteers and much of the work which
is done by them might have to be omitted if it had to be done by paid
labow.

Finally the camps seem to be a good outlet for young people who
feel the wge to make a personal contribution to the fight against the
envi¡onmental crisis, while at the same time it arms them with some
basic information which, we think, is necessary when one wants to
judge whether local or regional authorities are justified in the way they
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deal with environmental problems. The camps could be especially
rewarding for students at teacher training colleges.

___ 
(Information supplied by the Institute for Environmental Fducation,

Warmoesstraat 39, Amsterdam, June Ig7Z.)
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Case S tadl 1.1

Suggestions for Community Participation in Environmental Studies
(Rodney F. Allen)

(Reproduced by permission of the National Council for Geographical Education)

Part III: Community Environmental Service
Teaching about the environment and promoting alvaleness ale approp-
riate, but taken alone - without personal action - they have a hollow
ring. The projects in the following list involve students and others in
action.

1. Paint and place trash cans and litter baskets about the school
grounds and, with permission, in parks.

2. Distribute litter bags for ca¡s. Get a local businessman or civic
group to underwrite the cost of the bags.

3. Conduct a clean-up campaign in your community. If you want'
focus on a specific place like a schoolyard or a park. Get people

together to clean it up one Saturday moming and follow-up with a

pancake luncheon. t
4. Design a park for small children on a small plot or playground.

Get permission first, and then be creative.
5. Hold a series of white elephant sales, swap-shops, and exchanges

so that people may share their junk! It's a great way to recycle.
6. When something happens to favor environmental quality in your

alea, develop and conduct a victory celebration (no ticker-tape all over

the place!). Victories seem few and fa¡ between so get ready and stay

ready. Be sure to involve local politicians in the victory celebrations and

don't forget the principal and business persons.

?. Conduct a 'Plant a T¡ee' campaign. Contact the State forest

service to secure seedlings, then get them into parks, roadsides, school-

yards, etd. In all cases plan the plant-in with appropriate officials fint.
8. Arrange to label trees and other plants in a downtown park to

help 'educate' all of us.

9. To supplement #7 above, arange a booth to distribut¿ seedlings

to the public if they promise to plant them. Give out some 'Johnny
Appleseed'buttons of your own design and manufacture to each person

promising to plant trees. Better, design some 'Freddie Forest¿r'buttons
for children and their parents who will plant and care for seedlings.

10. set up some recycling or can and bottle recycling cente¡s with
local companies.

11. Teach a mini-course on auto tune-up everywhere you can during
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the next several months. Figure out ways to get as many involved as

possible.
12. Hold a contest to accumulate ways to save energy at horp and

in schools. Once the contest is over and prizes awarded, implement the
suggestions!

13. Sunrey local business and govemmental operations and suggest

ways to save energJ¡. Figure out what to do if some persons ale

flagrant in their abuses and will not change. Also check the utility rate
structure in your a¡ea. Are there good ¡easons for charging less when a

consumer uses more power?
14. Build birdhouses with senior citizens and place them about the

community. Also use sclaps to construct birdfeeders. Give these away

to senior citizens and schoolchildren.
15. Contact the city or county officials and set up a community

compost pile. Each person contributes his or his leaves, yard himmings,
etc., and gets back compost. The govemment official can contribute,
too, along with the highway department.

16. If the local govemment officials alen't tumed on to compost,
establish a school compost heap. Use it for school beautification
projects. Perhaps a $tay can be found to use waste paper, food wastes,

etc., in the school heap.
17. Talk to the faculty and principal to set up procedures to recycle

all school paper wastes and metal wastes. Set an example for the
community.

18. Use the school grounds to provide community vegetable garden

spots. Or get an interested land oÌvner to contribute or rent small plots.
Develop the soil and set a model for organic procedures.

19. Contact people on your block and tum them all on to organic
procedures. Hold a mini-cou¡se. Use your yard as a training ground and

a model for recycling and organic gardening.
20. Identify a real sore spot in the community - an environmental

sore-spot. Arrange to clean it up, i.e., a pond in a city park, a roadside

reststop.
21. Set up a school wildlife management a¡ea in conjunction with a

la¡rdowner or State forest people. Bum it off in fire ecology methods
and set a model for others.

22. Find a plot and set up a school herb garden. Give the harvests to
community leaders who in environmental battles have stood at
Armeggdon. They are our children's children's heroes - add some spice

to their Iives now.
23. Attend the next rattlesnake round-up in your area and observe.

Report your observations to local officials.
i¿. Wort with friends to plant gourds. Once grown and dried, make

birdhouses to hang in pine forests.
25. Read Ian McHa¡g's Desþn with Nature (New York: Natural
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Science Press, 1969). Then, redesign your yard using what principles
you can. Contact the National Wildlife Federation, Washington, D.C.,
about their backyard wildlife program.

26. Conduct a public information campaign on what to do in case of
an air pollution alert. Muster community media for this task.

27, In cooperation with your State forest service personnel, promote
awareness of Arbor Day. Distribute leaflets and anange for a'tree sale'
with forestry officials. Assign fellow students and friends to specific
neighborhoods to get trees planted and ca¡ed for in the months follow-
ing planting. Don't forget to assist senior citizens and children who
need help in caring for their trees.

28. Do a three month study of local media (newspaper, radio, TV)
on their coverage of environmental matters. Assess the content of the
coverage for environmental attitudes and concems. Reporü to the
publisher or station managet.

29. Develop a nature trail for your school or another school.
30. Develop the organizational structure and objectives for a

community-wide organization of citizens to monitor environmental
quality and to confront envi¡onmental problems. Survey community
interest in forming such an organization.

31. Develop an outdoor classroom for your school. Select an alea
with teachers and school officials. Plant and develop the area, including
a place for seating and demonstrations. Inventory the vegetaticin,
physical featutes, etc. Pla¡r the use of this new facility with teachers.

32. Work with local or county officials to develop an Anti-Litter
Campaign and effective local ordinances to control and eliminate litter-
ing.

33. Do an air pollution study in your community over several
months and report to responsible officials. Use a Ringelmann smoke
detection chart on a regular schedule at selected points in the cornmun-
itv.

34. Select a stream or pond in your community which is threatened
by pollutants. Do a water pollution study over several months, en-
ploying ph, dissolved oxygen, and phosphates tests. Report out your
findings to the community.

35. Do a litter study in your community. Select fifty foot sections
of sidewalks and roadsides randomly in your community. Once a week
for several months collect and weigh the litter collected. Report your
findings to the community through press releases to newspapers and
radioTV stations.

36. Build, erect and maintain Wood Duck boxes in suitable habitat.
Get hetp and directions from the Game and Fish Commission.

3?. Build, erect and maintain a Blue-bird trail. Get help and direc-
tions from the Audubon Society or the Game and Fish Commission.

38. Build, erect and maintain a series of Purple Martin houses. Get
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help and directions fron the Audubon Society or the Game and Fish
Commission.

39. Make up a checklist of the 100 most common species of birds in
your neighborhood. Be su¡e to include the tiüres of the year they are

most likely to be found. Distribut¿ the checklist through local birding
organizations like the Audubon Society or Wildlife League.

Part IV: Public Affairs
Education, awareness, and personal service are mighty forces in environ-
mental protection. But our society has a political process which reflects
social concems and pubtic demands. It is through this process that the
society usually moves on major issues. The following projects involve
student in-put for community decisions on environmental issues.

1. Conduct several community-school conferences on altemative
sources of energy and/or on the conservation of energy in your com-
munity. Then, take some positive action.

2. Survey your community on the possibilities for bike paths - or
the improvement of existing bike paths. Develop a plan to encourage
the use of the bike paths - for persons of all ages.

3. Survey your community on mass public transit. What facilities
exist? Given community needs, what is the schedule like? Who uses the
system? Who could be encouraged to use it? Develop and conduct a

campaign for better facilities - a¡rd more community use of the facil-
ities.

4. Vúrite and distribute position papers on local environmental
issues - especially to civic and govemmental agencies. Hold dialogue
sessions with members of these agencies to elaborate on your mimeo-
graphed position papers.

5. Hold a community conference on solid waste disposal and re-
cycling. Present the vast array of altematives and use small groups to
explore each with your community in mind. Present the conference
summaq¡ to the county or city council.

6. Conduct a community campaign on the need for open space and

the acquisition of park lands. Show people what life might look like in
your town.

?. Develop and use in the community a slide show on a local
issue - i.e., the need for a park, the need to save a local matsh, the need

to block a big highway.
8. Hold a community celebration to honor 'Great Environmental

Decisions' by government and by individuals in your community. You
might plan an awards progr¿rm, or hold a banquet.

9. Plan and make a video-tape presentation on an environmental
problem. Then, use it with civic groups around the city.

10. Do a survey of noise pollution in specific areas of the city (i.e.'
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school zones, hospital zones). Report your findings with suggestions for
improvements to the appropriate community officials.

11. Conduct a campaign for or against a State bill or local ordinance
proposal which will affect the environment in your area. You might
even propose an ordinance or bilt to the appropriate officials and

muster community supporü.
12. Get copies of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pollution

regulations - or regulations from State or local agencies. Then survey
your community to see how they apply, and to see if they are being

violated. You might be especially interested in haza¡dous waste

disposal - toxic, explosive, radioactive, biological, or chemical-

industrial wastes.
13. Design, write, mimeogtaph, and distribute a Voters' Guide to a

forthcoming election in your community. Survey the candidates and
get their position on environmental issues for the guide. Let them
re-read their statements before publication. Then, go to print and

distribute widely. Don't forget to type in the name and address of your
goup on the booklet - it's the law!

14. Write up the history of an environmental battle in your aÍea-
something like the Jetport, the Cross Florida Barge Canal, Turkey Point
Nuclear Power Plants, or land fill operations along the coast. Bind your
history and donate copies to local libraries.

15. Using published cartoons on your own, do a Cartoon Boohlet 9n
the Enuironment for young children. Print up copies and distribute to
schools and to local govemment officials. Donate copies to the public
library and to school libra¡ies.

16. Prepare a photo essay (twenty 8 x 10 prints) on a local environ-
mental problem. Get permission and mount the essay on the walls at
city hall or at a bank.

17. Do an Earth Tool Kit for your community. Using brightly
colored folders, put in mimeographed sheets containing civic and
pressrüe groups concerned about the envi¡onment. Household tips on
saving energy and preserving nature. Addresses on'When to Call If . . .'
and 'Where to call if . . .'

18. Perform water tests in the local lake, stream, rivel, water supply
over a period of months. Then report to city or county officials what
you discovered.

19. Work \Mith the local Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disea-se

Association in public concern proglams and in governmental inform-
ation efforts dealing with air pollution and air quality legislation.

20. Work up a survey form (questionnaire) and procedures to collect
data fron adutts in your community on an environmental issue. Report
your findings to local and State government officials.

21. Anange spot announcements on TV or rush in to respond to TV
editorials dealing with environmental issues. Conduct letter to the
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editor campaigns. Prepare 30 second radio spot announcements - all
directed toward a specific local issue involving envi¡onmental quatity.

22. After reading Ian MacHa¡g's Design wíth Nature, do a cost-
benefit analysis on the channelizing of a stream. Report to the US

Department of Agriculture's local representative or to the US Army
Corps of Engineers.

23. Prepare a study of the possible uses for a State of National
Forest. Ra¡rk order these uses given your values. Then, present your
findings to the State or National Forest personnel in your a¡ea. Send
copies to \{ashington.

24. Visit the sewage treatment facilities in your town (Don't fall
into any privies!). Can the job be done better? How? Do some research
on treatment and the envi¡onmental benefits or proper treatment and

uses of sludge. Report to the appropriate officials.
25. Do an energ'y study of your classroom or school. How is eneryy

being consumed? Is all of that consumption worthwhile? How can the
less worthwhile uses be reduced or cut out? Report to the school
board - or to the superintendent.

26. W some more and follow up on #25. Design a classroom of the
future or a school of the future, watching how much energy you use.

sha¡e you design with school officials, local architects, and the general

public.
27. Obtatn areal photographs and land use maps of your area.

Layout the areas which, in your judgement, should not be'developed'.
State your criteria and arguments; then, present your position to the
city or county planning office.

28. Select a governing authority in your area which makes environ'
mental decisions (i.e., rules, ordinances, guidelines). Study the formal
decision-making procedures of that authority. Then, prepaÌe a citizens'
guide to the informal power structure influences on that decision-
making process. Interview persons throughout the community to get

their impressions of its decision-making. Who seem to have great

influence? Which persons, not officially in the authority, sway the most
weight? Why? How?

29. Muster community participation in a letter writing campaign on
a national envi¡onmental issue. Set up committees to recruit letter
writers, to see that the letters are written, and to provide a clearing
house for the analysis of the response from politicans and the influence
the letters had. Report to the public, via the media, your findings'

30. Locate a burned-over forest area or a site clea¡ed for construc-
tion. Do a study of water run-off as it affects streams over several

months. Report your findings to local officials'
31. Do a photographic study of pubtic uses of a park of other

outdoor recreation area in your community. Collec! information on
how many people use the facility. Survey the area and design suggest'
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ions for improving its use. Report to the public and to responsible
officials.

32. Start a campaign to emphasize the ptight of endangered species.

Get govemmental agencies such a.s Department of Agribulture and
Transportation to explain how they consider the special needs of
endangered species in thei¡ planning.

RODNEY F. ALLEN is Assistant Professor, Science and Human Affairs
Program, and Director, Environment Education Project, The Florida
State University, Tallahassee.
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Case Stadlt ¡.4

Analysis of an Action Campaþ

The following analysis of a successful environmental action was made
by the Sveriges Fåiltbiologiska Ungdomsforening of their actions in
Sweden as part of an intemational youth campaign against'Waste of
Natu¡al Resoutces' n 1972.

The action in Sweden was ca:ried out a.s follows:

(1) A national action guide was written and distributed to local
clubs. The whole action was prepared in secret and not released to the
press. An 'action week' was chosen in early spring, before people
became engaged in general summer activities. The problems connected
with waste of natural ¡esources are many, and it was felt that if people
were going to listen to the arguments they would have to be shocked.

(2) Local clubs were asked to collect empty non-returnable items,
such a.s beer cans, found out-of-doors, and to prepare parcels and letters
of the collected material. These were to be add¡essed to (a) the Prime
Minister, (b) the Head of the National Environment Protection Board
and (c) the producer, which is a monopoly in Sweden. They were to be
mailed on the same day all over the country, to arrive at the addresses
on the Monday. A total of 160,000 empty cans etc. were mailed.

(3) AX the parcels and letters were delivered in Stockholm and
Malmô causing a chaotic situation in the Post Offices. The participant
organizations held press conferences and distributed press relea.ses con-
taining background material on the purpose of the action and making
constructive proposals for change in the present national approach to
the use of natural resources. The surprise action achieved its purpose -
all the press and information media published the aims of the action
and the public became interested. The idea behind this form of action
wa.s to point out one symptom of a bigger problem. The use of
non-returnable ca¡rs and bottles is a symptom of a society where the
[Nie, or rather waste, of natural resources has no limit.

(4) Every parcel contained a letter to the govemment, etc. In this
way, the organizers forced the government and other recipients to open
all the packages and put the letters in files. However, government
representatives instructed officials in Post Offices in Stockholm to open
the boxes, which is against the law. The organizers had paid a fee to
have the post delivered, and the task of the Postal Service is to ensure
that material posted reaches it destination. As this was not done, a
formal complaint was lodged against the govemment.
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(5) Post Office employees wrote a letter to the biggest newspaper in
Sweden gving full support for the action and condemning the govem-

ment for using them as an instrument in the fight against the organizers.
(6) BV \üednesday, the politicians realized that public opinion was in

favou¡ of the suggestions made by the organizers; and some politicians
presented motions to Pa¡liament. At this time shops and producers
started to advertise returnable items.

(7) Local groups started to work on small demonstrations. Five
people just walking along the street joined together by a string filled
with non-returnable items and signs. The string was 25 metres long -
the length of the longest vehicle allowed on Swedish roads. In shops
members refused to take away unnecessary packaging, which was
peeled off and left in the shop.

(8) Towards the end of the week interest in the action had declined.
Most newspapers felt that they had given it sufficient column space. It
was then time for a new shock action. On the night of Friday/Saturday,
5000 young people walked along the main roads of Sweden (covering
800 kilometers), picked up litter from ditches and placed it at the side

of the road. This was not a'beautification' campaign, but the opposite.
In the morning when people were going on their weekend trips they
found themselves driving through an alley of litter. New headlines and
an opportunity to ask the public: where do we throw all the valuable

nattrral resources which it takes so much energy to produce? ¡
(9) The action ended formally with big demonstrations all oier

Sweden - a national demonstration. During the week, many sectors of
society had been touched by this action, and representatives and
members from all political parties could be found in the demonstrations
as well a.s people from various other citizen organizations.

The results of the action can be summarized:

(1) Several motions to parliament on the question of the waste of
natu¡al resources.

(2) New policies for many shop chains.
(3) A new look at the resources question by politicians and public,

which exposed the obvious link with aid to developing countries and an

equal distribution of natu¡al resources.
(4) A connection between energy production and manufacture of

unnecessar5¡ goods rvas plesented and accepted by the public. This
created stronger actions against the exploitation of rivers in Sweden and

against the planned nuclea¡ potver proglamme.
(5) Loss of financial profit for the manufacturer now forced by

economic laws to produce mote retumable items (bottles and cans as

well as other types of packaging).
(6) New community action gloups were established as the people

realized that this type of action could be successful.
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Case Studl ¡.¡
Wildlife Clubs of Kenya

The lVildlife Clubs of Kenya comprise one of the most dynamic youth
movements in the whole of the African continent. It is an Association
of. 226 individuat Clubs with a total of about 11,000 members, and is
still rapidly growing. Members a¡e from Kenya's secondary schools,
teacher training colleges and related institutions. This national organiz-
ation resulted from the spontaneous interest shown by the students in
their country's wildlife. The initial enthusiasm was shown in 1968 at a
small seminar held at Kagumo School by a group of students who asked
for help in learning more about thei¡ country's wildlife. Assistance
came from the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife and several conser-
vation foundations.

Realizing the potential of these Clubs, the Education Section of the
National Museum gave valuable assistance. Iì1 1969 the National
Association was founded, and its Constitution lists the following object-
ives:

(a) To spread interest and knowledge about wildlife and the environ-
ment among the people of Kenya a¡rd Ea.st Africa in general;

(b) In this way to make them aware of the great economic, cultural
and aesthetic value of natural resources;

(c) To develop a better understanding of the need to consen¡e
natu¡al resources for the benefit of the nation and its people.

Also in 1969, a full-time National Organizer was appointed to coord-
inate Club activities and the dissemination of information. This person
is responsible to a Council consisting of exoffïcio and elected members,
who confer on matters of policy. The National Organizer handles all
correspondence, edits a Newsletter as well as other printed materials,
organizes yearly Wildlife Seminars, fund-raising and visits to Wildlife
Clubs.

Financial and moral support comes from such bodies as the Elsa \{ild
Animal Appeal, the National Museum, the African Wildlife Leadership
Foundation, U.N.E.S.C.O., the East African Wildlife Society, the
Ministry of Tou¡ism and \[ildlife, the World Wildtife Fund and the
Frankfurb Zoological Society.

The activities of Wildlife Clubs are twofold: those undertaken by
individual Clubs, and those done at the national level. Clubs meet
regularly after classroom hours. Their activities include discussions.on
conservation and related topics, and on the use of natural resources.
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They also go on field triPs, c bird

feeding-tablãs, and invite outsid ntly
,o-" -Clrrbs 

have done magnifi ools

where they teach the children elementary principles of sound conser-

vation.
At the national level, each club can send one delegate to the annual

Wildlife Seminar organized by the National Headquaters. The Semina¡s

a¡e held in National Parks or Reserves for one week. During this time

members.
In 1970, with some assistance from u.N.E.S.C.O., a series of wild[fe

club Radio Programmes w¿ts launched on Voice of Kenya Radio.

During the school year, Per

week ãn a topic of its bY

Club members themselve

action against poaching.
The zuccess of the wildlife clubs is an indication of the response by

Kenyan youth to some of the pressing problems facing their country

and their desire to reach a compromise with modem technology.
(From the Kenyan National Report to the Eastem Africa Youth

Course in Environmental Conservation, March L974')

Wildtife Clubs of Zarrtbia

planning activities, but also

ome ex¿rmples of activities,
maybe you will have some

bettter ideas yourselves. If so - please tell us!
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Local field trips: into the countryside around you - obsewe, record
and study the wildlife in your immediate a¡ea.

Cureer opportunities: make inquiries about wildlife and related
ca-reer opportunities and the necessary qualifications. Try to a:range
visits to/by wildlife career men.

Correspondence : with other wildlife clubs/organizations to exchange
ideas, information and results of club activities.

Gouernmenú: leam the Government's role in wildlife consenation,
the responsibilities of the Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources, the
Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and National Parks, and the Game
Scouts in the Parks and the officers in local govemment. Leam about
the laws on hunting, poaching, pollution, etc.

Guest lecturers: invite speakers to your club or school from the
Ministries, Game Wardens, agricultural, veterinary and wildlife officers,
members of the Witdlife Conservation Society of. Zarrtbia.

Field trips: day or weekend visits to a National Park, local
hiking/camping trips (each to study something specific, such as birds,
small mammals or plants).

Debates: study and discuss principles of wildlife conservation such as
pollution, game-cropping, evolution, etc.

Wildlife international.' learn what other nations are doing in wildlife
conservation - compare Zambia's efforts with other African nations.

Competitions: quizzes, crosswords, essays within your own club or
with other nearby clubs.

Artistic worh: wood cawings, sculpture, drawings, paintings, photos,
poems and essays can be used for display or sold to raise funds.

Wildlife collections: insects, birds, snalres, reptiles, plants and bones
can be kept. Aquariums, reptile pits, fishponds and bird baths can be
built.

Local history: speak to the village elders about what the local
wildlife was like years ago, to compare with today.

Special Projects
These projects are important in that they provide your club with
long-term activities which can be worked on all the year round and will
improve your club. They are also important as ways of interesting
non-members - students, primary school children and local people - in
wildlife. Because of their large sca-le, as far as work and thought needed
are concerned, these activities should be organized and ca-nied out by a
group of especially keen students under the guidance of a committee
chairman.

CIub library.' prepare a bookshelf to hold club books and periodicals;
include correspondence with other clubs and organizations, resea¡ch
you have collected, and records of all your own club activities and
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ect.
r..thiscancontâinitemsaboutactivitiesorprojectsor
, and might also be used to educate other people such

etc.
ze a Wildlife Day or Week where displays,

shows, lectures by members or invited
d and also artistic work and posters could be

displayed.
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Case 5'tad1 ¡.6

Self-governing Youth Otganizations in Europe

There is a great tradition in North-West and Mid-Europe of independent
youth organizations for nature study and environmental conservation,

mostly on a national basis. All of these organizations a¡e linked inter-
nationally through the International Youth Federation for Environ-
mental Studies and Conservation (I.Y.F.). In recent years' increasing

attention has been given to envi¡onmental education and environmental
actions. The accounts which follow amplify these aspects of youth
involvement in environmental issues.

Sweden
'sueriges Fältbiotogisha Ungdomsforening - S.F.U.': this is an

independent Swedish Association of Young Field Biologisús founded in
1g4i under the auspices of the Swedish Association for the Conser-

vation of Nature. we now have about 7500 members, most of them

between 15 and 20 years old. The members are organized in 170local
clubs, divided into 8 districts, covering most of the country. The

executive board is elected by an annual congress' and it meets in

Stockholm where we have a small office staffed by a consultant and a

secretarSz. Some members of the board are lesponsible for working
groups on field biology, camps and courses, and environmental actions'

For many yeals we have been holding each spring a phenological

investigation in cooperation with Finland, Denmark and Norway. In
sweden, the local clubs have a wide range of activities, including
excursions and lectures on environmental problems and on aspects of

and limnologY. TheY also do
of shore lines and roadsides,
h year some 30 camps' some

of them international, are organized; these include expeditions to other

countries such as France, Tunisia, East Africa and Iceland- In addition'
some 20 training courses are organized and govemment support is given

cans for beer and softdrinks; endangered animals and plants, featuring

a fund-raising effort to save the Cranes; air-pollution in towns caused by
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cars standing $'ith thei¡ motors running; the dest¡uction of National
Parks by roads and po$'er stations.

S.F.U. has two different regular publications: the Field Biologist
which goes to all the members, and a contact-bulletin for the leaders of
local clubs, containing more practical information. Other publications
are produced on special subjects such as Energy and Nuclear Power,
biological study material for members and for schools, including an
introduction to ecological principles for 7 to 72 year olds which ha.s

recieved support from the Swedish govemment.
S.F.U. takes turns to host the Nordic Conference of I.Y.F. membe¡

organizations in the Scandinavian counhies and plays its part in
regional activities, In L972, S.F.U. assisted and coordinated the I.Y.F.
input to the U.N. Stockholm Confe¡ence on the Human Environment,
and later on hosted the I.Y.F's. 17th General Assembly attended by
youth from 16 countries.

( Information supplied by Sveriges Fåiltbiologiska Ungdomsforening. )

Norway
'Natur of Ungdom - N.U.': in L974, N.U. had about 50 local groups
lvith 1400 members out of a national population of 3.8 million. Our
gtoups are very spread out, including the most northerly I.Y.F. group in
the world in Kirkenes near the Soviet bo¡der. It is hoped that the recent
establishment of a full-time secretary and a permanent office in Osþ
will improve communications. Our publication Shog og Marh comes out
four times a year and is sent to members and others in Norway working
with environmental problems. In addition, an intemal newsletter is sent
each month to leaders of local groups. Ou¡ finances are guaranteed by
the Ministry of Environment.

In 1974 we concentrated on the following activities. For World
Population Yea¡ we cooperated with ou¡ adult Norwegian Association
for the Conservation of Nature to make a pamphlet. The topic has also
been discussed with the other organizations in the I.Y.F. Nordic
Region. We a¡e working on some special population studies with the
Norwegian Development Programme. Ou¡ local groups have been very
active on the theme of 'Endangered Animals and Plants', where we have
been working with the Norwegian Scout Association. A special issue of
our magazine has been produced on this theme, and N.U. has joined in
the campaign to protect birds of prey. We have also put pressure on the
Norwegian government to vote for the 10-year moratorium on the
killing of whales. This year we are making a series of small field-biology
booklets which we hope can be a field-biology workbook. We have also
participated in the Nordic phenology investigations. \üe sense a growing
interest for field biology among our membets.

We have trndertaken an action on 'garbage'. This came at the same

time as a govemment report on recycling garbage, and we hope that
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public opinion will now be in favou¡ of recycling Norway's litter and
garbage. The Ministry of Envi¡onment ha.s made a plan for protection
of wetlands and bird reserves, including some wetlands investigated by
ou¡ local gloups. Although nominally protected, the continuing tech-
nical and industrial activity still threatens many of these wetlands. We
have protested about the building of a road between Kiruna in Sweden
and Nan¡ik, through the Abisko National Park, where an I.B.P. project
is running. We also object about the road because there is already a

railway between the two towns, and because the native Lapps feel that
the road will have detrimental effects on their cultu¡e.

Norway has the highest per-capita energy consumption in the world,
a¡rd we think that it is now time to stop. We suspect that the oil in the
Norüh Sea will be extracted too quickly, we propose that only 77o

should be taken out each year, so that it will last 100 years. We have
participated in an action against nuclear power-stations in Norway; they
are not necessary and their safety remains to be proven, therefore
Parliament should forbid their construction.

N.U. builds its work on ecological principles, and we hy to get
members interested in eco-philosophy through coulses and arbicles in
Shog og Marh. Most of the members of our executive boa¡d have
studied eco-philosophy at the University of Oslo, one of very few which
teaches this subject, and we have an ideologA committee working on
ecological education among the members.

Austria
'Osterreichische Naturschutziugend - O.N.J.': was founded in 1952
and now has more than 10,000 members between the ages of 10 and 25
years in 50 local groups throughout Austria. One of our main aims is to
bring young people into contact with nature. To reach this, more than
70 youth camps are organized each year; some of these are inter-
national camps open to I.Y.F. members. During these camps we try to
inform young people about environmental problems, we invite experts
from the government and the Osteneichische Natu¡schutzbund to give

lectu¡es. We try to demonstrate ways to become active at a local
level - practical conservation tasks, protest letters, actions, etc.
Scientific observations a¡e also ca¡ried out during the camps as all
camp-sites a¡e located in a¡eas we want to have protected.

An activity which also helps local groups financially is that of
landscape cleaning actions for local authorities. Howevel, we are not
intending to act merely as cheap labour, so newspapeñ; are informed
and rubbish is collected and often brought to the central square of a

vitlage where the young people make a demonstration demanding that
both private persons and the authorities take more ca¡e of a clean

countryside.
Ou¡ older members a¡e able to undertake more complex work: one
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student group projected a plan for the first National Pa¡k and organized
a campaign for its establishment, with demonstrations, letters to news-
papers, delegations to the govemment and concerned institutions.
Other activities include youth leader training coulses, and special
courses for teachers in cooperation with the Ministry of Education.
Natu¡e trails a¡e constructed as well a.s study cent¡es where camps take
place. O.N.J. owns three houses in interesting parts of Austria that were
built by the labour and handicraft of its members. At the moment, a

new house is being built at the Neusiedlersee, which is Austria's most
famous a¡ea for birds. In order to give older people and tourists the
possibility to come in contact with nature, we set up 'Nature Parks',
where we buitd the paths and make nature trails; here the people can
find recreation and leam something about ecological systems at the
same time. It is not difficult to get money for these projects from
tourist institutions and local authorities.

Besides this we organize meetings for young people during the year
where we not only speak about nature and envi¡onmental problems,
but also have parties with dancing and discussion about other problems.
It is always important to remain non-political, as many parents are

afraid of sending their children to the political groups. Nevertheless, olll
members are sometimes forced to become active in policy too -
whatever political party they prefer.

We organize an Austrian Conservation Competition in cooperatþn
with other youth organizations - Scouts and political groups - where
the whole youth of Austria is invited to do environmental work. Prizes
have been secured f¡om industry, private institutions and the govem-
ment. Similar competitions tvere organized at a local level, mostly in
collaboration with school authorities. A special law initiated 8 years ago

by O.N.J. allows us to recruit members in school groups - a privilege
not granted to other organizations. We do a lot of public work in
organzing 'conserr¿ation weeks', when young people give lectures in
school classes a¡rd the public about the necessity of conservation. We

organize a poster competition on the I.Y.F. Year Theme 'Endangered
Animals a¡rd Plants'.

We publish a magazine Gletscherflolr which is distributed to all
O.N.J. members, and also a special education series for our youth
leaders issued five times a yeat. Our new development plan includes
sone rather professional advertising, which has already resulted in the
establishment of some new groups. It is our aim t,o double the amount
of members within the next five years.

(Information from Osteneichische Naturschutzjugend, 1972 and
\974.)

Belgium
'Belgische Jeugdbond uoor Natuurstudie -B.J.N.': in 1974,20 camps
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were planned for the members by the General Board. Five of these were
in nature reserves.
ned in sea¡ch of all
ecialized camps can
natu¡e study, or on

training of specialized cadre-people.
The General Boa¡d also takes ca¡e of publication of two periodicals.

The frrst Filoe contarns articles on nature protection and more general

arüicles. The second Euglena (a joint publication with Natuur 2000 and

Wielewaal Jongeren) contains popular scientific articles and inventories.
\ilorking Groups stimulate natural history activities - e.g. birds, plants,

mammals and beach; each year they plan some small-scale resea¡ch and

specialized camps. A consen¡ation working group gathers document-

"tiott, 
while two secreta¡ies follow all envi¡onmental matters to take

action when necessary - these actions ate taken up by all the B.N.J.
sections.

In fact, the g¡eatest part of the activities takes place in the 14local
sections of B.J.N. which make an excursion each week to a nearby
natural atea, have indoor meetings and film evenings, underüake protest
actions, and often organize thei¡ own weekend camps. The sections lead

an autonomous existence; their work is not controlled by the General

Board, but by At the annual

congress of B. submitted for
appioval; each nes of conduct
for the next ye can determine

democratically the working of B.J.N., a¡rd the General Board sees to the
execution of the planned course of action.

B.J.N. has been working on the I.Y.F. Year Theme 'Endangered
Animals and Plants'. Most of the campaign has been concentrated on

the problems of industrial hunting of whales. A translation into Dutch
has been made of the 'Project Jonah' booklet, which ha.s been distrib-
uted in schools in 10,000 copies. A sticker has been produced, and we

have received more than 25 kilograms of children's drawings, which
have been sent to Russia and Japan. All our sections have been asked to
visit some animal traders; we got a list of these from someone in the
govemment service. Although Ìve got little information, we can

mention one trader where you could buy lions (25,000 B.F.), purnas

(80,000 B.F.), leopards or vultures. we have continued to work against

bird catching in Belgium, but with less priority since the catch is now
legally limited to 120,000 birds.

Together with Natuur 200 (another I.Y.F. member) and the Flemish
section of the Young Friends of Animals and Nature, we realized a big
progmmme during the spring called 'Live by Recycling'. Propaganda has

been distributed through the whole of Flanders, but the action has

mainly taken place in Antwerp. We made an exhibition about recycling
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paper, metals and glass, including a slide series. There has also been an
action in the streets with pamphlets, sandwich men, street theatre (the
folkloristic figures Teun the egg-seller and Lijn the milk-woman
discussing in dialect on the topic). During two actions we reclaimed
about 10 tons of wastepaper. In 1974 we were also joint hosts with
Natuur 2000 to the 19th General Assembly of I.Y.F.

(Information from the Belgische Jeugdbond voor Natuuntudie.)
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Case Stadl 1.7

Intemational Youth Organizations and The Environment

International Youth Federation for Environmental studies and

Consen¡ation - I.Y.F.
I.Y.F. is a federation of national and regional youth organizations

concerned with the study and conservation of the envi¡onment, with an

basis by a team of officers elected by member organizations at an

th active environmental groups and
out the world, I.Y'F. dist¡ibutes it's

0 countries and operates a system of
Regional Coordinators. One of the most encouraging ¡esults of this

intãrnational work has been the first Ea.stem Africa Youth Course on

Environmental Conservation attended by 8 countries in Nairobi,l$14'
Youth cooperation on environmental problems was elevated to the

world levei in 1971 by the Intemational Youth Conference on the

Human Environment attended by ?5 countries in canada and coorgan-

ized by I.Y.F.
The backbone of the Federation's activities are the annual surrlmer

camps - usually some 30 in number - where young people from

,"u"iul countries come together to study the natural envi¡onment or to
undertake conservation work. An annual training course has been

organized on the Lirneburger Heide since 1955; nowadays it aims to
intioduce youth leaders to field biology techniques and the inter-

national framework for environmental conservation. Conferences and

atives'.
International projects are another basic activity of I-Y.F. and

a
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members' attention is concent¡ated on a specific Yea¡ Theme for which
action guides are distributed - 1974 'Endangered Plants and Animals',
1975 'Wetlands'. Besides this, two or three other projects are running
each year, which may be of particular interest to certain regions, e.g. a
Red A¡ea Book to study endangered habitats in Europe, Bird Phen-
ology Investigation, Oiled Bi¡ds survey (North Sea Coasts), Environ-
mental Actions against Waste of Natural Resources, Energy and
Environment, and Detergents and Envi¡onment.

An LY.F. Working Group on Education has been established to
develop a series of Fducation Packs for use in schools and youth
organizations, and to organlze educational semina¡s including the
annual I.Y.F. training couse. Publications include an intemational
bulletin, Taraxacum, Yearbooks, conference and project reports, and an
.educational series with early titles on Methods in Field Biology study,
Introduction to Ecology, and The Social and Polittcal Implicøtions of
Enuironmental Conseruation. Bulletins and posters, etc. are also
produced at a regional level.

I.Y.F. has regular consultations with the U.N., U.N.E.S.C.O., Council
of Europe, World Wildlife Fund, I.U.C.N. and other international
organizations. It is fighting fo¡ the recognition of the root<auses of the
environmental crisis, and also for greater assistance for the efforts of
young people in combating this crisis. I.Y.F. itself has suffered from a
severe shortage of funds, and has been seeking for some time t6
establish a permanent bu¡eau to improve its sen¡ices to young conser-
vationists a¡ound the wo¡ld.

Boy Scouts Bureau
In dealing with the Boy Scout movement, we should not overlook the
very similar activities undertaken across the world by Girl Guides, Girl
Scouts, Pathfinders and Pioneers. The following account is based on a
leaflet on 'Scouting and the Environment' issued in 1972, but is
updated to take account of recent special attention given to environ-
mental conservation by the Boy Scouts World Bureau:

Begun in England in 1907, the Scout movement today has over 15
million members in 150 countries, islands and territories. Within inter-
national pronciples, each national Scout association has considerable
autonomy and great flexibility to adapt its Scout training and pro-
gramme to its own countr5l's development, social, cultural and environ-
mental needs. As a form of 'complementary education', from its in-
ception Scouting has taught young people about'the outdoors'through
required and optional tests, badges and activities appropriate for their
skill and leaming levels. Most Scouts gain a number of badges which are
connected with nature and require special training. These include:
agricultural, bird study, botany, camping, cotton farming, fishing,
foresting, geology, landscape architecture, reptile study, oceanography,
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soil and water conservation, u¡eather and wildlife management. The
most important of these badges is the 'Conservation of Natural
Resou¡ces' merit badge which wa.s gained by 168,554 American Scouts
in the first three years after its inception in 1967.

The young Cub Scout is introduced to the mar:¡els of nature in many
lvays. He plants seeds on blotting paper to see how the roots, stem and
leaves grow. He learns about animals, what they eat and what they need
to live. He begins to be aware of the intenelationships between living
and natu¡al resources. He may take part in a larger project such as 'One
Cub, One Tree' in France where 35,000 Cubs are planting 'youth
forests of 35,000 trees. The Boy Scout programme usually involves
considerable outdoor activity as the Scout develops his abilities in
self-reliance and teamwork. His tests and camping teach him to enjoy
and not destroy the natural environment. His activities may vary from
building and improving camping and natural areas to sophisticated
pollution experiments and surveys.

Concern leads to action. Scouts join in massive projects such as

building extensive wildemess trails in Canada and New Zealand, plant-
ing 3 million trees in the Philippines, a nation-wide antilitter drive in
the United States, and village hygiene in Guatemala. Individual gtoups
develop and carry out their own projects such as ¡eclaiming forest for
agriculture in West Africa, reconstructing Roman ruins in England and
France, using an island as an ecological library in Sweden, and clearing
streams and building wells all over the world.

In order to give an added impetus to this activity, the World Bureau
has cooperated with the World Wildlife Fund to evolve a four-point
conservation programme. First, the World Bureau has published five
booklets - Clean Water, No Litter, hecious Soil, Pure Air and Free
Wildlife - as source books for practical conservation projects by
Scouts. Second, the Scouts are joining in W.W.F.'s'Operation Tiger'to
secure nature reserves for saving the Tiger from extinction. Third, it is
intended to convert Scout Tfaining Centres - there ale more than 100
in the world - into models of conservation practice. Fourth, a \üorld
Conservation Badge has been launched with a set of overall guidelines
which can be adapted to local conditions. Further on a 'Pilot Inter-
national Semina¡ on Envi¡onment Education Methodology in the Scout-
ing Programme' has been convened by the World Bureau in Sweden.

Scouting's broad experience in envi¡onmental education for all ages
from 7 upward, for urban and rural youttt, for any geography or
climate, is being exchanged ¿rmong all potential users of proven ideas
and projects. Ba.sed upon the rema¡kable response of young people to
environmental education, Scouting sees the opportunþ, for the first
time in man's history, of training a generation of citizens and decision-
makers determined to avoid the ecologically disastrous decisions of the
past.
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Eaalaation.

MICHAEL MALDAGUE

Variables
The assessment of the quality of envi¡onmental education needs to take
varying elements into account if it is to achieve a high level of reliabil-
iW. If it is true that the performance of students is a function of the
quality of teaching, including the value of the textbooks and the
capabilities of the instructor, then the general improvement of these
performances cannot be realized without a constant effort to perfect
the basic tools of evaluation.

The verification of school instruction is a continuing function of
applied pedagogy. The precise results of evaluation can reveal defic-
iencies where methods in use lack objectivity and may have regrettable
effects on their recipients. Without rejecting traditional ways, the field
of environmental education offers the altemative of building on more
varied, more complete, and less a¡tificial techniques for determining
standards a¡rd values at different stages of development.

This chapter will examine the different ways of evaluating environ-
mental education. Rather than being exclusive, the different methods
a¡e indeed complementå4r if one gives the term eualuation a general
meaning which 'implies the idea of judgements and basic decisions
based on the sSmthesis and analysis of diverse data' (Planchard, 1968).
To go further, it is necessary to mea.sure the deep effect of this
education on the level ofreasoning, on behaviour a¡rd on perception.

The most extensive empirical study ever ca^tried out in comparative
education was done by the Intemational Association for Evaluation of
Intemational Achievement. Involving 19 countries and over 250,000
students, it was an attempt at multi-national analysis of diffe¡ences
between schools, students and educational systems. Vol. l: Science
Education in 79 countries examines the factors accounting for between-
country and within-country differences and shows how these relate to
tJre socio-economic, cultu¡al and educational environment of the
student (Comber and Keeves, 1973). Relatively little research takes
place on such a global level, but informed educators should be generally

*Tlanslated from French by the editor.
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aware of such efforLs. Some of the procedures used in intemational and

national a.ssessments are applicable to, and may be derived from,

evaluations at the local and regional levels.

writing on national assessment in the united states, Jean Fair (1974)

points out,

Efforts to gather evidence soon confront the basic questions: what

should young people be leaming, what should they achieve, and to
what extent are they doing so? (p. 398)

As applied to environmental education by Dean Bennett (1973), the

three ba.sic evaluation questions become:

1. What kinds of envi¡onmental education learning experiences can

you evaluate?
2. What outcomes of environmental education learning experiences

can you look for?
3- How can you determine the extent to which these outcomes have

been achieved? (Bennett, 1973, p. iii)

Evaluation of Knowledge
In the primary school, oral questioning frequently goes back and forth.
This form of test always has a role to ptay. It is nevertheless difficult to
use as a means for broadly categorizing envi¡onmental understandings

and skills since it is highly individualistic and subjective, relying mainly

on the teacher's judgement.
In the secondar5r school, regular tests a¡e generally anticipated by the

students. Such tests also respond to the need of the teacher to establish

a relationship between given information and its application to a new or
unknown situation. Teache¡-made tests attempt to reinforce the under-

standings and skills acquired in the preceding instruction. Objective

testing cannot be accomplished without a precise instrument which

furnishes evaluations less subject to the personal equation. Such

instruments take time and skill to construct. The scientific working out
of a test should assure the following fundamental qualities (Planchard,
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1968):

7. Vatidity, the capacity of a test truly to measure what it purports
to measu¡e;

2. Retiability, the stability with which a test meaf¡ules variables at
determined interuals; a test should not give results more va¡iable in one

application than another ;

3. Age standards, the difficulty of a test ought to conespond to a

given age if it concerns itself with testing intelligence, where, within a

determined tange, it denotes a special aptitude;
4. Standardization, a consequence of sampling. If norms are truly

points of legitimate comparison, it is necessary that the conditions of
application of conection and of interpretation be minutely fixed and
scrupulously respected. It is for this reason that each test caries $'ith it
instructions to which the tester must conform if he wants to be a able
to report the findings according to established norms.

In the ordinar5r examination, the selection of items to be tested is
generally made by the teacher as he desi¡es. Test writers, by contrast,
consult all the available school texts, interogate competent specialists,
and inform themselves on the ultimate use of ideas in order to deter-
mine what is more important and what is less so. This permits the
validating of each part of the test. One should note, however, the risk
of introducing a source of ertor by relying too heavily on the frequency
of an idea in the textbooks for its absolute importance. The biases

which may result from this come from the specific interests that
authors may have, and such biases may carry over to other idea.s and
distort them out of proportion.

A means of achieving a balanced and rational selection of test items
is presented in Case Study 6.2 by the Commission on Undergraduate
Education in the Biological Sciences of the American Institute of
Biological Sciences. Although the example given applies to college

biology, the same process could be used for other subject matter at
lower grade levels. The items illustrating the means of testing various
kinds of knowledge are especially noteworthy. It will be noted that the
emphasis throughout is on cognition.

The development of knowledge and skills acquired in the course of a

programme. Pre-tests and post-tests should be objective and equivalent.
That is, they should be parallel, but need not be identical. It is possible

to administer the same test before and after the learning experience if
more than a month elapses between tests. The results of the tests

a
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permit evaluation of the choice of materials, the validity of the assump-
tions concerning the students, the attainment of the objectives, and
perhaps the general context in which the programme has been ca¡ried
out.

Evaluation of Skills
Ideally, all real instruction calls for effective participation on the part
of the student. Numerous practical tests can be envisaged for judging
environmental education skills. We do not mean by this the curent
practical work such a.s exists in biology laboratory experiences, in
observations on the land, dissecting animals, preparing a collection, etc.
The practical tests considered here aim essentially to mea.sure tlte
reactions of students in the face of complex problems, such as a¡e
present in the real environment where a number of factors impinge.
Methods for such inquiry include interviews, organized discussions,
analysis of situations, compiling a global inventory of resources, work-
shops for the study of problems, lively and informal gatherings, and
assembling dossiers on environmental problems. Activities for the
occasion allow students, singly or in groups, to give free run to their
imagination, to their creativity, and put to the test their spirit of
initiative for analysing a problem and seeking its solution.

Maloney and Ward (1973) point out that

. . . most persons have a relatively high degree of verbal commit-
ment and affect, with lower levels of actual commitment and
knowledge. In colloquial terms, most people say they are willing
to do a great deal to help curb pollution problems and are fairly
emotional about it, but, in fact, they actually do fairly little and
know even less. (p. 585)

Practical tests permit not only the judging of general understanding but
also the degree of interest and the students' capacity to intervene in a
concrete situation and to take a number of interelationships into
simultaneous consideration.

It is particutarly appropriate in envi¡onmental education to int'loduce
an element of reality in the classroom, as this stimulates personal
involvement. From the situation proposed as an object of study a true
problem should arise from which the students, motivated, go searching
for information, make observations, and do research with a view to
finding a solution. When they approach the limits of their provisional
responses, it is necessary to give them a chance to put their hypotheses
to the test, finally to establish the validity of their findings. It is

important to ensure that the work appropriate to the criteria is caried
on enthusiastically.

The skills which students develop from practical work can be deter-
mined by an evaluation in the form of a questionnaite, a written
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composition, or an oral intenogation. For example, a test can judge the
attention which students manifest dwing a study trip, or the intprest
which the trip itself ha.s elicited. If the test shows that the majority of
the students in a group do not feel that the trip was profitable, the way
the activity wa.s organized may be at fault. In certain cases, an audio-
visual presentation constitutes only a passive registering of sounds and
images. Evaluation provides a control of the activity itself and feedback
provides an opportunity for any necessaly modifications.

Appraising Changes in Attitude
According to the law of creativity, each child sees himself as an
individual different from all others. The goal of education is not to
achieve an acceptable mean, or to level the differences; on the contrary,
diversity constitutes a richness to be encouraged.

Oral examinations have qualities which other tests do not have and
which make a commendable and complementary way to judge the
progress of students. More than other tests, they allow the teacher to
make an assessment of certain human values residing in the candidate,
and of changes in attitude which have been progressively established
within students as a result of the development of their knowledge
concerning the environment. Of course, a great deal of subjectivity
intervenes, and, to this end, the oral exam is undoubtedly more arbit-
rary than other forms of interrogation. The inten¡ention of the students
themselves constitutes a factor for variability. Oral exarns may work to
the advantage of the mixed-up student who has the ability to mask his
ignorance. On the other hand, the written exam favours the student
who is highly literate.

An attitude in confronting an environmental problem results from
two groups of factors: (i) an inner predisposition which may be more or
less influenced by one's sunoundings, (ii) the extent of knowledge and
skills which can be applied to the problem. This is interestingly illus-
trated in Case Study 6.3 from Japan. It can be supposed that the
progressive development of environmental understanding, if effected in
a coordinated fashion, will influence the creation of certain attitudes on
the part of the students.

Changes in attitude can be measured by comparing them at the
beginning and end of a determined period of time. At the beginning of
the period in which one supposes that a change of attitude will occur,
the pupils are given a questionnaire which is constructed not to test
their knowledge, but rather to judge their reactions to certain
situations.

Case Study 6.4 gives examples of how environmental attitudes can be
surveyed. By simply placing a check mark, the respondent can indicate
if he agrees, disagtees or is undecided about the statements given. Some

bias in the phrasing of environmental statements seetns inevitable, but
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this can be rejected by the respondent. However, it must be noted that
decisions a¡e made on the basis of semantic differentials. Students may
also, with the aim of satisfying the teacher, give answers which do not
correspond to their real feelings. As with pre- and post-tests of know-
ledge, by comparing initial and final tests it should be possible to make
a judgement on changes of attitude produced within the students.

Another method of evaluating changes in attitude of a group is
through observation of discussions. Such discussions can be prompted
by assigning short reports on concrete problems occurring in the
environment throughout the period of a designated programme. It is
important that the reports be a.s spontaneous a.s possible so that the
evaluation gives preference to attitudes rather than knowledge. From
the discussions following the reports, the teacher can note the evol-
utions of thought, the development of understanding, the changes of
attitudes, and the augmenting of an objective spirit and a degree of
maturity.

Horizontal and Vertical Evaluation
The problem remains of finding a way of making a global evaluation
of a collection of specific understandings resulting from teaching a
series of units. For example, take the case of a school where envi¡on-
mental education has been integrated into different prescribed courses
of study, such as language, mathematics, geography, history, scienç,
etc. Here is the place to proceed beyond the discipline under considejr-
ation to an evaluation that is particularly associated with the environ-
mental concepts integrated into each of the subjects.

Such an evaluation can be made by probing with a widely ranging
questionnaire. The probe should analyse the level of environmental
understandings and not the context in which they have been applied.
This type of evaluation presupposes integration and coordination
necessitating the close collaboration of teachers. It thus leads to
standardized forms of evaluation because of (i) the dispersion of con-
cepts related to the environment among several subjects; and (ii) the
intervention of several teachers in the presentation of these ideas.
Universal standardized tests permit objective scoring and transcend the
subject variables.

In the foregoing we have examined the problem of evaluating
envi¡onmental understandings horizontally across a particular level of
studies. Now we shall examine vertical evaluation which aims at
measuring progless from one stage to another. Here evaluation constit-
utes a means of attaining the objectives which were defined at the
outset.

Once the overall objectives a¡e established, the level of complexity to
be obtained must be determined at each level, as well a.s at the end of
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the different stages, i.e. primary, middle and seconda¡y. This establishes

coherent and progressive progrâmmes as a function of objectives. The

means of evaluation eventually takes the form of a battery of tests of
school achievement, standardized and ordered. The advantages of an

integrated evaluation tie in the fact that this involves a coordinated
effoit in instruction and requires extraordinary consideration of the

objectives to be attained. Also, thanks to a proglessive complexitity,
the multiple interrelationships and dynamics among the different
factors of the environment are brought out.

The preparation of standardized tests is a complex task requiring the

collaboiation of highly qualified persons in the disciplines involved, of
sPecialists n.
tional and it
ed to testi al
interposes n-

case study 6.5 gives an example of what can be done in the way of a
national effort. In November 19?3, the Canadian council of Resource

and Environmental Ministers sponsored a Man and Resources Confer-
ence aimed at providing a national forum through which canadians

could parbicipate in shaping guidelines and policies for future Iesource

management. In preparation for the conference, an opinion survey IMas

conducted among 1600 family heads in ontario. Attitudes were

recorded on ownership of natural resources' implications of urban

expansion, recreation, environmental quality, Iesource--use conflict,
unà "o--unication. 

The results of this survey could be useful in
teaching situations, and similar surveys could be conducted among

students and teachers on attitudes conceming environmental education
concepts.

Inevitability
Evaluation is always with us. Students evaluate their teacher at the first
meeting. In daily life, whenever a value judgement is made, the process

of evaluation is being exercised. While much evaluation is done in an

informal way, this chapter has been primarily concemed with formal
evaluation.

As in curriculum design, either a structured or a non-structured
approach can be used. The structured approach is high programmed

with pre-set objectives. The non-structured approach is more exper-

ientiat following the accumulation process. The structured approach

tends to be statistical whereas the non-structured approach is more

humanistic. The two positions represent the extremes of a continuum
and a balanced position would occur somewhere in between. In general,

however, the formal means of evaluation using a structured approach

.have not been extensively developed for environmental education,
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hence the emphasis in this chapter. Nevertheless, the value of human
intuition in the evaluation process cannot be discounted.

The variable factors entering into human choices have onry been
hinted at. Because tests and questionnaires are so often used for g¡ading
purposes, their utility as a learning experience is frequenily diminished.
since anything can be evaluated, the methods used in evaluating
environmental education are not greatly different from those used fo¡
standard subjects in the curriculum. It is mainly the objectives which
differ, and ultimately environmental education aims at a change in
behaviour, possibly a change in lifestyle, and certainly it requires the
internalization of an environmental ethic.

Evaluation eventually determines the extent to which environmental
education is incorporated into the curiculum. psychologically we tend
to repeat those activities which are satisfying, which meet our needs.
often this judgement is made on a 'gut feeling', but there are those who
need to be convinced by a standard of measurement based on hard,
objective data.
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Case Stadl 6.t

Guidelines for Evaluating Student Outcomes in Environmental Education (Maine
Environmental Education Project, Yarmouth, Maine, 1973)

1. What kinds of environmental education learning experiences can you
evaluate?

\ilithin recent years there has been an increased recognition of the need
for envi¡onmental planning and decision-making responsibility on the
part of all citizens. This, coupled with the current empha.sis on the
reappraisal of American education and on cuniculum reform, has given
impetus to the establishment of education prograrns which relate to
man and his environment.

The GoøIs of Enuironmental Educøtion
It is clea¡ today that environmental education, as it is called, is directed
towards the development of attitudes and behavioural skills in the area
of envi¡onmental decision-making and problem solving. Accordingly,
the Maine Environmental Education hoject defines environmental
education as a process aimed at producing a cltizenry that is hnowledge-
able conceming the total environment and the role of man, able to
participate in activities for maintaining and improving the quality of the
environment while meeting human needs, and motiuated to do so.

Derived from this goal and definition a¡e the following subgoals:

7. (Affectiue Subgoal). To help individuals acquire strong feelings
fundamental to developing a concem for the environment and a motiv-
ation to participate in activities for maintaining and improving the
quality of the total environment.

2. (Cognitiue Subgoal). To help individuals acquire basic under-
standing of the total natural and man-made environment, their relation-
ship with this environment, and common environmental problems.

3. (Behnuioural-Shill Subgoal\. To help individuals develop the
necessary thinking and behavioral skills for the prevention of envi¡on-
mental degtadation, the correction of environmental abuses, a¡rd the
alteration and use of natural resources to enhance the function and
quality of the environment to meet ecological, including human, needs.

Enuironmental Education as a Process
Environmental education is viewed as a process in which the student
participates in three levels of leaming experiences:

(1) discovery and inquiry,
(2) evaluation and problem identification, and
(3) problem solving.
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Problem identification and problem solving as used here involve not
only the recognition, prevention, and resolution of envi¡onmental prob-
lems but the activities in which students alter and create components in
their environment to enhance its function and quality. Students may
either act directly on the environment or communicate a concern to
others to encourage their participation.

The environmental education learning process emphasizes fint-hand
experience focusing on the total environment of the community and
immediate surroundings of the student, for example, the school site or
neighborhood. The three phases of the process also include classoom
experiences.

Discovery - lnquiry Problem Solving

Classroom act¡v¡ties -
Learn about the characteristics,
interrelationships, chançs, and
uses of trees through lessons,
books and publications, resource
people, films and other instruc-
tional aids.

On-site activities-
lnvestigate the trees on the
school site and map and describe
the kinds present on the s¡te,
their locat¡ons, s¡zes, cond¡t¡on,
env¡ronmental effects, etc.

Figure 1. The process of environmental education
Natural environment example: ?rees lplants)

Select a hypothetical prob-
lem, e,9., landscap€ a small
park w¡th trees.
1. lnvestigate the problem

- needs, kinds of trees,
etc.

2. Develop alternative solu-
tions, plans for different
plantings in a variety of
locations. I

3. Choose a solution after
considering effects of
each.

4. Develop plan of action -
l¡st steps and ¡tems
needed.

5. Present plan for evalua-
t¡on by others.

Select a tree problem to
resolve on the school site
for example, wh¡te p¡ne
blister rust, etc,
1. lnvestigate causes,

effects.
2. Develop alternative

sol utions.
3. Choose a solution.
4, Develop a plan of

action.
5. Carry out plan,
6. Evaluate results.

Evaluation - Problem
ldentification

Group or independent develog
ment of cr¡teria to assess:

1) how well trees meet ecologi-
cal needs, e.9., hold soil, prevent
erosion, provide homes for wild-
life, etc., and 2) how well lrees
meet human needs, e.9.,
physical needs, shade, etc.;
psychological needs, aesthetics,
etc.; social needs, gathering
places, etc.
Evaluate how well trees meet
these needs ¡n â real or hypo-
thetical situat¡on to ¡dent¡fy
env¡ronmental improvement
oppo rtun i ties.

Develop evaluat¡ve criteria as

above and assess extent present
trees on the school s¡te meet
cr iteria.
ldentify: 1) existing conditions
which need to be corrected -
diseased trees, slorm damaged
trees, e1c., 2) conditions which
could be enhanced by planting
trees, and 3) cond¡t¡ons
threaten¡ng trees which should
be prevented.
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The process may be ca:ried out bY s

relating to the components of the total
ment and related social, political and
suggests how the environmental education process may relate to the

study of a natural component of the environment. Figure Two is an

ouiline for the study of walkways and pathways as examples of a

man-made environmental component. It should be stressed that it is not
particularly imporüant which of the many envitonmental components is

studied nor that all the components be studied. Rather, it is the process

and associated cognitive, affective and skill outcomes which should be

emphasized and which will carry over with the student'

Discovery - lnquirY Problem Solving

Select a hypothetical Prob-
lem. e.g., develoP a Plan for
a new pathwaY'
1. lnvestigate the Problem

- needs, kinds of Path-
ways, etc.

2. DeveloP alternative solu-
tions - routes, kinds of
pathways, etc.

3. Choose a solution after
considering effects of
each.

4. DeveloP Plan of carrY-

ing out solut¡on.
5. Present Plan for evalua'

tion bY others.

On-s¡te activ¡t¡es-
lnvestigate walkwaYs and Parh'
ways on the school site or in
the community. MaP and

describe the kinds, locations,
character¡stics, conditions, and

human and environmental
effects.

Select a walkwaY or Path-
way problem to help
resolve on the school site

or in the commun¡tY.
1. lnvestigate causes and

effects.
2. DeveloP alternalive

so I uti ons.
3. Choose a solution.
4. DeveloP a Plan of

action.
5. Carry out Plan'
6. Evaluate results

Classroom activ¡lies -
Learn about the kinds, loca-

t¡ons, funct¡ons, and charac'
ter¡st¡cs of walkways and Path-
ways through lessons, books
and publications, resource
people, films, and other
¡nstructional aids

Figure 2. The process of environmental education

Man-made environment example: Walhway s and pathways (transportation-

circulation areas)

Evaluation - Problem
ldentif ication

lndividual and grouP develoP-
ment of criteria 1o assess:

1 ) effects of walkwaYs and
pathwaYs on the natural eco'
syslem - altering dra¡nage
patterns, changing microclimate,
removing vegetat¡on, etc., and

2) how well walkwaYs and Path'
ways meet human needs: PhYsi'
cal - safetY, etc., Psychological

- aesthetics, etc., and social -
bringing people together, etc.
Evaluale walkwaYs and Path-
ways in a real or hypothetical
landscaPe design Plan.

Apply evaluative criter¡a as

sugæsted above to walkways
and pathwaYs being assessed

on site.
ldentify: 1) existing conditions
which need to be corrected -
erosion, Potholes, rerouting,
etc., 2) cond¡t¡ons which should
be prevented - footwear erosion
from overuse, encroachment of
vegetation, etc., and 3) condi-
tions which would be enhanced

by creating new PathwaYs,
signs, etc.
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Case StudSt 6.2

Testing and Evaluation in the Biological Sciences (Publication No. 20.
Commission on UnderEaduate Education in the Biological Sciences,

November 1967)

(Reproduced by permission of the American Institute of Biological Sciences)

Section 6. Cat4onzation and Coding of Test Items
As suggested in the previous chapter, categonzation of test items can
help the instructor to see (1) how well the items reflect the goals of a

course as well as the material covered in the lecture and laboratory, and
(2) which items can best be used to construct achievement examin-
ations that are meaningful and representative.

The remainder of this publication consists of test items that have
been categorized and coded according to the criteria in the three-
dimensional grid shown in Figwe 3. The grid is divided into three
categories: Content (x-axis), Organizational Leuels, (y-axis), and
Behauioral Objectiues (z-axis). Each category has subdivisions (e.g., r-1.
Energetics and Metabolism; y-1. Molecular; z-L. Knowledge) and each
item is coded according to its characteristics as they perbain to thesg
subdivisions. For example, an item dealing with evolution (r-7) at the
population level (y-4) devoted to analyzing @-4) a research paper on
industrial melanism in moths is coded 7 -4-4 to indicate its categoriz-
ation on the r-, y- and z-axes of the grid.

The intellectual abilities and skills included under behavioral object-
ives (e-axis) are of a hierarchical character. When an item relates to
several of these subdivisions it is assigned to the highest one. For
example, an item that requires him to utilize knowledge and to demon-
strate comprehension. Such an item will be assigned to the highest
subdivision (i.e., z-4, analysis).

The e-axis category may not be as familiar to biologists generally as

the categories represented on the r- and y-axes. The following amplific-
ations and examples a¡e therefore offered.*

Behauioral Objectiue : z-1. Knowledge
Knowledge as defined here involves recall. The knowledge objectives
emphasize most the psychological processes of remembering. To use an

#Ihe organizational outline used in the Behavioral Objectives category, and the
descriptive excerpts which follow, have been adapted with permission from the
Taxonomy of Educational Objectiues, B. S. Bloom, et al.
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analogy, if one thinks of the mind as a file, the problem in a knowledge
test situation is that of finding in the problem or task the appropriate
signals, cues and clues which will most effectively bring out whatever
knowledge, relevant to the situation, is filed or stored in the mental
files.

z-1.0O Knowledge
1.10 Knowledge of specifics
1.11 Knowledge of terminology
1.12 Knowledge of specific facts
1.20 Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with specifics
1.21 Knowledge of conventions
7.22 Knowledge of trends and sequences
1.23 Knowledge of classifications and categories
1.24 Knowledge of criteria
1.25 Knowledge of methodology
1.30 Knowledge of the universals and abstractions in a field
1.31 Knowledge of púnciples and generalizations
1.32 Knowledge of theories and structures

The following nine examples are test items that measure knowledge:

13.16. The viewpoint that the human body is directed by a vital
force not amenable to scientific investigation is vitalism. This directins,
force is commonly called

(a) typhlosole.
(b) entelechy.
(c) chiasma.
(d) stroma.
(e) nous.

(B) 9-3-1 (1.11 - Knowledge of terminotogy)

1377. Cha¡les Darwin published a book on changes in soils which
concerned especially the influence of

(a) trace elements.
(b) grass roots.
(c) burrowing insects.
(d) moles.
(e) earbhworms.

(E) 9-4-1 (1,.12 - Knowledge of specific facts)

946. The scientific name of the American elm is Ulmas americans, L.
Which of the following is correct concerning the way this name is
writte.n?

(a) The L. means that this particular nar4e is from the Latin lang-
uage.
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(b) The L. means that the swedish botanist, Linnaeus, gave this tree
its scientific name.

(c) The L. actually has nothing to do with assigning this name to this
tree.

(d) The name is not written properly - the first letter in arnericana
ought to be capitalized.

(e) The words ulmus and americana are underlined to give them
emphasis.
(B) ô3-1 (7.21 - Knowledge of conventions)

9. The "first step" in photosynthesis is the
(a) formation of ATp.
(b) ionization of water.
(c) excitement of an electron of chlorophyll o by a photon of light.
(d) attachment of CO2 to a 5-carbon sugal.
(e) joining of two 3-carbon compounds to form glucose.

(C) 1-1-1 (L.22 - Knowledge of trends and sequences)

1033. on the phylogenetic "tree" of animal life, which of the follow-
ing is assumed to be more primitive than a dinosaur but more complex
than a sha¡k?

(a) Crayfish
(b) Starfish
(c) Amphioxus
(d) Salamander
(e) None of the foregoing

(D) 7-3-1 (7.23 - Knowledge of classification and categories)

13L2. Gametes are reproductive cells produced by individual organ-
isms. There a¡e two kinds of gametes: one kind, the sperm, is produced
by the male; the other kind, the egg, is produced Uy tfre female. The
sperm and the egg unite to form a ne\¡/ organism. This union is called
fertilization. The new cell formed by the union of gametes is called a
zygote.

In the context of the foregoing p¿$sage on sexual reproduction,
which one of the following is a primitiue term?

(a) Gametes
(b) Cells
(c) Fertilization
(d) Zygote
(e) None of these

(B) 9-2-1 (7.24- Knowtedge of criteria)

1313. which of the following developments was most instrument¿l in
enabling us to determine'the function of mitochondria?
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(a) Techniques of cell disruption and ultracentrifugation
(b) Techniques of culturing bacteria
(c) Techniques of plastic imbedding and ultrathþ sectioning
(d) The electron microscoPe
(e) The phase microscoPe

(A) 9-1-1 (7.25 - Knowledge of methodologv)

1314. In 1838, Schwann, on the basis of his own observations as well

a.s the observations of others, advanced the tentative conclusion that all

living things are composed of cells. This statement, when first made in
1838, was

(a) an a.ssumPtion.
(b) an observation.
(c) a generalization.
(d) an analogY.
(e) a law.

(C) 9-2-1 (1.31 - Knowledge of principles and generalizations)

13.15. Which of the following was most influential upon Darwin's
formulation of the theory of natural selection?

(a) DeVries' concePt of mutations
(b) Lamarck's ideas of inheritance of acquired characteristics 

í

(c) Malthus'essaY on PoPulation
(d) Mendel's genetic studies on peas

(e) Wallace's paper on surr¡ival
(C) 9-3-1 (1.32 - Knowledge of theories and structures)

Behauioural Obiectiues: z'2. Comprehension
Comprehens
a type of un
what is bein
being communicated without necessarily relating it to other material or
seeing its fullest imPlications.

z-2. OO Comprehension - ability to make use of materials or ideas.

2. 10 Tlanslation - ability to deal with an idea when expressed in
different phraseology from that in which it was originally encountered.

2.2O lnterpretation - ability to deal with materials or ideas that
have been reordered, rearranged or organized into a different format,

such as graphs, tables of data, charts, diagrams, and the like, depicting
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The following three examples a¡e test items that measure compre-
hension:

829. which of the following best illustiates feedback in development?
(a) As tissue x develops it secretes something that inhibits the

development of tissue Y.
(b) As tissue x develops it secretes something that induces tissue y

to develop.
(c) Tissue x secretes RNA which changes the development of

tissue Y.
(d) As tissue X develops it secretes something which slows down

growth of tissue X.
(e) Rates of development in tissue X and tissue y a¡e controlled by

the pituitary.
(D) 6-2-2 (2.70 - TTanslation)

169. Consider the following graph.

lights on lights off

I

0
Time

The above gaph of research data indicates that
(a) ATP is produced by green cells only when there is light present.
(b) most of the ATP of green cells comes from photosynthetic

activity.
(c) chlorophyll is essential for photosynthesis.
(d) water is the source of the oxygen by-product of photosynthesis.
(e) promotion of ATP production is vital to the world's economy.

(B) 1-1-2 (2.2O - Interpretation)

124. Consider the following reaction:

Grams of
ATP in
green plant
ce lls

CH=O
I

CHOH
I

cHroPo3 H,

+ H3 PO4 +

o
/

c - oPor H,
I

NAD 

- 
QþlQl{
I

cHroPos H,

+ NADH2
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In this reaction, what has occurred?
(a) An important coenzyme has been oxidized.
(b) A three-carbon compound has been reduced.
(c) A high energy phosphate bond ha.s been formed.
(d) More than one of the above.
(e) None of the fi¡st three above.

(C) 1-1-2 (2.30 - Extrapolation)

Behauioral Objec tiue : z- 3. Application
Application involves the use of abstractions in particular and concrete
situations. The abstractions may be in the form of general idea.s, rules
or procedures, or generalized methods. The abstractions may also be
technical principles, ideas, and theories which must be remembered and
applied. Examples are: applications of the scientific terms or concepts
used in one paper to the phenomena discussed in another: the ability to
predict the probable effect of a change in a factor on a biological
situation previously at equilibrium.

e-3. 00 Application
The following three examples are test items that measure application:

215. Equal masses of paramecia, mice and bean plants are placed in
respirometers at 20oC. in continuous darkness with O2 in excess. Which
is the most likely ¿ürÍmgement of respiration rates - slowest to fatest?

(a) Paramecia, mice, bean plants
(b) Mice, paramecia, bean plants
(c) Mice, bean plants, paramecia
(d) Bean plants, mice, paramecia
(e) Bean plants, paramecia, mice

(D) 1-4-3 (3.00 - Application)

723\. A biologist was experimenting with a protozoan, and noticed
that the animal's contractile vacuole stopped contracting although the
other parts of the organism seemed to be in good health and normal
activity. Which of the following experiments was the one which might
have produced this result?

(a) Cooling the med.ium from 20oC to 10oC
(b) Changing the pH of the medium from 7.0 to 6.5
(c) Moving the protozoan from a Syracuse dish to a ten-gallon

aquarium
(d) Tlansferring the protozoan from a lighted envi¡onment to a da¡k

environment
(e) Transferring the protozoan from pond water to sea water.

(E) 8-2-3 (3.00 - Application)
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857. Year after year, men cruising timber or hunting deer in the Blue
Motrntains of eastern oregon had come back with the same story. Near
the little hamlet of Kamela, they had often heard a faraway tinkling, a
ghostly bell ringing. No one was ever able to track down the strange
sound. rt would fade away in the sighs of the wind through the big

ast week, slashing a
Dam, lumberjacks
leather thong, high
ela: a bronze cattle

bell, inscribed with the date 18?8. . . . The people of Kamela guessed
that a pioneer had tied it to a sapling that grew into a towering pine.
(TIME Magazine.)

Which of the following is the best appraisal of the concluding
sentence in this report?

(a) Logical - because a tree elongates from the ground up.
(b) Logical - because this particula¡ tree could have attained great

height since 1878.
(c) Iltogical - because no one knows with certainty when the bell

was tied to the sapling.
(d) Illogicat - because elongation occurs only in the region of

meristematic cells.
(e) There is no basis for appraising the concluding sentence of the

report.
(D) 5-3-3 (3.00 - Application)

Behauioral Objectiue : z-4. Analy sis
Analysis involves the b¡eakdown of a scientific report into its constit-
uent elements or parts, such that the relative hierarchy of ideas is made
clear and/or the relations between the ideas expressed a¡e made ex-
plicit. such analyses are intended to clarify the communication, to
indicate how the communication is organized and the way in which it
manages to convey its effects, a^s well as its basis and anangement.

s-4.00 Analysis - Dissection of a scientific paper, abstract or problem
solving procedure.

4.10 Analysis of elements. The ability to recognize unstated assump-
tions. Skill indistinguishing facts from hypotheses.

4.2O Analysis of relationships. Interaction and interplay of ideas.
Ability to check the consistency of hypotheses with given information
and assumptions. SkiU in comprehending interrelationships among
ideas.

4.30 Analysis of organizational principles. What holds this report
together? Ability to recognize the relevance ánd significance of this
report to the larger context of the scientific discipline. How the
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deductions or inferences of this report relate to the postulates or
premises of a broader theory, e.g., heredity or evolution.

The following three exampìes a¡e test items that measure analysis:

Items 881-883 a¡e based upon the following experiment performed to
determine the origin of germinal cells which become gametes.

Endoderm cells in 10 threeday old chick embryos were marked with
a vital stain (i.e., one which does not kill the cells). One embyro was
killed and preserved immediately and every six hours thereafter for 30
hours a different embryo was sectioned and made into slides which
were examined microscopically. The location of the stained cells was
recorded. No stained cells appeared within the gonads. It was concluded
that endoderm cells do not become germinal cells.

881. What must be assumed if the results of this experiment are to be
considered valid?

(a) Endoderm cells usually form the gonads.
(b) Ectoderm cells become gametes.
(c) Gonads are comprised of cells from various parts of the embryo.
(d) The presence of stained cells indicates that they actively move.
(e) The vital stain does not affect the cells'functions.

(E) 5-3-4 (4.10 - Analysis of elements) 
,

882. How is the conclusion related to the experimental results? It is
probably

(a) valid but is not supported by the results.
(b) vafid and is supported by the results.
(c) not valid but is supported by the results.
(d) not valid and is not supported by the results.
(e) not valid but is unrelated to the results.

(B) 5-3-4 (4.2O - Analysis of relationships)

883. Which theory was the experiment most likely designed to investig-
ate?

(a) Darwin's theory of pangenosis
(b) Embryonic induction theory
(c) Theory of epigenesis
(d) Theory of inheritance of acquired characteristics
(e) Weismann's germ plasm theory

(E) 5-3-4 (4.30 - Analysis of organization principles)

Behauioral Objectiue : z-5. Synthesis
Synthesis involves the putting together of elements and parts so as to
form a whole. This involves the process of working with pieces, parts,

ê
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elements, etc., and arranging and combining them in such a way as to
constitute a pattem or structure not clearly there before.

z'5-oo synthesis - Putting together parts or elements so as to
product a nel pattem or structure.

5.10 Production of a unique communication or experiment, reflect-
ing excellent organization or ideas.

5.20 Production of a plan, or proposed set of operations. Ability to
propose ways of testing hypotheses, of designing experiments to solve
specific problems.

5.30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations. The development of a
set of abstract relations either to classify or explain particular data or
phenomena, or the deduction of propositions and relations from a set
of basic propositions or symbolic representations. Ability to formulate
appropriate hypotheses based upon an analysis of factors involved, and
to modify such hypotheses in the light of new factors and consider-
ations. Ability to make generalizations.

The following three examples are test items that measure synthesis:

opic ((0.1 ¡.r long) cell organelle is reported by
. Another biologist challenges the report and
artifact formed by the deposit of the chemical

compounds used in the preparation of the cells. which experimental
procedure would provide the best test of this hypothesis?

(a) Analyze the cells chemically to see if they contain the chemical
compound in question.

(b) Look at living cells with a phase contrast microscope.
(c) see if any other report of the organelle exists in previous literat-

ure.
(d) use different electron microscopic preparation procedures on

similar cells and see if the organelle is present.
(e) use the same procedure as the electron microscopist used on

many different cells to see if they have the organelle.
(D) 2-2-5 (5.20 - Production of a proposed set of operations)

1143. charles Da¡win's presentation of the theory of evolution by
natural selection may be expressed in a set of propositions:

1. organisms of the same species compete with each other for the
necessities of existence.

2. As environments change, selective factors will be different.
3. More offspring are produced than the ecologic niche can support.
4. The best adapted forms tend to survive and reproduce in grãater

numbers than the less well adapted.
5. Members of any species vary widely, some being well adapted,

others poorly adapted, to their environments.
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6. Adaptive characteristics a¡e passed from generation to generation
by heredity.

7. Mutations produce new characteristics (post-Darwinian).
8. New species are produced when new selective factors preserve

different cha¡acteristics.
The best sequencing of these propositions in a logical construction of

the natural selection theory is:

A. 6-4-7
1

v5-2

"-Þ*i>" -3-7-6>8
s-q-z/

B. 1-3-7-6-3-2-4-8

D. 1

E. 5-6-2-7\
!a

Þs-q/
(c) 7-3-5 (5.30 - Derivation of a set of abstract relations)

Many aspects of synthesis can better be exarnined by the use of the
open-ended essay questions, of which the following is an example:

566. Propose a procedure to determine what the mechanisms a¡e for
"playing possum" in opossums.
3-3-5 (5.10 - Production of a unique communication or experiment)

Behauioral Objectiue : z-6. Eualuation
Evaluation involves quantitative and qualitative judgments about the
value of material and methods for given purposes, the extent to which
material and methods satisfy criteria, or the use of a standa¡d of
appraisal. The criteria may be those determined by the student or those
which are given to him.

z;6.O0 Eva-luation - making judgments in relation to criteria.
6.10 Judgments in terms of internal evidence such as logical

accuracy, consistency, and other intemal criteria. Ability to indicate
fallacies in logic in a statement or sequence of statements offered as

support of a proposition or hypothesis.
6.20 Judgments in terms of extemal criteria such as comparison of

major theories, generalizations and facts that relate to certain phenom-
ena. Using external standards to compare a procedure or product with
another of recognized excellence in the field.

The following three examples are test items that measure evaluation:
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902. The biologist Dr. Fritz went found that if coleoptile tips were
removed and placed on agar for one hour the agar would produce a
bending when placed on one side of freshlycut coleoptile stumps. of
what significance is this experiment?

(a) It is the basis for quantitative determination of small amounts of
growbh-promoting substances.

(b) It made possible the isolation and exact identification of auxin.
(c) It is the basis for the experimental supporb for the hypothesis

that IAA is auxin.
(d) It demonstrated polar movement of auxins.
(e) It made possible the discovery that roots respond differenily than

do shoots to different quantities of IAA.
(A) 5-1-6 (6.10 - Judgment in terms of intemal evidence)

Items 1154 and lL62 arc concerned with the following:
A biology test included the question: "show that communities, as well
as species, evolve." A student wrote an answer which included the
following:

"The essence of evolution is permanent change. When a species
evolves, its characteristics change. These characteristics are outwardly
phenotypic changes, but behind every phenotypic change is a genotypic
change, also called a mutation. Environmental changes are responsible
for species changes.

"When a community evolves, its cha¡acteristics change. These
characteristics are kinds of plants and animals, their relative numbers,
and their interrelations. \ilhen the kinds of organisms and thei¡ numbers
and interrelations change, these are environmental changes in the sense
of the previous paragraph, and bring about species changes. So, com-
munities evolve not only in the sense of changing their faunal and floral
composition but also in changing their species characteristics."

1154. The second sentence of the second paragraph is
(a) an acceptable statement for his putposes.
(b) unacceptable because the kinds of organisms it contains are not

characteristics of a community.
(c), unacceptable because the intenelations of different species are

not characteristics of a community.
(d) unacceptable because relative numbers are not characteristics of

a community.
(e) unacceptable because there are other characteristics of a com-

munity which a¡e not mentioned by the student.
(A) 7-4-6 (6.10 - Judgment in terms of intemal evidence)

1,162. The student's statement about evolution is
(a) adequate for the use he makes of it.
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(b) inadequate because not all evolutionary changes are permanent.
(c) inadequate because some phenotypic changes occur without

corresponding genotypic changes.
(d) inadequate because not all genotypic changes a¡e mutations.
(e) inadequate because it does not sbate the mechanism of evolution.

(A) 7-3-6 (6.20 - Judgments in terms of extemal criteria.
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Case S tadl 6.1

Case Study from Japan. The Flow of Materials and Energy in Japan
(Takahisa Hanya)

(From Enuironmentøl Accomplishments to Date: A Reason fo1 Hopg International
Symposium II, July 1974 Expo '74, Gonzaga University, Spokane, 1ü4. Fdited by
George M. Dalen I and Clyde R. Tipton, Jr. Battelle Memorial Institute, 505 King

Ave., Columbus, OH 43201)

Takahisa Hanya is a Professor of Chemistry of Tokyo Metropolitan
University, Japan. His fields of specialty include the geochemistry of the
hydrosphere, the chemistry of natural waters, water pollution and the
relationship between man and natu¡e. With regard to these interests,
Hanya has coined the term 'sociological geochemistry' and has written a

book by the same title on this subject. Dr. Hanya is also a member of
the Nature conservation council of the Japan Environmental
Frotection Agency and serves on the Council of Water Pollution
Prevention of the Tokyo Metropolitan Govemment.

Mr. H. Takayama of the Institute of Child Resea¡ch in Tokyo
conducted a survey on the living consciousness among 400 school
children aged 10 to 11 years (200 male, 200 female), fifth grade pupils
in the Tokyo Prefecture.It wa.s caried out in March, t914.

Of the many questions, there was a question, 'Do you think that
ma¡rkind will perish during your lifetime?' Half of the children, who a¡e

to bear the burden of the next generation on their shot¡lders, feel

darkly about the futu¡e of mankind.

Fifth Grade PuPils 
YES No lRr*r*

TOTAL 47.8 51.8 0.5
Male 55.0 44.0 1.0
Female 40.5 59.5

Figure 1. Distribution of Answers to 'Do you think that mankind will perish during
your lifetime?'

There were questions, in addition, about the causes of man's possible

extinction: (1) outbreak of a nuclea¡ war, (2) Coming of a glacial age,

(3) Afu and water pollution, (4) Invasion of the men from outer space,

(5) Food shortage, (6) Drain of natural resources' and (7) Spread of an

incurable disease.
Of these suggested causes of man's extinction, air and water pollu-

tion was given the biggest weight by both male and female pupils.

Particularly, 33.5 percent of girls regarded it as the most likely cause.
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young generations.

Male respondents thought that the attack
constituted the fourth cause, while female
shortage. The fifth went to food shortage, by
outer space, feared by girls. Nuclea¡ ïv¿u u¡Í$ considered the sixth by
both male a¡rd female, and the seventh was an incurable diseasé,
selected by both boys and girls.

No one knows how seriously the grade school pupils answered the
questionnaire. There is a possibility type of
ansïvers interviewers may have expec uriosity
moved them. Also, they may hav hat a¡e
currently in vogue in Japan - science fiction, prophecy, occultism,
doomsday theories propagated by mass communication.

At any rate, one thing is certain: we adults have not provided t\e
next generation with an outlook on environmental problems supported
by solid scientific logic. This absence may have affected our children's
susceptibility to the trend of the age in such a way that they gave these
answers.

whatever the reason, the fact that these children, full of imagination
for the future, offered such replies is hardly comforting.
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Case Stadl 6.4

Environmental Thn¡st Series - Population

Population

(Reed S. Roberts, Utah State University)
Introduction
You have probably hea¡d it said that we are experiencing a population
explosion and if we don't do something about it, the problem will
engulf us with disastrous results. In fact, you may have read that we
have already passed the point of no retum. In contrast to the above,
you have hea¡d it said that the population growth is leveling off and
within a few years will not be a problem. And, you may have heard it
said that population growth is not a problem, and we need not be
concerned about overpopulation either nol¡/ or in the future.

You have probably heard the statement that if atl of the food
produced in the world were equally distributed, there would be enough
for everyone. You have also hea¡d it said that if we wanted to we could
double or triple food production just by utilizing modem farming
techniques on a world-wide basis. What you probably haven't heard,
although it has been said, is the statement that if atl of the food
produced in the world were distributed equally, we'd all be suffering
from malnutrition, especially from a lack of protein. It is now estim-
ated that over 10,000 people die from malnutrition and starvation
every day. How soon can we expect that rate to increase to 20 or 30
thousands a day?

Ecoliving Discussion Questions
Well, regardless of what you have heard or read, what do you believe?
Considering the above, how would you respond to the following state-
ments?
Key to Symbols: A - Agree; D - Disagree; U - Undecided

Part A - World-Wide Overview ADU
1. The population explosion is critical. We a-re

rapidly approaching the point of no retum.
2. World population growth is starting to level off
and by 1975 will become stabilized.
3. Population growth is simply not a serious
problem.
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Part B - America ADU
1. Population growth may be a problem in other
places such as the Orient, but not here in America.
2. Population growth is a problem in the big
American cities, but not here in Utah.

Part C - Utah ADU
1. The rapid increase in population in Utah is cause

for serious concem.
2. The increase in population in Utah is not a prob-
lem. We can support thousands of additional families.
3. The increase in population in Utah is only a prob-
lem in Weber, Davis, Salt Lake, and Utah counties. It
is no problem in the rural areas of Utah.
4. Due to overcrowding in the major Wasatch front
counties, we have witnessed a deterioration in the
quality of life in these ateas, such as more crime and

more congestion.

Part D - If you feel that population growth in Utah
is a problem, then answer the following questions' If
not, then please go on to Part E. ADgI

1. We should actively discourage people from moving
into Utah.
2. We should encourage family planning to slow
down the rate of population increase.
3. Birth control information should be made avail-

able to all citizens 16 years of age and over.
4. We should remove tax exemptions for all depend-
ents except the parents, two children, and non-
children dependents such as the old and/or disabled.

Part E - If you feel that the population glowth in Utah is not a

problem, then please the following.

1. How many people do you think we could accommodate in the state

of utah before the quality of life would be adversely affected: (con-
sider total population.)

a. 1,500,000 b. 2,000,000 c. 2,500,000 d. 3,000,000
e. 5,000,000 f. Over 5,000,000

2. If 500,000 people should move into utah within the next seven

yeals, where would they live?
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a. along the lake fronts b. In the mountains c. In the deserts

d. In new cities yet to be built e. In ou¡ present cities
f. In all of the above listed places.

3. How many more people could your countSl accommodate; that is,

with a "nice" place to live, before the quality of life in your country
would begin to deteriorate?

a. 25,000 b. 50,000 c. 100,000 d. 200,000 e. over 200'000

NOTES AND COMMENTS:

Recycling
Community wastes, such as garbage and rubbish, are literally piling up
and it is becoming more and more of a challenge to know what to do
with them.

One proposed solution which is not new is that we recycle as many
of the items as we can. Similar to this is the proposal that we use

containers which can be reused, such as glass pop bottles.

Ecoliving Discussion Questions
For each of the following statements, indicate your reactions.
Key to Symbols: A - Agree; D - Disagree; U - Undecided

Part A ADU
1. AtI metal trash from homes and businesses should

be put in separate containers, collected, and recycled.
2. Old newspapers should be saved, collected, and

recycled even if such a collection would cost each

subscriber $1 a month more for his paper.
3. Everyone who turns an old car in for recycling
should have to pay a fee of $10 to help cover the
costs.
4. Garbage should be composted and used as ferbil-

izer.

Part B ADU
1. Reuseable glass milk bottles should be used in
place of cardboard containers . . ' even if it means the
milk will cost the consumer more.
2. Soft drinks and beer should bp made available in
reuseable bottles only.
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Part C ADU
1. We should reuse pla.stic knives, forks, and spoons.
2. We should use carbon paper several times before
discarding it. It is very wasteful to use carbon paper
only once.

Paft D ADU
1. We don't have the technology at present to recycle
many of the items now being discarded.
2. Nearly all of the above items, if recycled, would
hurt some existing business or industry and possibly
result in an increase in unemployment.
3. Recycling could bring about many new profitable
industries and create thousands of new jobs.
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7
Teaclter Edacation

JAMES W. CLEARY

Alternative Futures
Throughout the world, envilonmental education is part of the process
by which deterioration of the environment can be retarded. Presumably
there is a positive correlation between envilonmental education and
enhancement of the quality of life. Vaughan (1912\ believes that the
problem of envi¡onmental deterioration must be attacked on three
fronts: (i) engineering, (ii) enfo¡cement and (üi) education. Refening to
education, Budowski (L972') poinLs out, 'The results at this stage have
been far from encouraging, when viewed on the world scale'. He
attributes this lack of results to emotiona,lism, non-scientific approaches
a¡rd lack of inter-disciplinary communication, as well as the absence of
a common language regarding basic objectives and methodologies. The
United States' situation is this regard is documented in Ca.se Study 7.1.

If the problems cited above ate representative of the state of environ-
mental education at the intemational level, they are also true of the
state of teacher training in the field of environmental education. For
instance, a lack of specific training objectives could lead to inability to
evaluate teaching outcomes. Another divisive and counterproductive
element in teacher preparation is what can be labelled a 'value dis-
conuity' between the way a teacher is educated and the content of the
education iLself. As an example, if a training teacher is being taught
ways to help students make good use of time and at the same time is
himself being subjected to long and dull lectures, meaningless assign-

ments and lock-step course requirements, then there exists a destructive
double message in values which is a value discontinuity.

Methodological ambiguity, emotionalism and a uni-disciplinary
approach are indeed factors which impede the development of com-
petent environmental education teachers both intra- a¡rd intemation-
ally. This in tum contributes to an ineffective environmental preserva-
tion effort. To the extent that these problems exist in other countries,
then to that extent there is an intemational environmental teacher-
training problem.

This chapter will focus on an attempt to outline the prospects for
better teacher training; on the problems that can be expected; and on a
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model with which to analyse the present state of teacher training in
different countries.

Before discussing these prospects, a word about how this section is
organized. First, an event, trend, issue or concern arising outside the
teacher-training area will be cited. The implications for teacher-training
will then be discussed. The final result should be one alternative future,
or image, of a forwa¡d looking teacher-training programme. This alter-
native future should not be seen as a forecast or a blueprint. It is but a
stimulus with which the reader can caIry out a similar process in order
to develop for himself, the most desirable alternative future for his
country's particular standards, concems and priorities.

Prospect 1 - Imaging the Future
We are now developing systematic conceptual tools with which to
image the future of mankind. The Delphi Technique and the Monte
Carlo method for projecting the effect of sequential decisions are two
such tools (Henchley and Yates, 7974\. Mathematical models have been
generated to project the effect of current govemmental policies in the
area of land use and natural resource use as these are related to
population g¡owth. One example is the Limits to Growth study spon-
sored by the Club of Rome (Meadows, L972).

Our capacity to image the future, even at a fairly gross level, should
enable us to project the teacher-training model which will most clofely
relate to the needs of that future. For instance, let us project a futu¡e in
which mankind's population growth will level off. This will reduce the
need for traditionally inflexible classroom-oriented school buildings.
Schools could then depend less on fixed classroom space for environ-
mental education and more on multi-purpose learning centres for
child¡en and adults. (See Case Study 7.2.\ "Ieachers will therefore be
needed who can operate effectively in that setting. The concomitant
teacher-training model would therefore have a field-based dimension.

If we image a future in which there will be a large prison population
made up of humans who destroy man's human and physical environ-
ment, we might also want to place an envi¡onmental educator in every
prison, based on our projections of the high cost of failing to reeducate
this parbicular population in environmental preservation. (A future of
this sort is imaged in Burgess' A Clockworh Orange.) The reader is
invited to develop some implications for teacher training using other
variables such as famine, inflation, new technological innovations, etc.
and to draw his own conclusions.

Prospect 2 - The Application of Behavioural Science Concepts and
Research to Environmental Education
Behavioural scientists in the United States a¡e currently focusing on
such national human problems as school drop-outs, worker morale,
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drug use, cigarette smoking, alcholism and poverty. Some are trying to

undãrshnd why employees steal money, goods or time from employers'

Another topic of great interest is the accountability of government

agencies, large corporations and school systems for both the quality and

quantity of output.
Research in the general area of how to persuade an individual to

inhibit a harmful bãhaviou¡ or habit, or to adopt a 'good' habit, is

providing some insights which can be applied to environmental preser-

vation. Specifically, thi. t"."*ch should eventually delineate the condi-

tions unáer which individuals are willing to ca¡e for the environment'

'Perceived freedom' is a construct under investigation which will enable

us to understand how people develop the commitment to the environ-

ment which causes them not to leave litter, even when the law enforce-

ment agencies are not around (McCauly and Berkowitz,1-9TO)'
still another construct being studied is altruism and helping

behaviour. Helping behaviour relates very directly to environmental
preservation. As a result of this study, we will begin to understand

better the relationship between freedom to 'help'the environment and

the amount of help given. Investigators have found that the amount of
help given relates diiectly to the fueedom from being forced to help.

Whãt-we are saying herà is that we cannot mandate environmental
preservation unless ïye are willing to have a monitor for every person

who could potentially hurt the environment.
Accountability foi each other's welfare ha.s distinct implications for

preservation of the human and physical environment. Social scientisLs

have demonstrated that the probability of bystander intervention into
emergency situations was invlrsely related to group size. Individuals in

a large group felt that someone else would take the responsibility and

therefore remained inactive.
Investigators have studied the moral aspects of accountability and

have identified responses which illustrate a lack of acceptance of
accountability such as (i) a transformation of relevant nonns (a denial

that certain norms apply to a given situation); and (ii) a denial of
consequences for a given act (the new highway will not threaten our

wildlife).
Behavioural scientists have studied the effect of involvement in

decision-making and feetings of job satisfaction' By doing research in

industrial settings they shãwed the positive effects on productivity

when employees particìpated in decision-making. Therefore, the invole-

ment of p"rron. in planning environmental preservation will have great

implications for individual willingness to carry out the plan'

th" ...rr-ption one makes about the learner will also have great

implications fãr the leamer's willingness to cooperate in environmental

conservation(McGregor,1960).TheoryXassumptions(the'leameris
lazy, he is not to be trusted, he needs to be told what to do and just
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how to do it) cause a negative ¡esponse. This takes place because
self-esteem is lowered. Theory Y assumptions (the learner ca¡r be
trusted, he can be a partner in the enterprise, he is not lazy, etc.),
because they enhance self-esteem, should increase the probability that
the leamer will be a more willing agent of envi¡onmental preservation.
This construct has much to say to us about the differential effect of our
X vs Y approach to the learner, be he teacher or pupil, and his ability to
accept our environmental priorities.

The humanistic psychologist's conceptualization of human-need
structure should also help us to realize that unless basic needs for
survival ale met, the individual will not be able to focus his attention on
the environment (except as a 'taket', using it primarily as a means to
stay alive). If one studies the environmental preservation groups in the
United States, it can be observed that they are usually persons who
have these basic needs for security and self-esteem met at fairly high
levels. The reduction of poverty therefore will be a necessary antecen-
dent to eventual productive environmental conservation efforts.

The diversity of ecosystems, in which form follows function a¡rd
diversity constributes equally as much as sarneness to survival, should
help us to realize the requirements of a truly human envi¡onment, one
that is capable of sustaining different humans in differing socio-cultural
as well as physical environments.

If we are to produce effective envi¡onmental educators, we múst
apply the above behavioural science concepts to training ptogramme
design. we must encourage a deep commitment by involving teachers in
all aspects of training-programme design and implementation. we must
develop a climate in which perceived freedom, within the range of
freedom allowable to an individual in a society, is high;where account-
ability is encouraged rather than demanded; where help is elicited
rather than forced; where the leamer (in this case the training teacher)
sees himself as va-luable in his own right (a theory Y approach), as well
as being an instrument of environmental preservation. we must attempt
to develop teacher-training environments in which the teacher's basic
needs for security and for self-esteem are met. In this way we will
increase the probability that they in tum will convey the basic accep-
tance of their students which, as behaviou¡al scientists are pointing out,
is necessary to evoke the requisite envi¡onmental preservation behavi-
ours in these students. They will 'teach as taught'.

In the present context, this implies that the successfuì environmental
education teacher-training programme must produce teachers who are
models for children. They must be willing to conserve pencils and time,
to turn out lights in empty classrooms, to recycle reusable classroom
materials, to contribute to the community's conservation efforts by
voting, e'tc. To attempt to train teachers outside the value system we
are trying to inculcate in students will set up a most dest¡uctive value
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discontinuity. As we develop and implement new curricula models
based on value development in the leamer, this possible value discon-
tinuity will become painfully obvious. The contribution of the beha-
vioural scientists mentioned above to future-oriented teacheræducation
programmes should provide some potent guidelines for development of
effective environmental educators.

Prospect 3 - Technological Sophistication
Nowhere has there been a more d¡amatic technological breakthrough
than in communications technology. Cable T.V. (the linking of T.V.
stations and homes by underground cables), video cassettes, satellites,
etc. have enabled us instantaneously to link widely separated geo-
graphic areas. We can show the effects of an environmental disaster,
such as an earthquake, soon after it happens. A method for transmitting
hour-long T.V. progr¿unmes in minutes has been perfected. Printing
presses programmed by computer c¿u-r now print newspapers in several
languages simulataneously, again in widely separated locations.

Laser technology is being applied to delicate eye operations.
Different strains of corn and rice can be developed for different
climates and soil conditions in a fairly shorb period of time. Microwave
ovens can cook meat in minutes. Artificial meats are being made from
soybeans to have the same colour, texture and taste as meat. The list of
technological innovations is practically endless.

It is almost obscene to permit teacher education to be insulated from
this technological revolution. Yet this is what will happen unless we
make a deliberate attempt to realize and apply the available technolog-
ical expertise in such a¡eas as communication, computer technology
and systems analysis and design. For instance, training programmes, in
the form of mini-courses, would be transmitted in a short period of
time to other countries via satellite. Already teachers engaged in prac-
ticums and internships 100 miles from their campus have had courses
taught over closed circuit T.V.

Instructional technology has been developed to the point where a
given concept can be analysed, where learner behaviours (performance
objectives) can be specified, and the appropriate media connected with
it. This forns a self-contained, learner-conbolled, package called a
module or 'leaming activity package'. These modules are portable, and
can be designed to accomodate a fairly wide range of leamer cha¡acter-
istics. A module on solid-waste disposal for primary children and their
teachers has been adapted to videotape and produced by the Great
Plains Television Library in cooperation with the National Council for
Geographic Education (Boehm). Possibly modules developed for
teacher training could be exchanged from one country to a¡rother.

Computers are nou¡ being used to analyse leamer characteristics, and
to relate these characteristics to a wide variety of learning resources.
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These resources can be sorted, stored and retrieved by hand or by
computer. Teacher characteristics and teacher-training materials
(simulations, garnes, case studies, etc.) can also be dealt with via
corhputer. This should result in more precise, individualized training
programmes for teachers as well as for their students.

Teacher behaviour, both verbal and non-verbal, can now be analysed
via a dozen or more instruments (Simon and Boyer, 1967). Such
variables a.s teacher style (direct - nondi¡ect) and teacher reinforce-
ment preferences can also be charted fairly precisely. Micro-teaching,
along. with the above behaviow analysis instruments, will now permit
the clinical analysis of teaching behaviours as they relate to pupil
growth.

Evaluation of teacher effectiveness will be more possible with the
development of heuristic, fairly simple assessment devices. Teacher-
trainers will be more capable of researching the effectiveness of their
programmes. Competency-based education utilizing pre-defined beha-
vioural objectives should a-lso provide a technology with which to assess

the output, (the effectiveness) of teacher-training progtammes (Gage,
1973).

In summary, man should be more able to control his leaming
environment because of this technological teaching revolution. Conse-
quently he should be better able to control his living environment. But
we must recognize the potential contribution of these educationalþ
relevant technological developments and apply them internationally.

Problems to Overcome
It would be naive to suppose that by imagrng the future, or by applying
behavioural science concepts and technological innovations to teacher
training, we will also be able to overcome all presentday problems.
Different national political systems, different stages of industrial and
agricultural development, and different levels of educational pro-
gramme sophistication, all of these factors will play a major role in the
type of teacher training which is carried out in a countrSr. We still have
to overcome the ba-niers imposed by poverty,lack of readiness to share,
and lack of resoutces by committing ourselves to career-long training of
all educators as the first line of attack on envi¡onmental deshuction.
Paraphrasing Jacques Cousteau, through teacher and administrator
training we will have to transform man from a destroyer of the
environment into a defender of the environment.

Problems such as these can only be overcome if we muster an
international attack on the problems mentioned above. Yet perhaps we
are not as far apart as we appear to be. A recent visitor to China
observed that the Chinese behaved as did the early Christians, who in
their time were in a similar survival-oriented situation. A saying of
Chairman Mao, 'Wei Run Min Fu Wu', ('Serve the people' or 'For
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othemess rather than for the self',) is much like,'Love Your Neighbour
as Yourself'. \ile see that this ethic is applied in two different political
contexts. Ca¡r we not conclude that core of the environment is perhaps
not a politically bound ethic? It is a biosphere ethic. A corollary of this
is that teacher-training methods ¿re perhaps also apolitical and,
therefore, can be studied in the context of what they achieve, no
matter what the political context. The last section of this chapter will
attempt to describe a model by which this study of intemational
teaching training for environmental education can be undertaken.

A Model for Studying the Characteristics of Environmental Education
Teacher-Training Programmes
A model is useful if it enables the user to perceive, examine, analyse,
(pointing up similarities and differences) and synthesize current
teacher-training programmes in environmental education on the inter-
national level. In effect the model should be able to:

1. Identify a wide range of the variables which aff.ect teacher
education in the area of environmental education.

2. Focus on the pÌocess by which teacher competencies in this area
are developed in different nations at the pre-senrice and in-service levels.

3. Assess the effectiveness of the training both in terms of teacher
com¡retence, and eventually in terms of pupil competencies.

4. Relate the teacher-training-for-competency variables to the iso-
morphic competencies required by supervisors and administrators,
teacher-trainers and parents, (to recognize the role interdependency of
the total training enterprise).

5. Point up the relationship (and perhaps superordinate quality) of
environmental education and environmental education teacher training
to all other training, be it educational or industrial, at both pre-service
and in-service levels, and over the life-span of the individual.

6. Describe and differentiate the pre-service and in-service aspects of
teacher training; also show how those levels are articulat€d into a logical
sequence of competencies of ever-increasing complexity.

?. Integrate and differentiate the environmental concepts utilized in
environmental education (some of which are described in Chapter 1,
e.g., Tæronomic List of Concepts, etc.).

The above considerations were used to design the model of Figure
7.t.

The table below this model shows how it ca¡r be used as a macro-level
and micro-level structure for studying teacher-training programmes.
Descriptors which can be used to treat a main heading such as 'context'
are included. Thus, characteristics of each teacher education pro-
gramme can be identified and then compared to other programmes.
Afüer the reader has become familiar with them, he can read Ca.se Study

a
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etc.

GHANA

UK

INA

USA

STANDARDS

CONTEXT

INPUTS

PROCESSES

PRODUCTS
(competencies)

Teacher Admini- Super- Para-

strator visor Profes-
siona I

EDUCATION PERSONNEL TO BE TRAINED

Figure 7.1 A Model for the Study of the Characteristics of Intemational
Environmental Education Teacher Training Programmes

Expansion of the model for studying the characteristics of international teacher-training
programmes

Main descriptors Subcategory descriptors

NEEDS
U)(r
oFg
É.
C)
U'
u.¡
o
z
o
U)

É.

fL
Eo
O

Needs

Standards

Context

Processes
(training activiries)

Products
(output)

Needs assessrnent of teachers, administrators, etc. (for training)

Statements of values - what is most valuable in terms of how train¡ng
should be carried out, orwhat should be the cr¡teria for acceptab¡l¡ty
of behaviour

Political system/Stage of development of educat¡oñal technology/
Goals/l ncentives/Curric. model (content)/General asslmpt. ( Assumpt.
about the learnersl/lmage of future/lnterface with other training
programmes concept (administration, supervision, etc./Problems of the
cou ntry

Courses, conferences, ¡nslitut€s, f ield experiences, medìa, models,
methods, eÎc.

l. Teacher competenc¡es (skills)
ll. Pupil competencies (skills)

lll. Positive changes in environment
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7'3 by zverev.In this way, practice in using the model as an analytical
tool can be obtained. The reader will notice that descriptor appear
as headings in the case study. This indicates that the author of the case
study is discussing content which appears to relate to a given descriptor.
The reader is then invited to apply the model independenfly with the
remaining case studies.
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Case 5.tad1 7.r

Professional Development in Environment¿l Education

(Reproduced by permission of Professional Educators Publications, Inc., from R.
Thomas Tanner, Ecology, Enuironmen\ and Education, pp. 86-87.)

In 1968, one researcher did a survey of environmental studies in va¡ious
departments and schools in twenty-four American universities. One of
his several conclusions was that perhaps the most serious shortcoming
observed in the entire study 'was the absence of any vigorous EE
program in the Departments of Schools of Education. . . . Overall a very
modest and uncoordinated teacher training effort in the area of EE was
the rule at every institution studied in the inventory.'8

In a more recent study - limited to environmental science - another
researcher found that only 19 percent of the universities in his sample
offered a course in methods of teaching envi¡onmental science. The
snrvey was done in 1970; it was repeated tn 1972, with identical
results.e

The slowness of schools of education to offer presewice programs (f
courses in EE is not hard to understand. The environment has been a
widely popular issue for only a few years, and it is not clear whether it
will remain such. State requirements for certification of teachers cannot
be changed that quickly, which is perhaps just as well, lest programs be
in constant flux and confusion in response to cunent social issues. Also,
EE is just one concern among many which compete for the attention of
college deans, legislators, state boards of education, and others who
determine certification requirements. Finally, such policymakers are
not yet su¡e what the nature of such changes should be. Leaders agree
that EE should be K-12 multidisciplinary, which might suggest at least
one EE course for all undergraduates. But EE is still perceived by many
in education as an intermediategrade, one-week, outdoor school
experience, which would suggest, at most, a course for those preparing
to be elementary teachers at the intermediate grade levels. So, for a
time being at least, most teacher education projects in EE will continue
to aim at experienced teache¡s, and will often be initiated outside the
schools of education.

8Spe.rc". W. Havlick, 'A Glimpse and Analysis of Environmental Education
Opportunities in American Higher Education', Journal of Enuironmental Educa'
t-ion,l (l) (Autumn 1969) p. 24.
'John H. TYent, 'Are Teacher Education Colleges Increasing their Environmental
Education Involvement?' (Paper presented at the Area Convention of the National
Science Teachers Association, San Diego, Dec.2,7972.)
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Case Studl 7.2

The Cross Cultural læamer Centre

The cross cultural centre is a place which brings people and ideas of
different cultures together. This is done in an effort to conect the
misconceptions which we have about each other's culture as well as our
oïvn, and provide information on the changing state of global
community relationships.

Using huma¡r and technologicat resources to facilitate cross cultural
leamings and communication, the Centre attempts to present an
interelated picture of the world's social, economic and political
conditions. The presented information shows people of different
culttues that the illusions of racial and intellectual supertiority or
inferiority they may hold, are invariably the products of ignorance,
naievety and misinformation. In this approach, culture is seen as a
product of perceptions, processes used and manner in which humans
adapt to their own particular conditions of existence.

Resource Materials
The Centre's resource materials consist of films, videotapes, slide-tape
shows, cassette recordings, books, magazines, and data files containing
relevant printed material. A unique layout encorüages the search for
information in a manner conducive to the understanding of the
relationships that exist between different disciplines. users have the
opportunity to obtain as total and comprehensive a picture as possible
rather than general fragmentary aspects of a topic, at the same time
being made a$¡are of and analysing their own attitudes and values.

The information in the Centre deals with North American Native
Peoples, Eastern, Western, Central and Southem Africa, Latin America,
the Ca¡ibbean, parts of Asia and the Canadian Mainstream. There is also
information on general development concepts and cross cultural
relations.

Resource People
The Centre's most important resources a¡e its people. They come from
a wide variety of cultural backgrounds with varying interests and
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perceptions which prove valuable in obtaining unique perspectives both
in content and manner of information gathering while in the Centre.

The people a¡e members of steering committees each representing a

different cultu¡e. They help to eithe¡ select or produce the resou¡ce
materials they consider most useful for an accurate understanding of
their particular area.

On a global basis people a¡e very fundamental to the Centre's
existence. Besides linking the Centre with its imporbant intemational
contacts, this network provides vital feedback and information on
important current trends. This allows the Centre to extend its horizons,
enabling it to exist in a more planetary context.

Using the Centre Library
Following short simple instructions on machine function, users are
encouraged to flow along at their own pace. People can pick suitable
material by selection from catalogues or by going at random through
the shelves. One especially unique aspect of information retrieval is the
computer. A keyboard terminal connected to the University computer
is located at the Centre, grving the user access to printout lists of
information sources perbaining to specifically requested topics. These
lists a¡e obtained by entering the appropriate keyword on the terminal's
typewriter. The printouts can be used as a guide to selecting material.

I
Mini-Mobile
The Centre's outreach is facilitated by a mini-mobile which travels to
areas in and around South Westem Onta¡io making available Centre
resoulces to people who would otherwise be unable to make it down to
the Centre. Interested groups can arange for the mobile to come to
their area with a specific programme o¡ to stimulate interest in general
about aspects of the world on which the Centre has information.

Orientation Workshop
The Centre also provides orientation proglammes designed for indivi-
duals or groups visiting Asia, Africa or Latin America; workshops to
stimulate and support community based development education pro-
grammes and increasing understanding of development and world
problems.

Why the C.C.L.C.
Canada is experiencing involvement with the world's new and renascent
reactions and its people both within and without its borders. Canada
and Non-Westem nations with highly developed cultures dating back
thousands of years have much to offer each other. As the world's
peoples strive to satisfy their needs and aspirations and secule a place of
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dignity and respect in the intellectual community, the manifestations of
their actions may not always be presented in a comprehensive manner.
It is mandatory that some place should exist that seroes to clarify the
issues of this process. This place is the cross cultural cenhe.
Knowledge is understanding. Drop by sometime.
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Case Studl 7.1

Environmental Education in Teacher Tlaining in the U.S.S.R. (Ivan D. Zvercv)

Standards
The training of teachers requires them to master special sciences, as well
a.s psychology and pedagogy. Teacher education should develop
valuable moral qualities, lofty ideals of faithfulness and devotion to
the' Motherland, and aspirations for service for the benefit of the
people.

Process (Courses)
cou¡ses on conservation of nature are compulsory in pre-service teacher
training at faculties of natural sciences, chemistry and geography. They
are taught according to a syllabus endorsed by the Ministry of
Education during the thi¡d or the fourth year of pre-service training.
These coulses are optional for students at other faculties. Case Study
7.4 gives further details on the course content.

Process (Courses) i

A number of teache¡ training institutes include the problems of nature
consewation in their special courses. It is especially important to
provide integration between the nature conservation cou$e and other
compulsory subjects (especially ecology, botony, zoology, physical
geography, etc.). The social aspect of conservation is thus connected
with the scientific ecological apsects.

Process ( Field Experiences)
Compulsory practical ñeld work in nature conservation is of particular
value and importance. Scientific resea¡ch work of the students in the
field varies, depending of local conditions, capacities of the respective
teacher training institute and student's interests. It may include
expeditions into distant a¡eas of the counblr, for example, to the
flood-lands of the Ob river (Tomsk Teacher Training Institute), to
Kandalaksha Reserve and Bieloviezha virgin forest (Leningrad Teacher
Tlaining Institute), ecological and botanical investigations of meadows
and pastures (T\-rla Teacher Tïaining Institute). Scientific and educa-
tional issues related to school instruction ate recommended for
inclusion in ¡esea¡ch plans. The introduction of envi¡onmental conser-
vation work within the activities of Student Scientific Societies is
strongly encouraged. Scientific conferences with consequent publica-
tion of papers presented by students a¡e held. Investigations on fish
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consenration and management in the North-West lakes and on use of
polymers for the purpose of soil aggrcgation carried out by students of
the læningrad Teacher Training Institute brought interesting results.

Students work out coru'se and diploma theses on conservation topics.
Sometimes the problems of nature conservation a¡e included in a more
general topic of a diploma thesis - anti-pollution measures in the
papers on chemical technology (Astrakhan) for example.

hoce*s
Scientifrc topic-oriented seminars on nature conservation in some areas
of Siberia, Caspian Sea, Lake Baikal are held in the Kaluga Teacher
Training Institute. The students of that institution have worked out a
project of contra-erosion me¿ìsures and they have also been engaged in
the study of complex utilization of natural resources leading to
recommendations to local organizations in charge of exploitation and
management.

Product (Pupil Competencies)
Citizen action is an integral component of environmental conservation
training of future teachers. Various forms of student action favourably
develop their creative activities emerging from the experience of
teacher-training institutes. Most important is the student involvement in
growing and planting of bushes and trees in gardens, parks and
bouleva¡ds of the cities.

Product (Pupil Competencies)
Groups of students become members of local sections of the Republic's
Society for Conservation of Nature. They conduct important work in
dissemination of consen¡ation awaÌeness among the local population a.s

part of their involvement in the Society. Students wiJlingly take part as
guards controlling poaching and participate very actively in youth work
and recreation camps. The entire voluntary involvement is ca¡ried out
according to the principle -'Save the Nature of the Motherland', which
means, in the first place, the natu¡al environment of the local area.
Thus the results of student involvement sen¡e the benefit of protection
and improvement of the local environment.

Process ( Field Experiences)
Practical and experimental activities of the student teachers are of
special importance to the process of developing attitudes to guide
pupils. StudenLs test themselves a.s teachers. Usually they organize
environmental conserryation teaching activities in experimental and
sponsored schools in which they practice teaching. Within these
activities the teacher students organize 'Days of birds', and 'Days of
forests', guide groups of Young Pioneers in assisting local fishing and

o
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hunting inspectors, organize exhibitions of wildlife photographs,
establish contacts with the Stations of Young Naturalists, form'green'
and 'blue' youngsters' patrols, work in school forest nurseries, guide
experimental a¡rd practical work of pupils, hold discussions with
students and parents, deliver lectures for young people in People's
Universities, organize film-shows for children and conduct other forms
of work.

Product (Teacher Competencies)
The success in teacher training in envi¡onmental conservation and
education depends a good deal on a proper integtation of all forms of
their educational activities. It is particularly important to provide
future teachers with the special knowledge and skills necessary for an
effective a¡rd successful execution of their mission.
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Case Studl 7.4

Environmental Consewation Cuniculum for Teachers Training Colleges In the
U.S.S.R. (Vladimir Galushin)

Environmental education in teachers' training colleges (pedagogicat
institutes) of the U.S.S.R. has been existence for at least 10-12 years.
Enthusiasm of pioneers of environmental education in these colleges
was founded on the sound idea: to awaken a sense of ca¡e for the
environment in the rising generation, first of all through properly
educated school teachers.

At Moscow State Pedagogical Institute, for instance, a compulsory
course on nature conservancy has been included into the curriculum of
the Biology-Chemistry Department in 1968. From experience in
teaching this course, Professor A. V. Mikheev and Dr. V. M. Galushin
worked out a syllabus on 'Nature conservancy' for students who would
be teachers of biologa, biology and chemistry as well as biology and
geography. In 19?0 it was approved by the U'S.S.R. Ministry of
Education as the first State Syllabus on Nature Consen¡ancy for
Pedagogical Institutes.

Since the academic year 1970-71, the compwory discipline'Nature
Conservancy' has been included in the curricula of all the 200
pedagogical institutes in the Soviet Union. For students specializing in
'Biology' (duration - 4 years) and 'Biology and Chemistry' (dura-

tion - 5 years), the course is taught in the second term of the 4th year

and is allocated about 30 lecture hours (50 minutes each), i.e. 3 hours
per week. The cou¡se of Nature Conservancy is fortunately preceded by
the newly introduced course of General Biology with S0lecture hou¡s.

The syllabus on nature conservancy is based on the concept of the
biosphere as an entity, on the concept of human envi¡onment as a

whole. The global scope of the problem ha.s been emphasized from the
beginning of the coutse.

Another thesis emphsized is the real character of the basic

contradiction forming the very essence of the problem of environ-

mental conservation, namely, it is an actual contradiction between the
interests of the present and future generations. The need for a ca¡eful
consideration and comprehensive study of all the a.spects of specific

manifestations of this main contradiction is underlined before resolving

it in favour of 'today' or 'tomorrow'. Some attention to the history of
nature conservation in the Soviet Union and other countries is given so

that the students may not form the ÏEong impressions that no one

before outselves has ever been concerned with these problems.
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The major part of the syllabus deals with the present state of various
natu¡al resources and measures to protect them. Due to rapid changes
of situation this part of the syllabus represents only a general scheme
for constructing the corresponding sections of the coutre. To select
necessarJ¡ illustrations the lecturer should use not only textbooks and
guides but also new books, magazines and other publications. In order
to form optimistic and active approaches among students, selection of
not only negative but mostly positive examples of successful actions in
cleaning and maintaining good quality envi¡onments is specially
emphasized.

The syllabus is wound up with an important section, namely,'natu¡e
conservancy and school' which offers the teacher ways for involving
youth in the process of nature conseryancy and maintenance of
envi¡onments.

The main content of the syllabus is a.s follows.

1. Introduction (general aspects of environmental
conservation)

2. Short history of natu¡e conservancy
3. Air conservancy
4. Water conservancy
5. Soil conservancy
6. Plant conservancy
7. Wildlife conservancy
8. Conservancy of natural landscapes
9. International efforts in nature conservancy

10. System of nature conservancy
11. Nature conser:vancy and school

Total - 32 hours

The 200 pedagogical institutes all over the U.S.S.R. will graduate
tens of thousands of school teachers annually who will have a special
training in envi¡onmental education. It gives hope that millions of their
pupils will enter life having developed the sense of ca¡e and respon-
sibility for maintaining a high quality of human environment.

2 hours
3 hours
t hour
2 hou¡s
4 hotús
6 houn
6 hot¡¡s
2 hours
t hour
2 hours
3 hours
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Case Stadl 7.¡ ,

Higher Education Programmes in Environment¿l Education in Great Britain
(R. A. Eden)

Syllabus Content
Exponents of the 'holistic' school regard the environment as being the
natural medium for child education. They believe that the teacher's
task is to provide opportunity for discovery and exploration unham-
pered by projections of adult ideas, either in the form of subjects with a

common objective 'local' or by excessive structuring of the process of
exploration.

The widely differing syllabuses of Colleges of Education Environ-
mental Studies courses reflect the variety of thinking behind the
courses. The main devision of thought would appear to be between
those who:

(a) Expect students should master the methods and sources for
individual and group enquiries and the specific facts emerging from
their own locality, and

(b) those who expect students to master general knowledge from the
different contributing disciplines. The latter tend to be more highly
structu¡ed courses and place less emphasis on individual and group
enquiry.

It is difficult to make a comprehensive and detailed comparative study
of syllabuses since many a¡e unstructu¡ed and open-ended in thei¡
approach.

Analysis of an unstructured syllabus does provide some information
about the approach and nature of the coulse, the standard and quantity
of work expected from the students, the techniques and skills to be

mastered.
Thus:

1. SubjecLs studied include, Geography, history, science, a¡chitec-
ture and religious studies.

2. Practical skills are developed at all stages of the work designed to
encourage initiative, individual interests and a desi¡e to try out new

ideas. Tape recordings, films and model-making can take the place of
visual presentation on paper. Emphasis is placed on direct observation
in the field a¡rd on visual presentation.

Domestic, street and urban environments are examined from a wide
range of view points, historical, locational, scientific, aesthetic and

others. The rural environments of farm, soil and natural habitats are

furüher studied.
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3. written work is kept to a minimum and students are encouraged
to collect information by visiting archives, offices, ribraries and
museums.

4. Knowledge of facts and relationships revealed by field and ribrary
study may be tested by oral examination. students are expected to
study each other's work and to discuss common problems.

5. Later in the course time may be given to a close study of an
arbitrar¡r a¡ea of land from the viewpoint of consen¡ation, development
or redevelopment and amenity in all its aspects.

6. students also compile a study of a parish or similar area of land.
Emphasis in assessment here is placed on the degree to which histoúcal,
geographical, scientific and other aspects have been integrated and
related one to another. students therefore must avoid the danger of a
mere compilation of correlated facts.

7. Lectures introduce themes for assessed study. They also consider
the place of Environmental Education in schools, aspects of rural and
urban studies, techniques of map making, equipment, course planning
and the availability of reference material. An analysis of more
structured courses in five colleges of education is given in the following
table (see Table 1).

TABLE 1 Tabletoshowtherangeof syllabuscontentof fivecollegesof educationwith
structured courses in environmental studies

Major aspects of the course Subdivisions
Colleges of Education
ABCD

Aesthetic artistic
I iterary
musical

Eco log ical hab itats and ecosystems
conservatio n
pollution
biological control
soils
tillage, drai nage, etc.
food supply
d isease

heredity and selection

Econom ic structure of economy
distribution of wealth
trade
populations (human)

Geograph ical land forms and structure
maps
climatology
land use

E

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

XX
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
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Table 1 (continuedl

Major aspects of the course Subdivisions
Colleges of Education
ABCO E

Geological lithology
wolution of land forms

X
X

X
XX

H istorical growth of settlements
urban growth
communications
history of science

X
X
X

X
X

X X
X

X

Political party pol¡tics
freedom and authority
nat¡onal¡srn and inlernat¡onal
local government

X
X
X

x X

Pre-h istory pre-man
early man

X X
XX

Religious and Philosophical free will and resons¡b¡l¡ty
truth
God
Christianity

X
X
X
X

Sociological home and family
social change
work and leisure
social services
control over life and dearh

x
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

Technological industrial change
energy
¡ndustrial processes
rad i oact iv ity
space research
neu/ materials
natural resources

X

XX

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
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Case Stù1 7.6
Natural and Man.made Communities: A New Approach üo Teacher Training in

Environmental Education (Joan Rosner, Hy Rosner)

(From The New ETa,ISSN 0028 5048, Vol. 56, No. 1, Jan./Feb. 1975, pp. 2F2g)

In the summer of 1965, we spent two consectutive weeks in highly
rewarding group ex¡reriences; the first, at a teacher training session at
one of the National Audubon Society's Ecology Camps; the second, at
a Family Carnp conducted by the American Friends Service Committee.
We were impressed by the potential for combining the high-Iights of
both programs, and establishing a Teacher Training l{orkshop/Family
Ecology Camp - thereby achieving the 'best of both worlds'.

Rationale
There were several facets in the philosophy and rationale underlying the
design of our Workshops. Basic was that a course in ecology and
communities should be conducted in the field, and should be a living
experience. Involving teachers in such a prog¡am means taking tþm
away from their homes for several days. We felt that such a course
could be combined effectively with a vacation experience for teachers
and their families. People usually leam best when they are happy and
relæ<ed, when their minds are at ease.

Another aspect of ou¡ workshop progam is that, in order to be
repeatable, it should be financially self-supporting. Members of staff,
d¡awn from college and high school faculties, as well as from the
neighbourhood, are paid modestly for their contributions. Costs for the
parüicipants are kept to the minimum and usually regarded as an
inexpensive form of family vacation and as a way of earning Board of
Education in-service, or graduate school, credit.

A third fundamental notion on which our planning was based is that
concepts of biological and human ecology can be leamed equally well
in u¡ban or n¡¡al settings, and can then be hansferred to other
environments. The basic principles of succession, diversity, adaptation,
intenelationship, and interdependence apply equally well in a mountain
forest, or in the woodlands of a city park, in a pastoral meadow, in a
city school yard, or a vacant lot. Locating our Workshop in a vacation
setting adds to our parbicipants' comfort and enjoyment. It does not
detract from the course's relevance to the environment in which these
teachers work during the year.

One final aspect of the original rationale has repeatedly been pft)ven
correct during the past seven years. We felt ttrat the Workshops should
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be directed at concentrations of teachers and supenrisors from a school
district. We believed this increased the potential for carr¡rover into the
classroom. An isolated teacher who has a stimulating summer experi-
ence can have difficulty in conveying its impact to her unititiated
colleagues. With this in mind, the frrst Workshop was conducted in
1968 for fifty teachen and supervisors, as well as thei¡ families, from
New York City's School District 30 in Queens.

The experimental progþm worked extremely well, it was repeated
the following year for District 30, and another session was added for
School District 26. Herc, the direct involvement of the hesident of the
School Board as codi¡ector of the prognm, and of the Community
Superintendent, who parbicipated ïrith his family, helped pave the way
for substantial classroom, school, and district follow-up during the
ensuing school year. Since 1969, one session ha.s been conducted every
summer for each of the two pioneer districts. Many teachers from other
parts of the city also have been welcome participants.

Getting the Most Out of Twenty-Fou¡ Hours
The parameters of environmental education have broadened a¡rd
deepened signifrcantly in the seven years of the lüorkshop's existence.
Ou cu¡riculum modifications have kept up with, or have anticipated,
cu¡rent trends in the field, but the goals and organizational pattern of
the course remained relatively unchanged. We have always felt that
leaming from real life, rather than sitting in the classroorr¡ is as
essential an aspect of teacher haining as it is of the education of
children. At the summer Workshops, all parts of the prognms, from the
most overt to the most subtle, become living experiences. Pond food
webs, woodland plant succession, diversity in a meadow a¡e all obsewed
directly. Human interactions and interdependencies a¡e learned through
shared responsibilities in a family-style dining room, and through
closely inter-related activities during a week of intensive community
living. Methods for investigating the environmental history and prob-
lems of a neighborhood or town a¡e identified by studying a local
community.

The curiculum includes total involvement for a total day, minus a
few hours for sleep. The daily prog¡ârn is sandwiched between optional
bird watching at 7 am and optional sky study at 11 pm. It starts with
th¡ee hours of field work dt¡ring the morning; early aftemoons ate
spent investigating human communities or taking trips to neighboring
bogs, waterfalls, or forests. Late aftemoons are given over to recrea-
tion - swimming, volley ball, sunbathing. The post-supper periods start
a 'ne\¡v ball game'. During the early evening, an open cla.ssroom
atrnosphere pervades the campus ¿s s¡¡nll, 'do your own thing' gloups
settle in for arts and crafts, twilight singing, technique workshops, fossil
hunting, or quiet walks. When it gets too da¡k outside fo¡ these
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activities, the large group reconvenes for a formal evening program of
films, lectures, seminars, o¡ environmental games, Snacks, folk- and
square-dancing, and campfires round out a full, happy, and productive
day. The enthusiasm of staff and participants is interactive, and leads to
a situation in which fatigue is an unaccepted a¡rd unrecognized
condition. As verbalized by most of the participants, 'We can rest next
week'.

The family aspect of the Workshop is its most exciting featu¡e.
Spouse and children are integral parts of the group, often becoming
more involved (if possible) than the person taking the cou.se. The only
time in which children are separated is during the moming field study
period. They enjoy the same field experiences as their parents, and are
taught by the same instructors. Their sessions, however, a¡e shortened
to two hours, and a¡e followed by a preJunch swim. During the
remainder of the day, children and adults follow their own interests in a
totally integrated group atmosphere.

The reaction of the children to the Workshop has been one of the
most rewarding parts of the enti¡e experience. Many of them admit
quite openly that they accompanied their parents with real misgivings,
if not downright resistance. They expected, at best, to be able to
tolerate the week. To their surprise, they were excited by the highly
motivating subject matter and the hands-on discovery approach óut
instructional staff uses in all classrooms, indoors or out, with all
students, children or adults. \ilatching our young people has been a
dramatic reminder, to all educators present, that environmental
education is an excellent 'tum on' agent, and that children, properly
motivated and instructed, love to leam.

Putting it all Together
The various components and activities of the Workshop are fascinati:rg.
Each has its individual, intrinsic value. But the coutse would not
achieve its full potential if these different factors were not woven
together into some cohesive 'master plan' for the session.

The Workshop's fundamental goal is to effect change in the
parbicipants, both as professionals and as members of their community.

A key to establishing such a curriculum w¿rs discovered during the
first summer, and its effectiveness has been reaffirmed each succeeding
year. We try to provide every participant with an enriching and
satisfying experience; to keep alive a sense of wonder, and the joy of
living in and with the natural world. The awareness that comes from
taking a nev¡ look at one's surroundings leads quickly to deepened
understanding and appreciation, and to a sense of man's role as only
one part of the total envi¡onment, not its master. In many cases,
concern is the next step, followed by action both in the classroom and
the community.
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More subtle, but parallel, is an intangible metamorphosis which takes
place in the human community formed by the participants. Although
the huçnan relations aspect of the Workshop seenß more accidental and
incidental, less planned than the basic curriculum, development of
human relations is an important goal, and it plays a major role in
making the total experience a memorable one for all involved.

To stimulate and back up the affective and attitudinal changes in
teachers taking the course, the curriculum has been planned to include
a balanced combination of content, skills, techniques, and resources.

The subject matter of the course of stud¡' stems from the conviction
that environmental education is multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary,
and that the environment is composed of abiotic, biotic, and cultural
components. 'Communities' is a unifying theme, and the communities
experienced are not only those in pond, lake, stream, bog, field, forest,
but in neighbouring town - a.s well as in the community the participants
themselves have established for the fiveday period. The concepts of
similarity and variety, adaptations, change, succession, niches, inter-
relationships and interdependence, are explored in each of these
communities. Earth history and abiotic factors are seen as the base on
which natural and man-made communities are built. And, the inter-
actions among the three factors, abiotic, biotic, and cultural, ate
identified and studied.

During the past few yeats, attention has been directed toward the
human communitSr and its interactive role with the natural com-
munities on which it impinges. The Workshop in 1973 focused on the
neighbouring town of Coming, New York, which had been devastated by
the L972 Hurricane Agnes flood. The area was studied from its
geological formation by Ice Age glaciers to its current state of
developments and organization. Local experts and average citizens were
interviewed for opinions about the causes of the disaster and plans to
avoid its repetition. We conducted these investigations for the purpose
of understanding Corning's environmental problems and to establish a
basis for conducting classroom and community studies back in New
York City.

Re-entry
Having mastered these concepts, our students reach the end of the
session eager to re-enter their home and professional communities and
to share their insights and missionary concerns with classes, colleagues,
and friends. They want to know how they can communicate and build
upon the exciting glow of this experience when they get back to the
sidewalks of New York. Our final evening program is structured to meet
this need to implement this newlydeveloped potential for responsible
social action.

Each year, as a starter, the group decides upon a significant
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environmental issue on which to focus during the fall term. one year,
hundreds of workshop 'alumni' conducted a 'teach-in'to pressure for
the preservation of the world-famous Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge,
endangered at that time by threatened expansion of Kennedy Inter-
national Airport. Two years ago, concern for vandalized and neglected
New York City parks led to the formation of an organization, ESp
Educators Serve Pa¡ks, which works in cooperation with New york
city Park Department to preserve and restore these much-needed green
and open urba¡r spaces. one of ESP's most dramatic achievements was
the establishment of an environmental education center in a eueens
park and the assignment of a Park Warden, first in New york City, to
this center.

To meet the clamor for 'refresher coutses', Saturday reunions are
scheduled several times a year in city parks and other open spaces. For
frve years, spring weekend reunions were conducted to reinforce
learnings and to satisfy a desire shared by most of the arumni to meet
and discuss classroom accomplishments and problems. For, after all, the
classroom is what the Workshop is all about.

The most spectacular classroom outgrowbhs of the coul.se were two
school camping experiences attributable to the initiative and resoulce-
fulness of two teachers, both Workshop alumni. School camping, an
established activity in many school systems, had never been tried [n
District 25. The pioneering determination of these two teachers and the
success of their camping experiences have resulted in an alldistrict pilot
school camping program planned for the spring of 1975. We chalked
this up as another victory for the Workshop.

Several graduates starbed Ecology clubs in their schools. One junior
high school club won a Presidential award for its community efforls.
The same club presented testimony at Hearings to prevent wetland
encroachment and spent several days of hard work on a reforestation
project in a city park.

Environmental leamings ale ïvoven into all subject area.s in many
classes where teachers awakened to biological and human ecology, have
helped their students understand that the web of life is allcmbracing,
and that each man is inextricably linked to, and dependent upon, the
natu¡al world, the human beings a¡ound him, and the nations which
share, with him, Planet Earth.
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